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ABSTRACT 

This thesis attempts to "clear the ground" for the socio-historical study of the 
state in Aotearoa/New Zealand. The rationale for this type of reflexive or 
"meta-level" study is a) that the existing substantive literature remains 
somewhat under-theorised, and b) that the complexity of current sociological 
debates is such as to perhaps raise doubts about their applicability to concrete 
social formations. In this work, I try to develop a critical pathway through 
some of these problematic theoretical areas, showing how in spite of their 
considerable complexity, there are ways of coherently and usefully managing 
the general issues. In that spirit of optimism, I go on to develop ideas about 
how my preferred theoretical perspectives might be "applied" within the 
context of New Zealand history. 

The study has three main phases. Initially, I map the field of historical 
sociology, indicating my preference for a realist philosophical basis and a 
critical-pluralist theoretical approach. Then I tackle some of the key 
definitional and analytic questions around "the state" as a domain of study 
for the historical sociologist. Surveying the debate between society-centred 
and state-centred approaches, and between monocausal and pluralist 
explanatory frameworks, I articulate a neo-Gramscian model of analysis 
derived from the work of Stuart Hall and Bill Schwarz. Finally, taking 
elements of this model into my own field of empirical and political interest, 
I show, using a selection of existing analytical texts on the history of 
Aotearoa/New Zealand, how this preferred perspective can provide an 
improved overview of state formation in this country. It also, I hope, 
contributes to the impetus of post-colonial reflection on our political past and 
future. 
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1 THE SHAPE OF THE THESIS 

The general topic of this thesis is the sociological understanding of state 

formation in Aotearoa/New Z.ealand. The approach taken to this topic 

involves an emphasis on historical sociology. However, while the focus is on 

what happened in the past, the impetus for this research is a result of current 

concerns. In contemporary Aotearoa/New Z.ealand, the state (as government 

and public service) has a huge impact on the everyday life of New 

Zealanders. As well as dealing with day-to-day matters such as collecting 

revenue and policing the streets, the state is involved with ongoing debates 

that (directly or indirectly) establish the limits of state jurisdiction. These 

limits are constantly being altered - expanding in some areas and contracting 

in others. Establishing why these changes occur is always open to debate. 

The first step in this process is, I believe, a consideration of the way that the 

history of the state may be studied. 

The reason that this must begin in the present, is that it is contemporary 

debates that throw light on the past. In our topic, there are two particularly 

pertinent sociological issues of some consequence: the role of historical 

sociology and the respective virtues of society-centred and state-centred 

approaches. A second contemporary impetus for this research is more 

"political" the shift in the last ten years to a state structure that is tending 

towards a focus on the socio-ontological primacy of individuals, and which 

appears to be altering the areas ·of state jurisdiction The third contemporary 

issue is equally urgent, and concerns "post-colonial" relationships and 

identities in Aotearoa/New Zealand. Particular issues that have been 

prominent recently include republicanism, the settlement of Treaty of 

Waitangi claims and relations between Maori and Pakeha. In this ongoing 

context of political and academic debate, the analytical history of state 

formation in Aotearoa/New Zealand is (to me at least) an area of obvious 

significance and interest. However, it is also worth stating at the outset that 

whilst the thesis is driven in part by the political questions just alluded to, the 
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thesis is in large part a methodological and theoretical dissertation rather than 

a empirical or policy-focused study. 

Any sociological research involves the selection of boundaries. Without some 

self-regulation, this research would be in danger of aspiring to be nothing less 

than a magnum opus concerning the history and development of the 

Aotearoa/New Zealand state from colonisation to the present day, including 

a detailed assessment of all the contemporary sociological debates! A more 

tangible possibility was to focus on the evidence and existing material on the 

state in Aotearoa/New Zealand, and by applying a theoretical model, 

develop a body of work that improved our knowledge about the 

development of the Aotearoa/New Zealand state. A slightly different option 

was to focus on the project of "clearing the ground" in order to establish a 

coherent and theoretically detailed exposition of the process involved in 

developing and applying a theoretical model in my chosen "domain". It is 

this second route that I have taken. This could, in a condensed form, perhaps 

be seen simply as one chapter in a study of the Aotearoa/New Zealand state. 

However, these issues are intrinsically interesting and certainly worthy of 

detailed attention as at least forming one part of the developmental sociology 

of Aotearoa/New Zealand. 

As the title indicates, then, I shall attempt to "clear the ground". This process 

of selecting a subject area and working through the process leading up to 

empirical research has been identified as significant by Lloyd (1993)1
• Lloyd 

argues that: 

general concepts and general theories are parts of background 
frameworks or traditions of beliefs, ideas, knowledge, and 
assumptions that all exp~anations employ. These frameworks 
include philosophical and methodological assumptions, which 
are sets of ideas and beliefs about the entities and processes of 
the world and of how we can have knowledge of them. 

1In this book Lloyd also argues for a •structurist• 
approach, which is not considered in this discussion. 



The framework, concepts and general theories that the 
advanced sciences employ pertain to what have been called 
"domains" of knowledge. (1993:22) 
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The process of identifying and outlining a domain can proceed (to a certain 

extent) in isolation from the consideration of specific empirical questions or 

hypotheses (Lloyd, 1993:30). The subject matter must, however, be identified 

and distinguished "from the totality of social life" (Lloyd, 1993:37). My own 

project, in those terms, is concerned with discussing the domain of "the state" 

in Aotearoa/New Zealand through a progressive articulation of three strands 

of analysis, namely; historical sociology, a state-centred approach to political 

theory and a model of conjunctural analysis developed by Stuart Hall and Bill 

Schwarz (1985). It does not attempt to answer questions related to how and 

why the state developed as it did. Rather, it looks at the theoretical 

arguments for utilising and articulating together the three elements that I 

have chosen to promote. I do examine several existing texts by local authors 

that focus on the period that I am concerned with. At that point, I highlight 

some key empirical details, and identify possible areas for further study. 

However, my primary emphasis remains on establishing a coherent domain 

of study. 

The first chapter opens with a discussion of history and sociology. I contend 

that historical sociology can combine aspects of each discipline in a way that 

enhances our understanding about the past. A consideration of both 

philosophical and theoretical issues strengthens the case for using historical 

sociology as the over-arching framework for research. I later identify the 

period 1840 to 1907 as a key period in state development - and one in which 

the benefits of using historical sociology are clearly evident. This period is 

also characterised by marked shifts in the position of Maori relative to 

settlers. The process of colonialism and the issue of post-colonialism are also 

raised here as concepts that are central to the practise of historical sociology 

in Aotearoa/New 2'.ealand. 
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The second area in need of clarification is that of "the state". This discussion 

moves from a definition of the state as the governmental system and public 

service to considering the state in relation to civil society, the nation-state, and 

its international context. This process of conceptual clarification is a core part 

of historical sociology, and leads on to a consideration of a range of state

centred and society-centred approaches. Although the state is the focus of 

research, an explanatory theoretical framework can focus on the state or 

aspects of society as the driving force of change or stability. State-centred 

approaches argue that the amount of autonomy that contemporary states 

enjoy means that they effectively drive change or stability in society. On the 

other hand, society-<:entred approaches view society as being the key. The 

three society-centred approaches that I consider include liberalism, pluralism 

and Marxism. More recent work in this area proposes a realignment of 

Marxism and pluralism which retains a critical approach while allowing a 

degree of state autonomy. Therefore the importance of the state is 

acknowledged alongside the complexity of the state/ society relationship. 

The third chapter discusses the particular approach that I consider to be 

applicable to the history of the Aotearoa/New Z.ealand state. As I have 

indicated, there is minimal existing research in this area. I have therefore 

identified the model developed by Stuart Hall and Bill Schwarz ("State and 

society, 1880-1930":1985) as applicable to the Aotearoa/New Z.ealand 

situation. By expanding on this model I identify the characteristics that, in 

principle, could provide valuable insights into the Aotearoa/New Z.ealand 

case. The Hall and Schwarz approach to Britain does not consider 

colonialism (or imperialism) in any depth, but it is possible, I think, to 

integrate colonialism within their overall approach. The widely accepted 

view that the Gramscian approach is impressively sensitive to the complexity 

of state development provides the basis for this optimism. Also, the Hall and 

Schwarz approach uses the concept of crisis to structure their consideration 

of events. While I have altered this concept to a focus on a period of 

potential state (re)formation, this can include, alongside political 
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representation, a range of other pertinent issues. Taken together, the selection 

of time frame and particular issues provides the basis for assessing whether 

there was a shift in the role of the state from an emphasis on individualism 

to an emphasis on collectivism (in the Hall & Schwarz discussion). The shift 

is also apparent in Aotearoa/New Zealand in the time frame that I have 

identified, and similar shifts in emphasis could be assessed throughout the 

history of Aotearoa/New Zealand. 

The final chapter of the thesis works upon four existing key texts to highlight 

the advantages of the Hall and Schwarz approach, as well as areas that Hall 

and Schwarz have not developed. The most obvious area is the issue of 

colonialism and how this shaped state development in Aotearoa/New 

Zealand. Theory is also a key part of the domain that I have identified, and 

the first part of this discussion considers the role of theory in light of the 

selection of historical sociology and stat~entred approaches as theoretically 

valuable. I then go on to consider how a period of potential state 

(re)formation can be identified. Each of the texts that I have selected 

provides material that can be used to identify the potential for change in a 

range of areas including political representation, colonial relationships, and 

socio-economic structures. Hall and Schwarz focus on political 

representation as a key factor and I have also done this, while indicating 

where other factors warrant consideration. Finally, I identify the ways in 

which it may be possible to develop indicators for a shift in the balance 

between individualism and collectivism in the role played by the state. The 

thesis concludes with a summary of the key parts of this domain and a 

reiteration of major areas that could be investigated within it. 
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2 A PAKEHA SOCIOLOGIST 

As a sociologist, there are a number of ethical issues that I need to address. 

The first of these is to identify where I stand. I do not consider any research 

(or researcher) to be "value-free". Upon completion, this thesis becomes the 

property of anyone who choo5es to read it. Any errors within are my 

responsibility, and I have sought to minimise them. However, the issues and 

debates that I have entered into remain as ongoing areas of contention. 

The Treaty of Waitangi has been characterised as a document about 

partnership. While many people have contributed to the development of this 

thesis, I have not sought the opinion of any Maori. This is a Pakeha 

perspective and the majority of those quoted are not from Aotearoa/New 

Zealand. Pakeha perspectives that address the process of colonialism are 

necessary - not to explain it away, but to acknowledge what has happened 

and to demonstrate a willingness to learn more. This research is my way of 

using an academic discipline to seek to understand part of the history of this 

country, and develop a nuanced theoretical model to approach further study. 

It is also a process from which I will benefit from in a number of ways. The 

potential for personal gain is one factor in doing this research, but it is 

certainly not the only one, and I hope to contribute something to the debates 

I have entered. 

I have identified myself as Pakeha. This naming process is a very conscious 

one, and requires some clarification. The word Pakeha can have a number 

of meanings, and the one that I identify with is "New Zealander of a 

European background, whose cultural values and behaviour have been 

primarily formed from the experiences of being a member of the dominant 

group of New Zealand" (Spoonley, 1990:63-64). The idea of Pakeha as an 

ethnic group is, in turn, built on the definition of an ethnic community as "a 

named human population with shared ancestry myths, histories and cultures, 

having an association with a specific territory and a sense of solidarity" (M. 
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Smith, 1982:4). Whether all of these characteristics exist for Pakeha is 

certainly debatable. However, it is the only term to describe my own 

ethnicity. I also choose it because the word Pakeha can involve an explicit 

acknowledgement of the relationship between Maori and Pakeha in 

Aotearoa/New Zealand. It is not possible, I believe, to deny this relationship, 

and by acknowledging it here, I am also situating this research in relation to 

Maori/Pakeha relations in Aotearoa/New .zealand. 

My use of the word Pakeha in my thesis has been complicated by the time

frame that I have focused on. From the definition that I have used, it is clear 

that initial settlers cannot be described as Pakeha. Therefore, I have referred 

to them as settlers. During the late 1800s the development of a national 

identity distinct from the settlers' original countries began to emerge in settler 

society. As more children were born in Aotearoa/New .zealand and grew up 

here, so a new ethnic identity began to form. While the term Pakeha remains 

contested, I have used it to refer to the majority of post-1900 New Zealanders. 

Prior to this time, I have described non-Maori New 2.ealanders as settlers or 

settler / Pakeha society. 

3 POST-COLONIAL AOTEAROA/NEW ZEALAND? 

As a Pakeha sociologist, I feel that it is important to acknowledge the colonial 

history of Aotearoa/New Zealand. In part, using the combination of 

Aotearoa and New .zealand explicitly presents the ongoing relationship 

between Maori and Pakeha in New .2ealand. The naming of the society that 

we live in is certainly contested at present. I support the use of the word 

Aotearoa as the name for this country, but have used Aotearoa/New .zealand 

in acknowledgement of the process involved in moving beyond the colonial 

past. Around the world, colonialism has occurred in different societies with 

a range of outcomes. While Aotearoa/New .zealand does share some 

similarities with other colonised societies, the Treaty of W aitangi provides an 
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indicator of the high level of. respect held for Maori, relative to other 

indigenous people, by their colonisers. This can also be explained by 

reference to some of the earlier treaties with colonised societies (Sorrenson, 

1991:Chl). Pearson (1990:27) provides an outline that highlights the 

complexity of the process of colonisation. Thus colonialism involves: 

the movement of populations between societies, the shape of 
power relations between groups in initial and subsequent 
contact with one another, and the continuing complexity of 
relations within and between established and emergent nation 
states. The lines of domination in colonial situations shift as 
one reflects on who is dominating whom, and what form the 
domination takes. (ibid) 

In the case of Aotearoa/New .zealand, we need to consider relationships with 

Britain and also other important nations such as Australia and the United 

States. Internally, the relations.h,ips between British colonisers and Maori are 

of prime importance, but we also need to consider the relationships with 

other European and Asian settlers. This is certainly a complex task and I do 

not intend to tackle it here! What I will do is indicate areas in which some 

of these relationships can be considered. 

The importance of these relationships provides one indication of the need for 

an emphasis on local theorising. In order to be able to study a colonial 

society such as Aotearoa/New .zealand, we need to be able to identify both 

the similarities and differences with other countries in a way that 

acknowledges the importance of the process of colonisation. In this study the 

changes in both economic and political control in Aotearoa/New .zealand are 

of central importance in understanding how Aotearoa/New .zealand has 

developed. Both structures and ·individuals have been important in this area, 

and I shall enlarge on this in the following chapters. 

Post-colonialism has a range of possible meanings. The first of these is the 

removal of direct rule by a colonising country. In this sense Aotearoa/New 

Zealand can be described as post-colonial because since 1907 there has been 
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a system of independent government (although this system was largely 

modeled on the English system). However, I prefer to use the term post

colonial to refer to the process of continuing development2 as a nation-state, 

which includes both internal and external relationships. This process cannot 

be divorced from events in other countries or changes in global relationships. 

This global inter-relatedness does provide a basis for advocating the use of 

a comparative methodology. However, the unique combination of the time 

of colonisation, the individuals who set up the initial structures, the 

relationship between settlers and Maori, and subsequent Aotearoa/New 

Zealand history all provide a basis for advocating an approach that focuses 

on Aotearoa/New .zealand as a unique case. I would, ideally, support an 

approach that is broad enough to enable some comparison with other 

countries, yet provides the mechanisms for evaluating the impact of 

conditions that are specific to Aotearoa/New Zealand. However, initially, an 

emphasis on Aotearoa/New .zealand as a unique case is appropriate. 

The theme of colonial (and potentially post-colonial) relationships runs 

through this thesis. It is an important area and warrants further 

investigation. The model that I propose here can, I believe, help to structure 

further study. While this cannot proceed in isolation from the political issues 

that I have raised, I have focussed primarily on theoretical and 

methodological issues. Along the way, I have noted some of the political 

(and ethical) implications of research. It remains my belief that historical 

sociology about the Aotearoa/New .zealand state has the potential to assist 

in the process of developing a post-colonial society. 

2Using the term •development• here may imply a type of 
linear or evolutionary development. I do not see these as 
necessarily the type of development that occurs in this 
situation, nor do I view this .as development to a particular 
state. Rather, this is an ongoing process that involves 
experimentation, change and stability in the structures and 
relationships in society. 



CHAPTER ONE 

SHAPING THE DOMAIN: 

HISTORICAL SOCIOLOGY 
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1 INTRODUCTION 

The process of shaping a domain begins with a discussion of philosophical 

and methodological problems. These include the issues of epistemology and 

ontology as well as the broader outlines of theoretical explanatory practices 

that can be utilised (Lloyd, 1993:29). This chapter begins with a discussion 

of some of the key areas of history and sociology that can be developed to 

form the basis for historical sociology. More generally, the rationale for this 

chapter is that before a coherent historical sociology of the state in 

Aotearoa/New Zealand can get off the ground, we need to know whether 

"coherent historical sociology" is a valid analytical goal, and what it might 

look like if it is. 

Recently, there has been an upsurge in the number of people talking, writing 

and practising historical sociology. This wave of post 1960s popularity has 

developed to the stage that there is an increasing body of material that charts 

the development of the field, and attempts to categorise those deemed to be 

practitioners into typologies (eg. Abrams, 1982, Skocpol, 1984 and D Smith, 

1991). I do not intend to repeat this history of historical sociology. Rather, 

I shall focus on some of the issues (philosophical, theoretical and 

methodological) that have been highlighted in different ways. It is apparent 

that there is no widespread agreement on these issues, and while I do not 

propose that there is one perfect approach, a consideration of these issues is 

a core condition for the practise of historical sociology. 

In each part of this discussion of historical sociology, I feel it is necessary to 

outline some characteristics of the separate disciplines of history and 

sociology in order to indicate where there are significant similarities or 

convergences, and where there are substantial differences. Given the range 

of possible positions to be found in both of these disciplines, I am only able 

to highlight a few possibilities. However, the reason for this selectivity is to 

demonstrate the foundations upon which historical sociology has been 
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developed. This, then, provides the overarching theoretical approach that 

structures this domain. I then move on to consider the role that philosophical 

and methodological issues play in the formation of this domain. 

The distinction between philosophy, methodology and theory is important in 

this discussion. The philosophical issues refer to ontology and epistemology, 

where ontology refers to the nature of the world that we live in and study. 

By taking a realist position, I am arguing that there are underlying structures 

and processes that affect changes and stability in the state structure. On the 

other hand, epistemology refers to the way in which we can know about the 

world. From a realist perspective, which will emerge as my favoured 

approach, we can utilise visible or recorded information to uncover the 

"hidden" relationships between agents (whether private individuals, groups 

or influential people) and social structures (such as nations, governments, 

educational institutions, the family). This process requires both 

methodologies and theories. 

A methodology1 refers to "the actual explanatory practices and structures of 

a particular science or discipline" (Lloyd, 1991:186). Any methodology is 

based on an epistemological and ontological position. In order to understand 

the advantages and limitations of a particular methodology, I feel that it is 

necessary to be clear about the philosophical assumptions that underlie it. 

The third key area is theory, which can be described as the "concepts, models 

and statements of a general kind that are directly used to explain particular 

events and processes" (ibid). Theories can be divided into different levels, 

and I shall enlarge on this later, however I view middle range theory as being 

most useful for my purposes, in particular the development of conceptual 

1Methodology can be distinguished from particular me thods or 
technical approaches. Most of ~ discussion will focus on the 
l evel of methodology, a l t hough I will t ouch on some par t i cular 
methods where appropriate . 
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frameworks which can then be utilised to facilitate the description and 

explanation of the area of study. 

This chapter charts the establislunent of a domain of knowledge from an 

explicitly theoretical perspective. This is important, as this enables the 

researcher to consider the assumptions that underlie everything from the 

selection of a subject area to the presentation of a research report. While this 

is an important part of the formation of a domain, once the domain has been 

established, it is then important to move on to the development of the actual 

theories in a way which is consistent with the philosophical principles that 

have been set out. This is considered in the following chapter. Overall, this 

chapter charts the (admittedly complex and eclectic) process of establishing 

the broad framework for a domain. In this case, I have considered why 

historical sociology can provide a valuable synthesis of history and sociology, 

as well as the reasons for utilising a realist approach, and what needs to be 

considered in establishing a theoretical and methodological framework. 

Having set up a coherent framework, it is then possible to move on to the 

next step - establishing the subject of the domain. 

2 AN ARGUMENT FOR THE DEVELOPMENT OF 

HISTORICAL SOCIOLOGY 

The basic characteristic of historical sociology is that it is a field in which 

sociological theories are utilised and developed in a way that takes into 

account time and place. This is intended to be a very general statement and 

encompasses a range of individuals who may be considered to be historians 

or sociologists. The skills utilised by these researchers include critical 

theoretical knowledge as well as a familiarity with methodologies employed 

by both disciplines. This is not to say that the historical sociologist 

necessarily utilises all of these skills, but any research process necessarily 

involves a critically explicit theoretical approach as well as a critical approach 
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to both primary and secondary sources. Thus this definition encompasses 

survey research, historical narrative, conceptual development and theorising. 

It also encompasses a wide range of debates, including the specificity or 

generalisability of knowledge, the role of structures and agents, philosophies, 

theories and methods of knowledge and inquiry. Historical sociology can 

also highlight the political aspects of research. As Dennis Smith points out, 

"[h]istorical sociology can help citizens understand how opportunity 

structures and ways of life have been shaped and may, in some respects at 

least, be reshaped" (1991:184). This is an area of sociological research that 

cannot be neglected from an ethical perspective. 

The distinction between history and sociology is often characterised (Abrams, 

1982:300) as being between idiographic and nomothetic or particularising and 

generalising approaches (respectively). Certainly this may appear to be the 

case, however, within each discipline the range of approaches covers both 

these facets to some extent. While, historically, grand theory has probably 

been the prerogative of sociologists, more recent developments suggest a 

move to a more problem-centred approach - particularly in the area of state 

formation (see Skocpol, 1979). In the following discussion, I shall highlight 

some of the key characteristics as well as similarities and differences between 

history and sociology that form the basis for the praxis of historical sociology. 

This gap between history and sociology is characterised by Toynbee as 

involving three key reasons: 

The first is the failure of the universities to generate interest in 
the "new" social history, clinging instead to the traditional areas 
of scholarship, the time-honoured methods of research and the 
documents which have served the "old" history ... On the 
sociological side, concern with contemporary problems and 
social surveys overrides the injunctions of the founding fathers ... 
The third reason is the somewhat uncritical use of imported 
theoretical models to explain events or processes in New 
Zealand history. (1979:65) 

This perspective is, I feel, somewhat dated now, but it does summarise what 

may be fairly common perceptions of both disciplines. In the following 
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discussion, I shall highlight some of the key characteristics as well as 

similarities and differences between history and sociology that form the basis 

for the praxis of historical sociology. 

Sociology has been criticised by Stedman Jones (1976:301) for lacking a 

definite subject2. This fluidity does make it very difficult to specify what 

sociology is - or who, where, why and to what ends sociology is. Certainly, 

sociology is not limited to a particular sphere of society, nor a particular time 

span. It cannot be tied down to a particular methodology or theoretical 

perspective. Generally speaking, sociology is the study of society, and in 

particular, social structures and relationships and how these change or remain 

static over time. A part of this may also involve taking "snapshots" of 

particular subject areas and focusing on the relationships within that time and 

context only. In any sociological study there is an interplay between "the 

society" and "the individual". Banks suggests that historical sociologists differ 

from other sociological researchers "in their concern to understand not only 

what persists but also what changes over time in the attitudes and 

circumstances of those categories of people who are the subjects of their 

study" (1989:525). Put this way, I would suggest that historical sociology is 

what sociologists do, and this historical aspect of sociology is what draws 

together the many different philosophical, methodological and theoretical 

approaches in sociology. This is, of course, a very broad definition of 

sociology, but I am not going to make it any more specific at this stage. 

History suffers from a similar problem - it is a very broad discipline. A 

number of writers have attempted to outline what history is (Gardiner, 1988, 

Stanford, 1986:Ch2). However Jenkins suggests that a more appropriate 

question is: "Who is history for?" Oenkins, 1991:18). While this reflects 

Jenkins' rather "post-modernist" approach, it does point to the political nature 

of history, and indeed of sociology also. As Tosh (1991:9) points out, ''history 

2See also McLennan, 1984d:147. 
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is a political battleground" - the omission or inclusion of certain types of 

history or events can be a result of, or have consequences for political 

decisions. Both disciplines have had to grapple to some extent with issues 

raised, in particular, by Marxists, feminists and indigenous peoples. These 

issues raise questions about the "objectivity" of the findings of each discipline 

as well as the methods and evidence that they utilise. While history (and 

sociology) is shaped by contemporary debates and issues, there are dangers 

in bringing the present into historical research (Tosh, 1991:144), but this also 

enables the exposure of previously hidden history. 

Starting from the obvious statement that historians study the past, it can be 

noted that historians use particular methods, based on assumptions as to 

what constitutes historical evidence and then interpret the meaning of this 

evidence. Tosh (199l:vi) points out that history "refers both to what actually 

happened in the past and to the representation of that past in the work of 

historians". This points to the first key similarity or convergence of sociology 

and history. There is a "past"3 that can be studied, but because we cannot 

know that past in the same way that the individuals who experienced it (and 

every individual will have experienced it differently), we can only know it 

through representations. Thus the process through which representations are 

made is of central importance. 

The methods employed by historians are of central importance for the 

development of historical sociology, and I shall expand on them shortly. 

Tosh (1991:15-20) outlines a number of the benefits that result from the study 

of history. Firstly, historical study demonstrates the achievements that have 

occurred in the past- and there are an incredible array of achievements to be 

studied. Knowledge of the different possibilities for tackling problems can 

provide insights for tackling contemporary problems - or suggest alternatives 

3This is a realist perspective. I shall expand on both 
realist and idealist perspectives on history later in this 
chapter. 
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to current solutions. Also, while history does not repeat itself, knowledge of 

the past may help to take into account the context in which predictions of 

success or failure may occur (eg. Skocpol, 1979). Finally, and importantly, 

history is inextricably linked to political power. Versions of history are used 

to provide a mythical past- which we could either aim to return to or escape 

from. Highlighting women's history or Maori history can be used to 

advocate progressive or revolutionary changes, or to bolster the claim that 

these groups are in some way inferior. The political nature of history (and 

not just political history) is one of the most compelling arguments for 

encouraging historical sociology, in which the practise of historical research 

and narrative becomes more explicit about its own political implications. 

What, then, does the historian do? Tilly (1981:14) suggests that there are four 

criteria that distinguish historians from other specialists who may also draw 

on the past: 

1 Its members specialise in reconstructing past human 
behaviour 

2 They use written residues of the past: texts 
3 They emphasis the grouping and glossing of texts as the 

means of reconstructing past events 
4 They consider where and, especially, when an event 

occurred to be an integral part of its meaning, 
explanation and impact. 

This definition is clearly broad enough to include the work of sociologists. 

In particular, both historians and sociologists rely on the use of texts in 

constructing descriptions (and explanations) of history. The use of texts by 

historians or sociologists is not necessarily straightforward, and has been 

increasingly questioned by both historians and sociologists. As we shall see, 

the importance of texts is the subject of ongoing debates in the development 

of historical sociology. 

Stedman Jones also discusses what historians do, but emphasises that the 

"past" is not investigated or reconstructed, rather it is "the residues of the past 
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which have survived into the present" (1976:296) that are studied4 and the 

historian also "designates which of these residues possess historical 

significance, and what significance they possess" (ibid). Thus, while the 

consideration given to time and place is a central part of historical work, how 

history is conceived or interpreted can vary considerably. 

In order for representations of the past to be viewed as valid and "truthful", 

historians utilise a range of methods. At a practical level, this involves 

evaluating primary sources for internal and external reliability. That is, 

evaluating the source to see whether it is "inaccurate, muddled, based on 

hearsay or intended to mislead ... [or] ... incomplete or tainted by prejudice or 

self interest" (Tosh, 1991:33&65). This involves comparison with other 

primary and secondary sources as well as judgements made on the basis of 

the researcher's knowledge. 

Of particular importance to history is the study of primary sources. For more 

recent histories, this may involve speaking to individuals, however it more 

usually involves the analysis of documents and physical evidence. Thus, 

diaries, letters, official records, books and drawings may be used, as well as 

clothing, furniture, tools, weapons, houses, towns and transport. However, 

there is an emphasis on written sources (Tosh, 1991:30). The study of these 

documents and artifacts relies on a realist assumption that we can know and 

explain past events or practices from what has survived from that period. It 

is also contingent upon these remnants providing adequate representations 

of what is being studied. This emphasis on primary sources has parallels in 

some sociological research such as life histories, surveys and textual analysis. 

This again demonstrates the similarities between history and sociology, in 

that both involve the extensive use of texts. However, when analysing the 

more distant past in particular, sociologists often rely more heavily (although 

not exclusively) on secondary sources. Whatever the source, some form of 

4See also Stanford, 1986:49. 
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critical evaluation is necessary to ascertain the limits of any conclusions that 

are drawn. 

Tosh5 (1991:33) points out that sources could be both primary and secondary, 

depending on the research context. Nevertheless, a large part of the 

historian's work involves evaluating these primary sources (Tosh, 1991:57ff). 

The first step in this process is external authentication. Following this, the 

document is examined for internal consistency and interpretation of its 

meaning. Finally the reliability of the source needs to be evaluated through 

the credentials of the writer (if known) and against existing knowledge. 

Secondary sources are also utilised and undergo a similar scrutiny. Again, 

this indicates considerable common ground with sociology, as sources and the 

way material is selected from these sources and integrated into a narrative (or 

discarded) is a practical concern for sociologists. Where sociologists differ 

from historians is in the explicitly theoretical nature of sociological work. 

This is not to say that theory is absent from historical work. For example, the 

use of narrative itself is one area of considerable debate. Narrative already 

exists in both primary and secondary evidence, and therefore it is not possible 

to avoid the different concepts and linguistic structures. The way that 

language is used also contributes to the way the reader is positioned and 

expected to respond (White, 1975:53). These issues again indicate a 

considerable overlap for both history and sociology in approaching the study 

of the past. 

Another similarity of sociology and history is that the practitioners of both 

disciplines work in a particular age (Stanford, 1986:93) and both lay claim to 

professional status and organisations (ibid:95). This is an issue that is not 

often addressed in academic work. As individuals, all academics are situated 

5It is apparent that I am focussing on a small selection of 
commentators on historical methods and theory. This is mainly 
because I did not want to caricature extremes of historical 
praxis, but concentrate on how history and sociology can 
complement one another. 
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in a particular context. In the wider context, it is not possible to avoid the 

current debates in society, and these may provide the catalyst for research 

projects. Therefore, living in Aotearoa/New Zealand in 1994, we cannot 

avoid debates about the position of women in society, the troubled processes 

of Treaty of Waitangi negotiations, the impact of government policy, and 

increasingly, debate about the role of the monarchy. To a greater or lesser 

extent we are also faced with international issues and debate about the role 

of universities in society. All of these issues impact, to some degree, on the 

choice and execution of research projects. Within a narrower realm, the 

academic environment also has an impact on the praxis of history and 

sociology. Individuals strive to attain certain standards of scholarship and 

are also under increasing pressure to provide evidence of their achievements 

in order to retain their position and conditions of work. These issues have 

certainly affected the work that I do, and I have attempted to identify some 

of the factors that have influenced the choices that I have made. 

From this preliminary outline, it is obvious that historical sociology is a 

potentially enormous field. Firstly, it is not possible to define historical 

sociology through a particular subject area as the areas of actual and possible 

application are almost infinite. Secondly, historical sociology is not 

characterised by any particular theoretical or philosophical approach, and 

although it does utilise a number of methodological tools, these are also not 

necessarily definitive. Rather than being about the application of sociological 

theory to history or vice versa, I see historical sociology as being a synthesis 

of the two (see also Abrams, 1982:1). Abrams describes historical sociology 

as · "the attempt to understand the relationship of personal activity and 

experience on the one hand and social organisation on the other as something 

that is continuously constructed in time" (1982:18). This sums up the core 

characteristics of historical sociology, although it can be expanded 

considerably6
• 

6See for example the definition provided by Skocpol 
(1984:1). 
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What is important in these definitions is that the "historical" and the 

"sociological" are not divided by academic boundaries or philosophical 

concerns - each facet complements and enriches the other - although in any 

research endeavour, the emphasis may shift - depending on the aims of the 

project. The debate over whether it is possible to view history or sociology 

as science or as methods of social understanding that are essentially different 

to science is one that has a long history (McLennan, 1981:68). McLennan 

proposes that, in part, the posing of the question is the problem - the nature 

of "science" itself must be considered as a precondition for meaningful 

discussion. By discussing philosophy, theory and methodology, I intend to 

demonstrate that these issues that apply to both history and sociology can be 

fruitfully discussed in the context of historical sociology. 

However, there is also a need to provide a slightly narrower focus for this 

discussion. I have already indicated that the subject of the domain will 

concentrate primarily on work in the area of "states". Within this, my aim is 

to develop a methodology for studying the history of the state in 

Aotearoa/New Zealand. In my discussion, I have attempted to highlight the 

particular aspects of each discipline that can complement each other. At the 

same time, I do not wish to propose that history and sociology should merge 

to form one discipline. In part, this stems from a desire to avoid the politics 

of this debate. There still remains room for constructive criticism between 

these disciplines, as well as collaboration7
• Stedman Jones points out 

(correctly I think) that the use of theory by historians and history by 

sociologists does not break down boundaries between the disciplines 

(1976:295). To do this, a novel approach is required that integrates both 

strands. 

7For example, Bloch (1954: 18) conunents on the value of 
interdisciplinary approaches when noting the impact of Durkheim 
and Vidal de la Blanche {neither of them "historians") on 
history. 
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In order to do this, I intend to approach the study of the state in 

Aotearoa/New z.ealand from two slightly different directions. The first of 

these is through a discussion of historical sociology, and why this approach 

provides an appropriate strategy in this context. However, the implications 

of a colonial history and the possible "post-colonial" shift provide an 

alternative approach to studying this area. This involves a consideration of 

the impact of changing colonial relationships, the ongoing situation for 

indigenous people and the way in which these factors have influenced the 

structure of the state and the actions of individuals. There is a need for 

"post-colonial" approaches to these issues, and without the development of 

these approaches it is not possible to understand the past, nor use this 

understanding to help move towards the future. Historical sociology 

provides one way of developing a "post-colonial" approach to the history of 

Aotearoa/New · z.ealand. The following sections further develop the 

philosophical bases and justifications for structuring the domain in this way. 

3 THE IMPORTANCE OF PHILOSOPHY AND ITS LIMITS 

Dennis Smith (1991:182-183) notes that: 

The best contribution historical sociology could make in the 
1990s would be the discovery and dissemination of knowledge 
relevant to the development of capitalist democracy, even if this 
meant a diversion of attention from the discussion of 
philosophies of history. 

This approach clearly identifies one problem of research - the need to identify 

a particular area of study and maintain a narrow focus. In part, this is why 

I am attempting to establish a domain. The discussion of philosophy is 

important - as are the implications of particular philosophical positions. A 

consideration of capitalist democracy or, in this case, the Aotearoa/New 

2.ealand state, cannot help but rely on a number of assumptions. This section 

sets out these assumptions as a part of the framework, so that the following 
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chapter on the subject of the domain can build on clearly articulated 

assumptions or presuppositions. 

Raising the issue of philosophy is necessary at this stage in order to, firstly, 

highlight some of the possible pitfalls for the practice of historical sociology. 

As Stanford points out (1986:22), philosophy clearly indicates the limits of 

knowledge. It is with this in mind that I shall address the spectres of 

historicism, empiricism and positivism. The second role of philosophy is as 

an aid to identifying the assumptions underlying the choice of a particular 

perspective. As I argue for an historical realist approach, I shall indicate 

what I consider to be the strengths of this approach. Thus, philosophy can 

be used to identify the range of theoretical and methodological approaches 

that are appropriate to a particular topic area. Thirdly, once these issues have 

been addressed, it is possible to leave philosophy alone (while not 

abandoning its practical implications). The practice of historical sociology is 

primarily about studying particular problematics, using an approach that 

acknowledges the temporal characteristics of that problematic. Once the 

philosophical scene has been set the praxis of historical sociology can 

proceed. 

Empiricism and, to a lesser degree, historicism have their basis in a positivist 

approach. Positivism is characterised by an emphasis on scientific method -

in which social sciences conform to the same scientific criteria as the natural 

sciences. This approach does not allow for interpretations of the recorders of 

history (sources) and the practitioners of historical sociology. This attempt 

to emulate the methodology of the physical sciences is problematic because 

of the myriad of ways in which any area of social life can be interpreted, both 

by the people involved and by observers. As I will discuss later, I support 

a degree of relativism, but objectivity also is necessary in some form. 

Discounting particular (contradictory) sources, or using quotations out of 

context so that a desired outcome is obtained certainly compromises the 

practice of historical research. Again, a degree of "scientific" or perhaps 
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ethical method remains important. Positivism also stresses "the necessity of 

adequate evidence, of asserting the reality of the past" (Stanford, 1986:80). It 

is important to ensure that there is adequate information on which to base 

any discussion of past events. 

The next philosophical position that I would like to distance myself from is 

that of historicism8
• Clearly, historicism can mean different things in 

different contexts. On one side there is the position that suggests that 

unconditional laws can be utilised to both explain history and predict the 

future. Alternatively, historicism can encompass a broad range of approaches 

that aim to uncover regularities in social change without positing these as 

unconditional laws. A third variation that also falls under the umbrella of 

historicism is an interpretive approach that proposes that "each historical 

situation or period can only be understood in its own terms" Oary & Jary, 

1991:278). The label of historicism does encompass a diverse range of 

approaches, and I am concerned with avoiding the type of historicism that is 

described as: 

an approach to the social sciences which assumes that historical 
prediction is their principle aim, and which assumes that this 
aim is attainable by discovering the "rhythms" or the "patterns", 
the "laws" or the "trends" that underlie the evolution of history. 
(Popper, 1957:3)9 

While this is a philosophical approach that has been out of vogue for some 

time, it often appears that this is what sociologists and historians do. 

To a certain extent, sociologists do attempt to uncover trends and patterns 

when analysing the past, and use these to in some way hypothesise about 

8Historicisrn can also be distinguished from historism in 
which the rapid changes in all aspects of social life mean that 
•the historian is obliged to study only concrete and singular 
phenomena, and to renounce all quests for structural 
regularities• (Boudon and Bourricaud, 1989:198). 

9Throughout the thesis, all emphases in quotations are from 
the original source, unless otherwise stated. 
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future possibilities. Indeed, historical sociology involves this. However, this 

falls short of historicism if these trends or patterns are not seen as immutable 

and universal. It is the use of laws to help select, describe and "explain real 

complex situations, events and processes" (Lloyd, 1989:460) that contributes 

to understanding. By grounding these laws through reference to historical 

situations, historicism can be avoided. Also, by acknowledging the political 

consequences of the research process and the somewhat arbitrary nature of 

historical interpretations, historical sociologists can utilise studies of the past 

to suggest possibilities for the future without assuming that these are in some 

way predetermined laws. 

Given that historical sociology is a contemporary practice and as such 

contributes to knowledge that ·may be used to develop future policies, I 

would suggest that an historicist approach carries two important dangers. 

The first of these is that historicist interpretations can be used to justify the 

continued subordination of groups because of some kind of "natural, 

historical" inferiority. Secondly, this approach is highly conservative, in that 

interventions to alter the status quo are ultimately useless, because they 

cannot alter the history on which the laws are based10
• Historicism is a 

potential problem for historical sociologists. However, in dismissing 

historicist approaches, I do not wish to deny the use of looking for trends or 

patterns in history. In many situations, the practitioner of historical sociology 

can be seen as walking a tightrope, and historicism is the danger of leaning 

too far in a particular direction. 

Another possible problem is empiricism, and there are a range of levels at 

which the problems of empiricism become apparent. Empiricism is based on 

the assumption that we can only obtain knowledge through direct experience, 

10one possible critique of historicism has been mounted by 
proponents of chaos theory (Reisch, 1991), which suggests that 
for any laws to hold true, the initial conditions on which those 
laws are based must be exactly accurate. Any small discrepancy 
will result in wildly inaccurate outcomes. 
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and therefore results in an emphasis on empirical data collection at the 

expense of theorising and conceptual development. This preoccupation with 

empirical data can result in "the failure to recognise the theory-laden and the 

socially constructed, and reconstructible, character of concepts, and thus of 

'facts'" (Jary & Jary, 1991:191). Empiricism is also characterised by an 

emphasis on objectivity (Jenkins, 1991:37), in which empirical data 

(observations) are used to generate theories by induction (Popper, 1957:131), 

against which unique cases can then be tested. Because of the emphasis on 

objectivity, bias is deemed to be a problem (Jenkins, 1991:38). Therefore the 

practitioner must let the facts "speak for themselves" rather than bringing pre

existing (feminist, structuralist, Marxist) biases to the selection and 

interpretation of facts. The political consequences of this approach essentially 

discount alternative or oppositional readings as biased and somehow less 

"true" than an approach which attempts to be "value-free". Carr critiques the 

idea that "there is an objective right solution and way of reaching it - the 

supposed assumptions of science transferred to the social sciences" (cited 

Davies, 1986:xix). 

Empiricism is also problematic because of the "lack of empirical data - the 

past is irretrievably gone" (Stanford, 1986:2). We can not "experience" the 

past and recollecting information about the past therefore relies on utilising 

data collected at the time. However, this may mean relying on information 

that systematically excludes or misrepresents certain categories - in particular 

women or ethnic minorities. Unless this is acknowledged, the "facts" that we 

utilise can misrepresent the focus of study, and this has serious implications 

for the way in which this information can enhance our understanding of both 

contemporary and past societies. 

The empiricist approach relies strongly on the existence of "facts", and the use 

of historical facts to explain causality (Stedman Jones, 1976:297). This reliance 

on directly observable phenomena can be utilised for deriving laws and 

inferring causality. This is contrary to a realist position that allows for the 
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identification of underlying mechanisms. Stanford, however, distinguishes 

between facts and evidence and points out that the presentation of evidence 

as facts is dependent on someone judging them to be facts (1986:71-3). 

Obviously some historical evidence, such as the official date of women's 

suffrage in Aotearoa/New Zealand can be regarded as "fact" in that it did 

occur. However, by treating this as evidence, it is also possible to see this as 

a part of a process. The cause of this event cannot be directly and 

unequivocally ascertained from a compilation of evidence. By treating "facts" 

as evidence, this evidence remains contestable and in the process of 

determining causality the evaluation and re-evaluation of the evidence 

remains a central concern. Jenkins (1991:48) goes further to highlight the 

danger of calling "traces" of history evidence because it implies that evidence 

leads to explanations. Attempting to ascertain causal processes is complex. 

However, while social phenomena are complex, there is also order to social 

phenomena. Attempting to unravel and integrate the complexities to explain 

order (ie. formulate generalisations) is, of course, an awesome task (Ragin, 

1987:19); but again, there seems no reason in principle for thinking it 

impossible to make significant progress in explaining both the orderings and 

complexities of the socio-historical domain. Such, at any rate, is the realist 

approach to the task and possibilities or theory. Realism appears to hold 

distinct advantages as an explanatory framework when compared to the three 

philosophical approaches to history that I have outlined and criticised. 

4 THE ARGUMENT FOR A REALIST APPROACH 

Causality is certainly difficult to ascertain, indeed how far back is it necessary 

to go and how wide must the net be cast for relevant evidence? Given the 

complexity of any event, the search must be limited and this is where theory 

plays a crucial role. The aims of research are also important here - why is it 

that a researcher elects to attempt to explain certain events? In this research, 
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I support an approach to history that draws on aspects of post-modernism 

when described as: 

a discursive practice that enables present-minded people(s) to 
go to the past, there to delve around and reorganise it 
appropriately to their needs, then such history ... may well have 
a radical cogency that can make visible aspects of the past that 
have previously been hidden or secreted away; that have 
previously been over-looked or sidelined, thereby producing 
fresh insights that can actually make emancipatory, material 
differences to and within the present - which is where all 
history starts from and returns to. Oenkins, 1991:68) 

This is closely tied to the idea of post-colonialism that I outlined earlier -

studying history cannot be divorced from the present concerns which provide 

the impetus for studying history. This approach also relates to the way in 

which historical sources are texts and are thus always open to interpretation. 

By studying possible causes of past events, the researcher also contributes 

information that may be applied to contemporary or future decisions. Titis 

highlights the need to be specific about the presuppositions and limitations 

of research findings. 

This approach to facts and causality could be taken to mean that all historical 

sociology is irrevocably relativist or idealist. Looking firstly at the issue of 

relativism, it could be argued that all knowledge is socially produced relative 

to time (and/or individuals) and that there is no objective truth. Certainly, 

I would adhere to a degree of relativism, firstly because we cannot avoid the 

use of language and the contemporary connotations of words (Carr, 1986:19). 

Secondly, individuals do live and learn in a particular social environment and 

we are in some way shaped by this environment. In the terms of a research 

method: 

both the notion of a point of view and the principle of selection, 
together with the idea of emphasis in history, may produce a 
certain subjectivity and relativism into the study of past 
happenings and in any event lead to clashes between different 
historical interpretations. (von Leyden, 1984:156) 
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This is an important aspect of a realist approach which can provide a 

nuanced approach to historical sociology. One consequence of the realist 

approach is an acceptance of a degree of philosophical pluralism 11
• 

McLennan (1989:192) points out that: 

realism does not deny, and in fact it positively supports, the 
idea that a plurality of levels operate in the social domain, and 
that within each level, a number of factors, processes and 
mechanisms are usually in play. 

Therefore different philosophical (and theoretical) perspectives can be used 

to develop understanding of issues. This way, even such classical 

oppositions, such as societal versus individual explanations can be seen to 

complement each other (ibid). 

Linked to relativism is the idealist approach which focuses on "historical 

agents' 'thought"' (Gilliam, 1976:237) and proposes that we can only know 

ideas about the past12
• Again, our knowledge of the past is shaped through 

ideas about the past. However, the "sympathetic imagination" (Gilliam, 

1976:233) of an idealist approach has limited pragmatic utility simply as ideas. 

By utilising a particular theoretical approach, this sympathetic imagination 

that presents images of the past can be used to identify particular trends in 

terms of both structures and agents. For if history is not perceived as real 

(even if viewed through a lens of ideas), how can the understanding of 

historical events contribute to contemporary understanding? Lloyd (1993:39) 

argues that: 

A policy of sociological realism presupposes that society and 
culture are independently real entities that are neither artifacts 
of the theorist's or actor's creation nor reducible to 
characteristics of individuals or individual behaviour. 

11This should not be confused with the pluralist model of 
the state which I discuss in the following chapter. 

12This contrasts with the realist assumption that •the world 
exists and is ordered independently of our perception• (Lloyd, 
1989:464). 
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The imaginative past is different from the real past (von Leydon, 1984:59). 

Given that the theoretical approach I am developing focuses on particular 

historical events, there must be a link between what happened in the past 

and our ability to understand them in the present. 

Thus, I am arguing for a realist perspective that conforms to the definition 

provided by McLennan (1984d:156): 

For historical (scientific) realism, history is a structured process, 
complex but unitary. It therefore conceives of historical reality 
as having an independent ontological status and as populated 
by structures, tendencies, and causal properties as well as by 
human agents. Moreover, realism posits a correspondence 
theory of truth in history, and therefore rejects the idea that 
rival theories, methods, and empirical research programmes are 
incommensurable. Historical realism positively emphasises the 
necessity of political, theoretical, and methodological debate and 
elaboration, since there are many ways in which 
"correspondence" to reality is established or rendered 
acceptable; and there are some respects in which it can never be 
achieved. Realism therefore does not reject the notion of 
coherence between texts as a valid criterion by which theoretical 
claims to truth are judged. Nor is there any necessary crudity 
in assuming that truth is arrived at "asymptotically". 

This outline of a realist approach also conforms to the approach that I am 

taking by not proposing that one methodology or theoretical approach is 

necessarily superior. Rather, there is a need to critically evaluate the position 

that is taken - from a political as well as an academic perspective. 

Taking a realist position does not avoid the necessity of further tightrope 

walking. A realist perspective could be criticised as tending "towards a 

scientific systematism which substituted a static abstract ordering of events 

for the movement and uniqueness of individual historical existence" (Gilliam, 

1976:233). However: 

the real past is always a necessary, but not a sufficient condition 
for historical statements about it... the real past constitutes a 
series of lower-order actions (past events) in relation to which 
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actions. (von Leydon, 1984:54) 
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This idea of "multilayered depth" (Lloyd, 1989:457) is central to a realist 

approach. Observable traces of history must be studied in such a way as to 

enable unobservable relationships to be inferred. The way in which the 

researcher moves from the observable level to the underlying structures and 

relationships is always open to dispute13
• In order to write about the past, 

or even the present, the writer must assume that they are writing about 

something that is (or was) "reality". This does not necessarily mean that what 

is written is "true" - in fact it may viewed as more or less "true" when 

evaluated over time (Neale, 1981:241-4). By evaluating historical evidence (or 

"traces") using the methods of historians and utilising a theoretical framework 

that integrates both structure and agency, the realist approach can provide 

information that enhances contemporary knowledge and understanding. 

Von Leydon (1984) argues the case for seeing history in terms of levels, in 

which the "real" past is viewed as a "lower plane" which has temporal 

priority, and historical knowledge is viewed as a higher plane and has logical 

priority (1984:72). Thus, the past which we are describing or explaining exists 

independently of our knowledge about it, but as knowledge develops and the 

interpretation of particular events builds on previous accounts (whether 

supporting or challenging them) so higher levels of historical understanding 

are achieved. These higher levels of historical understanding involve the real 

past, historical material about that past (and other pasts) as well as 

knowledge about the practise of history (historiography) (1984:74). 

Similarly, we can utilise different levels of analysis in a sociological approach. 

For example, Mouzelis suggests that "third-order concepts (elsewhere called 

conceptual frameworks) are validated or invalidated by constant 

13However, as Lloyd points out (1989:457}, the unobservable 
structures of the physical sciences (eg gravity) have not 
prevented scientists from reporting and analysing them. 
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confrontation with second-order concepts (empirical/ substantive theories) and 

with the first-order concepts that social actors use in constructing, sustaining 

and transforming their social worlds" (1991:170). An important facet of the 

sociological approach is the use of concepts. Concepts can be described as 

"intellectual tools" (Neale, 1981:65) which help to provide a framework in 

which the meaning of key terms are less ambiguous than when they are used 

in everyday life. However, concepts also "come in packages of assumptions 

which need to be scrutinised with care" (Burke, 1992:45). An awareness of 

philosophical debates enables us to take a critical approach to the concepts 

and theories that are used so that any discussion is as unambiguous as 

possible. 

5 THE USE OF THEORY AND A METHODOLOGICAL14 

FRAMEWORK 

This section considers the way that theory may be utilised in sociology and 

why it should be an explicit part of the work of historians as well. The use 

of theory does not replace the need for ethical awareness and reflexivity. 

After setting out the argument for the use of theory, I then consider the 

methodological issues of specificity and generalisability. 1bis concerns the 

way the comparisons are used - both with theory and between cases. This 

is considered primarily because I am seeking to reshape a model that was 

developed in Britain, and also because it may be possible to use this model 

for comparisons across time or between states at some stage. 

14I am dealing with theory and methodology together because 
they are very closely related. Also, the next chapter will set 
out in more detail the actual positions that I will be taking on 
these issues, so the purpose of this section is to outline some 
of the key issues for history, sociology and historical 
sociology. 
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One important characteristic of the type of sociology that I support is the 

theoretical self-consciousness of its practitioners. At each step of the research 

process, the researcher must explicitly consider the choices that are made and 

how these contribute to the overall project. This begins with the researcher. 

A level of self-awareness is important in understanding why a particular field 

of study is chosen and the methodological and theoretical frameworks for 

that study. By this, I do not mean that all research is ultimately subjective 

and can therefore be automatically accepted or dismissed on the basis of the 

researcher's characteristics. Rather, this process can help the researcher to 

explicitly state their perspective. This serves two main goals. The first is to 

protect their research (to some degree) from charges that may be levelled at 

it via the researcher's beliefs. Secondly, it encourages the researcher to be 

explicit about choosing particular methods over others. This reflexive process 

is an important part of the practise of sociology. 

While theory is involved in all historical sociology, the research can be 

"theory-centred" in that two or more states are compared with a theory, and 

the primary comparisons are not between the states. Rather the aim is to 

develop the theory itself. An alternative approach would use a theory as the 

basis for comparing two states in order to identify key similarities and 

differences15
• These are not mutually exclusive strategies, however, I feel 

that it is generally simpler to focus on one strategy at a time. In this research 

I am interested in the theory-centred approach. By using the Aotearoa/New 

Zealand state in comparison with a British theory, it should be possible to 

develop the theory in a way that reflects the post-colonial nature of 

Aotearoa/New Zealand. 

15Comparing different states at different times can 
sometimes be utilised successfully ( eg Mouzelis, 1986) , when this 
suits the research process. However it does involve additional 
complications, so I will not discuss it here. 
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It is very important that the theory on which research is based is made 

explicit, and then utilised to provide clear hypotheses and operationalisation 

processes. This applies whether an inductive or deductive approach is used 

(Nowak, 1989:37-39). This involves clearly defining the theoretical concepts, 

the relationship between them and their indicators (Nowak, 1989:50-51). 

Dyson (1980:205-206) also supports precise conceptual clarification. This 

enables "political rhetoric" to be recognised and avoided, if possible. 

However concepts also need to be "sufficiently loose or "open-textured" to 

incorporate some complexity, ambiguity and change and to be filled out in 

different ways '.' (ibid). Skocpol points out that "it needs to be stressed that 

comparative historical analysis is no substitute for theory ... Still, comparative 

historical analysis does provide a valuable check, or anchor, for theoretical 

speculation" (Skocpol, 1979:39). I am advocating developing a model for state 

research that encompasses at all stages historical, theoretical and comparative 

strands. In order to do this I have defined the main concept (the state), as 

well as related concepts. 

As I have discussed in the previous section, it is apparent that there are 

"many potential meanings and functions of a given piece or whole body of 

historical evidence" (von Leydon, 1984:61). In order to ensure that any 

research conforms to ethical requirements about how we select and utilise 

evidence, it is important that the researcher clearly establishes the reasons for 

these choices. It is also important that the researcher is able to evaluate the 

sources that are used. Historian5 are better trained than sociologists to obtain 

and evaluate rare or obscure source materials (Banks, 1989:540). This can 

result in sociologists accepting uncritically the work of historians (D. Smith, 

1982:292). However, the work of historians can be viewed in a similar way 

to that of sociologists - as representations. In order to provide these 

representations, the use of a theoretical model (or models) is important. 

Sociology can be characterised as a theoretically conscious discipline, in that 

theory plays an explicit role in virtually all sociological work. Whether one 
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subscribes to (or simply utilises) a realist, positivist, Marxist, structuralist, or 

feminist approach, or a combination of these and others, theory plays an 

important and clearly (or nearly) visible part. Runciman (1989:6) suggests 

that: 

without some wide-ranging and well constructed underlying 
theory, no social science, whatever the ideological disposition of 
its practitioners, can do more than dabble at the surface of the 
institutions of which human societies are composed. 

An important aspect of historical sociology is the ability to link together 

empirical research and theoretical propositions about society in general, as 

well as the relevant structures and relationships. As I have pointed out, the 

practice of sociology can be characterised as having a range of levels and 

investigation can proceed at any of these levels or a combination of them. 

The emphasis varies, as does the success of the theorising or the application 

of the theory. 

It is sometimes assumed that history is in some way "theory free". This may 

take the form of a positivistic suggestion that historians record "the facts" of 

history and recreate a picture of life as it was. However, from the selection 

of an area of study, it is clear that certain presuppositions and contemporary 

debates (Tosh, 1991:26) can provide a structure which is utilised to select the 

relevant facts from a wealth of possible sources. The proliferation of 

historical sources indeed requires that the historian has some method for 

narrowing the boundaries of what is to be studied. 

It is in the conscious process of fact or source selection that the philosophy 

of history comes to the fore. Briefly, the historian can rely on a positivist 

approach - that history is a science similar to the natural sciences and that the 

"facts" that are recounted result in or from laws. Alternatively, there is an 

idealist approach - that human events are essentially different to those of 

natural science and history is not generalisable, but about ideas about 

particular events in particular contexts. However, the necessity of always 
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selecting facts or sources or areas for study "presupposes a hypothesis or 

theory however incoherent it may be" (f osh, 1991:139). Thus a Popperian 

model of hypothesis testing and reformulating is possible. 

Stanford (1986:1) describes history as lacking "the formal theoretical structure 

of most academic disciplines", ~owever, he also points out that history does 

not lack structures. These structures are important for furthering knowledge 

for three main reasons. Firstly, for anyone to make sense of information they 

need to be able to structure that information into some sort of framework. 

Secondly, history is known through the structure and relationships of 

language and society. Finally, historical evidence is interpreted by "human 

understanding of human experience" (1986:24). Stanford goes on (ibid) to 

propose that 

not only the reliability but also the importance of that evidence 
must be assessed. The historian should have a mental picture 
of the society and of how the historical agents themselves saw 
it, some notion of the nature and causes of the changes in that 
society, and, finally, some idea of the form that account will 
take. He or she will probably be intending to publish the 
results, and will try to present the account in a literary form 
that meets the expectations of, and is likely to please, his or her 
readers. 

While Stanford explicitly states that these structures are not theories, they do 

rely on both philosophical and theoretical assumptions. It is understandable 

that historians do not want to simply adopt theories used by sociologists or 

other disciplines for these theories do not necessarily solve problems of 

method or evidence. However, historical sociology is valuable precisely 

because it does involve a conscious engagement with these issues and makes 

no claim to value free knowledge. There are a number of criticisms that can 

be made of the use of theory in historical studies. The problems of an 

uncritical adoption of sociological theory by historians has been raised (Eley 

& Nield, 1980, Knapp, 1984, Stedman Jones, 1986) and can result in a 

complacency and retreat from independent theoretical development. 

However, I feel that it is important to acknowledge that there has been a 
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tendency to present a caricature of the "off the peg" nature of sociological 

theory - which is, perhaps, outdated (see, for example, Judt, 1979). 

Tilly (1981:10) points out that historians use theory for arriving at conclusions 

rather than investigating and narrating their finds. Both the area and context 

of the field of interest are theoretically informed, and the posing of questions 

and the search for evidence involves theoretical knowledge16
• This stance 

is corroborated by Tosh who sees theory as being necessary as a problem 

solving tool (1991:154). Historians are faced (as are sociologists) with 

problems of grasping an incredibly complex world composed of a number of 

inter-related areas. Historians who attempt to explain historical change and 

the direction or meaning of that change all utilise theoretical models. 

Whether or not this is an explicit process, there are advantages and 

disadvantages in this use of theory - especially when that theory is developed 

outside the discourse of historians (McLennan, 1984d:147; Burke, 1992:28-33). 

In this case, historians run the risk of integrating the problems and 

contradictions of the theory as well as its benefits. 

One concern is that the use of theory will simply result in the facts being 

chosen or interpreted so that they fit the theory (Tosh, 1991:156)17
• This is 

a valid concern, however, the work of "untheoretical" historians may also 

unconsciously do the same thing. Surely it is better that this is a conscious 

and defended choice? Sociological techniques are superior to "dogmatic 

speculation" {Banks, 1989:539) and this is particularly important when 

considering the political consequences of research. A second concern that 

Tosh raises (1991:157) is that theory seeks to impose structures and grand 

themes on all of history, whereas history gives pr~minence to the role of 

16Stanf ord adds that models cannot be avoided in historical 
work, because they help to make sense of history. The most 
pervasive model that is utilised is language (1986:5). 

17Although Stanford stresses the distinctions between 
finding a pattern in the subject area and imposing a pattern 
(Stanford, 1986:7). 
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human agents in history. Again, this does not stand up to concerted critique. 

While there are structuralist approaches that place less emphasis on the role 

of individuals, there are also theories that attempt to balance the actions of 

individuals and groups against the structures and institutions that they 

interact with. This would include the work of Anthony Giddens, Philip 

Abrams, Christopher Lloyd and Nicos Mouzelis - all of whom also 

acknowledge the importance of historical processes. 

Thirdly, Banks raises a concern that too much emphasis on theoretical issues 

"may inculcate a blinkered state of mind in those sociologists who attempt to 

answer these questions through research" (1989:538). This is a valid concern, 

as it may be tempting to ignore contradictory or chance findings if a 

researcher is intent on supporting a particular theory, or the theoretical model 

may not be falsifiable. These raise both ethical and methodological concerns. 

It is important to remember that the choice of variables or "formal elements 

of a theory or model are not something reality imposes on the theorist, but 

what the theorist takes to reality" (Knapp, 1984:36). Researchers do make 

choices and choose to support a wide range of theoretical approaches. 

Providing academic freedom allows a range of perspectives to be utilised and 

debates over these issues continue, I do not view this as a particularly serious 

problem. 

In terms of methodological approaches, Bonnell (1980:157) distinguishes 

between "the mediation of history by theory and the mediation of history by 

concepts", in which sociologists tend towards the former and historians to the 

latter. Therefore, as "most historical sociologists have sought to develop new 

theories capable of providing more convincing and comprehensive 

explanations for historical patterns and structures" (Bonnell, 1980:161), 

sociologists have to consciously select the general parameters of their studies. 

This selection process (generalisability, degree of explanation, number of cases 

etc) takes place with consideration of the theories and/ or concepts that are 

being used. Bonnell also suggests (1980:166-167) that historians tend to utilise 
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concepts, and while the concepts are derived from theoretical approaches, the 

background assumptions are less important than the use of concepts for the 

actual research process. However, as I have pointed out earlier, it is still 

important to be aware of the way that we use language and formalise ideas 

about what is to be studied. 

As Johnson, Dandeker and Ashworth state, "even to recommend simple data 

collection on religion (or anything else) is to theorise the social world as an 

aggregation of particular items of behaviour which are amenable to such 

forms of investigation" (1984:12). In any historical or sociological 

investigation it is the posing of questions that is of central importance. 

Indeed Runciman (1989:16) proposes that it is not methodology which 

distinguishes sociology from history (and anthropology), but rather the 

questions that are asked. While in terms of subject matter these questions are 

often explicit (eg. what causes suicide?), questions of a philosophical or 

theoretical nature may be less explicit (Lloyd, 1991:187). Is social reality 

represented through material phenomena (constraining conditions) or ideas 

(an imposed meaning on life)?. Do we obtain knowledge by generalising 

through naming unique and conjunctural events or by using concepts to 

reveal a reality that we cannot directly experience? These questions are 

posed by Johnson et al (1984) and while they may not be directly addressed 

in a particular research endeavour, the position of the researcher can be 

ascertained by the way findings are reported. It is here that a theoretical 

approach can help a researcher to sidestep these philosophical issues to a 

certain extent. Mouzelis stresses the necessity for "preparing the ground for 

empirical investigation of social structures and actors" (1991:2), and while 

philosophy must not be absent from sociological theory, I do agree that it is 

only useful up to a point. 

Having addressed the use of theory and philosophy within the context of 

developing an argument for the use of historical sociology, I will now 

consider one of the key methodological issues which concerns establishing a 
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balance between context and generalisability. Smith (1991:166) refers to three 

strategies that are used in historical sociology which range from a focus on 

a specific historical situation, through empirical generalisations that may refer 

to theory, to systematic theorising. As with most typologies, these are not 

distinct strategies and a particular research endeavour may utilise a 

combination of strategies. While each of these approaches can be used to 

provide valuable information, the debate over comparative analysis draws 

attention to some of the potential dangers of generalisation. 

In selecting a theoretical and · methodological approach we do need to 

consider whether the aim of research is to provide generalisations, or to 

concentrate on the unique characteristics of a particular case. This becomes 

particularly important when studying the state and considering the impact of 

international factors. Comparative analysis of specific events "requires 

detailed examination of the actions and reactions of specific groups (and 

strategically located individuals) whose behaviour is intrinsic to the processes 

of structural change" (Smith, 1984:319). At some stage this will probably 

involve making (or rejecting or qualifying) generalisations. Generalisations 

can be tested by applying them to one specific case (Ragin, 1989:61). 

However, in order to develop generalisations a number of cases need to be 

compared. While I am not concerned, here, with a detailed discussion of 

comparative historical sociology, this area does highlight the issue of whether 

a researcher is primarily interested in formulating generalisations or 

investigating specific contexts. 

Given the range of factors that need to be taken into account when making 

generalisations, it can seem that generalisations in themselves are too general 

to be any use. Perhaps we can only understand a particular situation or 

process on its own terms and in relation perhaps to a particular theory. I feel 

that generalisations are useful - in everyday lives we use the generalisations 

that experience or societies give us in order to make sense of situations and 

to simplify interactions with others. The experience that generalisations 
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capture cannot be denied, but like our everyday lives, commonsense or 

generalisations must not be uncritically accepted. The result of this is 

stereotypes, dogma and a narrowing of boundaries. 

In this research I am advocating a focus on Aotearoa/New Zealand as an 

individual case. In part, this is to indicate how a theoretical model (Hall & 

Schwarz) can be utilised in the context of a coherent domain of knowledge 

about the state. Also, in light of the unique colonial history of Aotearoa/New 

Zealand, it is difficult to directly utilise generalisations derived from Britain 

or Europe. As Ragin points out: 

In general, attention to complexity is justified whenever it is 
argued that a certain historical outcome ... or set of similar 
outcomes ... is historically or culturally significant in its own 
right and therefore demanding of social scientific explanation. 
(1989:61) . 

Developing a domain of knowledge about the Aotearoa/New Zealand state 

must involve an emphasis on context and complexity. This does not mean 

neglecting generalisations, but being careful about the assumptions, language, 

concepts and theories that are used. 

By treating generalisations and the theories which they rely on in a critical 

way, we can hope to gain the best of both worlds - the use of previous 

information and knowledge and the ability to branch out into new areas. The 

realist approach that I have taken provides a basis for taking this approach. 

That is, there are generalisable aspects of historical events, but there are also 

particular causal or structural features that may be unique to the context of 

that event. Therefore, with care, generalisations can be used, but this does 

not infer a negation of specific characteristics of that event. This negotiation 

of generalisations and specificity is a further way in which the perceived 

divide between history (particularising, idiographic) and sociology 

(generalising, nomothetic) can be broken down. One of the primary 

motivating factors for this thesis was the feeling that theories developed 

elsewhere do not adequately take into account the colonial nature of 
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Aotearoa/New Zealand's history and the way that this influences the history 

and future of this country. This research therefore involves an attempt to use 

this in refining the generalisations of an existing approach so that it is broader 

(it is applicable to a range of societies) and more focused (it provides a model 

for studying Aotearoa/New Zealand that does not neglect Aotearoa/New 

Zealand's colonial history). 

6 CONCLUSION 

The debates involved in structuring the broad outlines of historical sociology 

for a domain have been set out in this chapter. Throughout, I have argued 

that perceived divisions between the disciplines of history and sociology can 

be overcome in the development of historical sociology. In this way the 

theoretical emphasis in sociology can be applied to historical evidence in a 

way that enhances knowledge. The contested interpretations of historical 

evidence are clearly acknowledged by considering the role of philosophy or 

"how we know" in relation to history, theory and methodology. My 

interpretation of these issues requires the support of a realist position that 

encourages consideration of underlying structures and relationships 

throughout history - such as the role of colonialism in the development of the 

Aotearoa/New Zealand state. The positions that I have taken on these 

debates form the basis for developing a definition for the state and a society

centred theoretical basis for explaining state formation in the following 

chapter. 



CHAPTER TWO 

THE SUBJECT OF THE DOMAIN: 

THE STATE 
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1 INTRODUCTION 

If the first part of constructing a domain is outlining a broad philosophical 

and theoretical framework, the second key part of constructing a domain of 

knowledge involves abstracting the subject matter from the social whole 

(Lloyd, 1993:37). In this case, the subject matter is the state. Given the range 

of potential meanings of the term "the state" I spend considerable time 

defining what is meant by "the state" and how this relates to both civil society 

and the international context. Historical sociology provides the basis for this 

research as it establishes the reasons for using a theoretically informed 

approach to the history of the state. By looking at the history of the role of 

the state and/or Colonial Office in Aotearoa/New Zealand (and Britain) we 

can see that there were precedents for the shape and role of the state. 

However, an assessment of the way that the Aotearoa/New Zealand state 

developed needs to include the importance of the state (especially 

infrastructural development) in developing the economy as well as the impact 

of economic developments on the possibility for extending or limiting state 

jurisdiction. Also relevant is the support for democratic government within 

the context of the nineteenth century concept of democracy. 

Poulantzas advocates a focus on the state for three reasons; the role of the 

state in the contemporary world is considerably broader and different from 

past roles, until recently there has been a lag in research on the state, and it 

is an increasingly important theme in social science disciplines (1980:600). As 

I shall discuss later, state-centred approaches have become increasingly 

popular in recent years. Throughout Aotearoa/New Zealand history in 

particular, the state has been at the forefront in initiating significant changes. 

Firstly, the implementation of particular policies has had a major impact on 

Aotearoa/New Zealand society. This has been strongly influenced by 

particular governments, but the wider state system - Treasury and other 

government departments - have played important roles also. The expansion 

of the Waitangi Tribunal powers in 1985 has increased the number and 
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visibility of Maori claims. The implementation of deregulation and 

privatisation policies have also had a major impact on life in Aotearoa/New 

Zealand - although it is equally true that the previous emphasis on stability 

and protectionism had an equivalent, although vastly different, effect. 

Secondly, the structure of the state system (and particularly goverrunent) has 

concentrated considerable power in the hands of the governing Cabinet. This 

has affected the role that the public service (and also backbenchers) play in 

the decision-making process. Since the development of the state system, the 

representation of women, Maori and other minority groups has been minimal 

at all levels of the system. Increasingly, however, the role of these groups is 

being highlighted, alongside an increasing emphasis on Aotearoa/New 

Zealand as a Pacific Rim nation or part of Asia. This changing outlook 

highlights the loosening of ties with Britain, and the increasing emphasis on 

Aotearoa/New 2.ealand as an independent "post-colonial" nation. This, in 

turn, involves addressing issues such as the Treaty of Waitangi and ongoing 

international political and economic relationships. The state system plays a 

central role in this process. 

In considering the relationship between state and civil society I have noted 

that it is useful to consider the development of the state over time. This is 

the focus of the final two chapters. While a number of theorists have charted 

state development in general terms relative to capitalism and the world 

system, there is also a need to focus on the development of individual states. 

In this case, the development of the Aotearoa/New Zealand state was 

strongly influenced by the British system. However, the early colonial civil 

society was markedly different from British civil society. These differences 

and the Treaty of W aitangi and Maori society had an impact on state 

development - and continue to do so. 

In recent years there has been an increased emphasis on state-centred 

approaches. While these approaches do highlight the neglect of the state in 
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some areas, I feel that the formulation that I have identified and developed 

in this chapter does 'bring the state back in". The focus is on the state in this 

research, but this does not require that a state-centred approach be utilised. 

Rather, the state-centred research highlights the importance of the state and 

the varying levels of autonomy that the state may have. Ultimately, however, 

the very fact that individuals shape and reproduce state structures (in 

particular individuals who are state employees), while also spending a 

considerable part of their lives in civil society is important. Civil society 

cannot be entirely distinguished from the state1
, however it provides 

considerable impetus for the shape of the state - through periods of stability 

or periods of massive upheaval. 

The approaches that view aspects of civil society as the driving force of 

societal change and stability can be described as society-centred. While the 

focus, in this case, is on the state, the impetus for state formation and 

reformation is found in civil society. Marxism, pluralism and liberalism are 

all key theoretical and methodological approaches to studying the state - and 

are all society-centred approaches. While each theory is outlined and 

assessed, I support the retention of key aspects of the Marxist approach 

despite the accusations of reductionism and the contested nature of the 

concept of relative autonomy. By utilising some aspects of metlwdological 

pluralism (building on the realist philosophical position), these flaws of 

vulgar Marxism can be overcome without losing the critical basis of the 

Marxist approach. 

The process of establishing the subject of the domain is complex and I have 

endeavoured to set out the key themes as clearly as possible. The positions 

that I have taken are certainly not the only possibilities. What is important 

is the process of clarifying what the subject of the domain of knowledge is. 

I have built on the philosophical issues introduced in the following section 

1For this reason causality can be very difficult to 
~stablish. 
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to justify why I define the state in the way that I do and why I use theory, 

and society-centred theory in particular. By working through the definition 

process in this way, the state is defined and other core concepts are then 

defined in relation to the state. This process, in turn, cannot be divorced 

from the selection of a theoretical framework that can be applied to the 

subject of the domain (the state). This chapter is concerned with both 

defining the state and suggesting the type of theory that can be utilised to 

investigate the state. The discussion of a particular theory is the aim of 

Chapter Three. What is important here is that these key themes form a tool 

kit of theoretical aims, concepts and definitions that can be built on for a 

specific research project. 

2 DEFINING THE STATE 

2.1 PHILOSOPHICAL ISSUES 

Studying the state is problematic for a number of reasons. First and foremost 

is the difficulty of defining the state. Braddick (1991:3) suggests that "it is not 

too much of an exaggeration to claim that there are as many definitions of 

"the state" as there are people who write about it"2
• Two common 

approaches are to view the state as an equivalent for nation-state or country, 

or to define it as "state-as-government" (Denis, 1989:328-330). When one of 

these is what is meant by the term "state", the definition may be left out and 

the meaning may still be apparent. However, in this case I am utilising an 

alternative definition and what is meant by "the state" must be clarified. A 

second issue is what the state is defined in relation to - for example state-civil 

society or base-superstructure (ibid). Regardless of how the term is used, "the 

2A selection of approaches could include Poggi 1978 (non
Marxist), Clarke 1991 (socialist) and Templeton 1979 (liberal). 
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state" does not exist in a vacuum, but in relation to a global environment and 

a society3. 

Starting from a philosophical perspective, we can note that historically "[t]he 

state is conceived as a product of reason, or as rational society, the only one 

in which human beings can lead a life which conforms to reason: that is, 

which conforms to their nature" (Bobbio, 1988:73). Whether the state is 

viewed as overthrowing "natural" social life, or regulating and perfecting 

social life, or epitomising one stage in historical development, we can relate 

this to the formation of "ideal" models of the state and attempts to describe 

and explain existing states. 

Historically, the state has been justified by reference to two well-known, but 

vastly differing views of society. The first of these is Hobbes' view of "the 

state of nature as completely and utterly terrible and terrifying" (Tester, 

1992:54). Thus the existence of the state provides the basis of a contract and 

also the possibility of coercion in order to ensure the operation of an 

"homogenous commonwealth" (1992:63). This enables the members of society 

to avoid and/ or control their potentially disastrous natural existence. In 

contrast, Rousseau had an idyllic view of the state of nature, characterised by 

the idea of the "noble savage" (1992:64). However the inequality of existing 

civil society generates problems, therefore basing civil society on a social 

contract that is in turn built upon "the general will" (1992:68) can ensure an 

homogenous and "civil" society. 

Both of these approaches argue that the state is important - but also see the 

ideal society as homogenous. While I certainly do not agree with the ideal 

of homogenous society, I do feel that the state has an important role in 

ensuring that a (harmonious) heterogenous society can develop and that 

systematic inequalities can be lessened and, ideally, overcome. The 

3I will not be discussing the issue of an anarchist 
approach. 
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institutions of the state can be seen as attempting to "give unitary and 

unifying expression to what are in reality multifaceted and differential 

historical experiences of groups within society, denying their particularity" 

(Corrigan & Sayer, 1985:4). This can be seen in the way "the nation" is used 

to represent individuals as one large community, and within the nation 

individuals are presented as members of particular sub-groups (ibid). Of 

particular relevance in the Aotearoa/New Zealand context, Smith (1986b:262) 

notes that the ideal of an homogenous national identity is unlikely to develop 

while conflict between ethnic groups remains. While it is difficult to discuss 

the role of the state without referring to these homogenising terms, I 

acknowledge that they do not reflect the actual diversity of individuals 

resident in a given territory. 

The introduction of these two philosophical justifications for the state indicate 

the depth of assumptions that must be considered when formulating a model 

of the state. Both the vision of existing (or pre-existing) society and the aims 

for the future are important facets of definitions of the state. These "abstract 

models of society" provide the basis upon which the state's "historical and 

social relevance is established" (Dyson, 1980:139). Indeed, much of the 

following discussion proceeds at the level of ideal types. While these are 

very useful, it is important to bear in mind that it is only by applying these 

models to actual situations that it is possible to determine to what extent any 

particular case fits the model. 

The use of ideal types also highlights the need to distinguish between the 

state as an apparatus (or institution) and the state as an idea. Ideas about the 

state can change without corresponding changes in the state (and vice versa). 

Although the relationship between the idea and the actuality may be very 

close, it is still possible to l~k at causal relationships between the two 

(Dyson, 1980:3). States "define in great detail, acceptable forms and images 

of social activity and individual and collective identity; they regulate, in 

empirically specifiable ways much - very much by the twentieth century - of 
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social life" (Corrigan & Sayer, 1985:3). This relationship will be discussed in 

more detail later. 

2.2 INSTITUTIONAL DEFINffiONS: DEFINING 1HE STA TE AS 

GOVERNMENT AND PUBLIC SERVICE 

The starting point for my definition of the state is provided by Held (1989a:2): 

any attempt to understand the state must consider its spatial 
and temporal dimensions - the horizontal stretch of the state 
across territory, the depth of state intervention in social and 
economic life and the changing form of all these things over 
time. Furthermore, it is important to consider the state as a 
cluster of agencies, departments, ties and levels, each with their 
own rules and resources and often with varying purposes and 
objectives. 

From this prescription, it is clear that the state is viewed by Held as 

analogous to the structures, institutions and agents of the governmental 

system, involving the parliament and public service. More generally this 

could be described as infrastructure and actors. However, Held also hints at 

the complexity of the state and the way in which any state exists in relation 

to individuals, groups, technology and a larger world-system. I shall try to 

cover the points that Held raises in the following discussion, but the first step 

involves setting up a definition of the state. To do this it is necessary to 

determine what the key factors to be considered are. In contemporary society 

the state can be seen as encompassing a range of core factors which include 

the way "in which power is shared; rights to participate in government are 

legally or constitutionally defined; representation is wide; state power is fully 

secular and the boundaries of national sovereignty are clearly defined" (Hall, 

1984a:9-10). 

This definition is broad enough to allow wide ranging differences - for 

example in the actual right to participate in government may vary - even in 

a democracy. Also, while national sovereignty and territory may be clearly 
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defined, these may also be contested. There exists in any state system a 

number of "contradictory tendencies" (Rueschemeyer & Evans, 1985:46-47) 

and it is only by actual historical research that the shape of the state can be 

assessed. The state concept is also a "unifying formula capable of integrating 

a number of concepts (sovereignty, force, power, law, government, public 

interest, etc)" (Dyson, 1980:208). It is this that I refer to in my discussion of 

the state rather than state-as-government or nation-state4
• This definition 

could be criticised as imprecise, however, it is this imprecision that enables 

the complexity of the state to be acknowledged, while at the same time 

simplifying discussion. 

The definition of the state that !"am using is not universally accepted. Denis 

(for example) defines a state as: 

a historically specific type of society, whose instituticms take the legal
canstitutional discourse fonn which has enabled capitalism to rise - a 
state is not in (or above) society, a state is a society. (1989:348) 

The relationship of state and society is of central importance. However, it is 

not necessarily desirable or possible to equate the state with society. 

Certainly, in order to compare state-centred and society-centred approaches 

it is necessary to be able to distinguish between the two - although this does 

not mean that it is ever possible to present them as totally distinct entities. 

The close interconnections between the state and civil society are reflected in 

the way that "other social organisations often mould themselves in the image 

of the state that confronts them" (Hall, 1986:14). Laitin argues that this is 

especially so in states that have been colonised (1985:308), although this is 

difficult to assess in the Aotearoa/New Zealand context. However, it is clear 

that the changes to the state since 1984 have resulted in government 

departments and State Owned Enterprises that are required to run some, if 

not all, operations on a profit making basis. However there is a possible 

problem with this increasing interdependence as "the contradictions of civil 

4See also Corrigan and Sayer, 1985 : 3. 
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society become more embedded in the state as the state more deeply 

penetrates civil society, potentially undermining both its coherence as a 

corporate actor and its autonomy" (Rueschemeyer & Evans, 1985:69). This 

intertwining of the state and civil society is a recurring theme in this 

discussion of the state. 

Denis argues against using the term "the state" "as a convenient abbreviation 

for all manners of government agencies and other such institutions" 

(1989:346). Rather, we must recognise that "the state" and "civil society" are 

reifications. The position that I have taken is directly opposed to the first 

point that Denis makes. The state system as used here does not refer solely 

to the governing political party (or parties), but includes them along with the 

public service. Dyson (1980:209) also distinguishes between government as 

the individuals in "executive authority" or the need to rule and the state. The 

state is a universalistic concept that ''links government into a wider 

institutional context as part of one collectivity" (ibid). The actual actions of 

individuals and groups in parliament is not of primary interest here. My 

discussion focuses on the system of government. However, as Denis points 

out, it is worthwhile to bear in mind the "ideal" nature of theoretical 

discussions about the state (and society). This involves the acknowledgement 

also of the role of individuals and the way in which states can be perceived 

as both actors and structures (Skocpol, 1985:3-43). 

3 FACETS OF SUBSTANTIVE STATE THEORY 

3.1 THE STA TE AND CIVIL SOCIETY 

Attempting to clearly outline society or, in this case, civil society is as 

complex as discussing the state (Marsden, 1992:360). Civil society refers to 
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the structures and relationships that exist relatively independently of the 

state5
• That is, private (home) life, education, work, leisure and the day-to

day existence of individuals when not actively involved in influencing the 

machinations of the state. Economic activity is also included in the realm of 

civil society, although this may at times be closely linked with, or a direct 

result of state policy. This is only relatively independent of the state because 

there is an inherent duality between the state and civil society, as the state "is 

at once distinct from civil society, is shaped by it, and is a force which shapes 

it" (Lefort, 1988:23). This duality means that the state cannot be simply 

viewed as the mechanism to give civil society autonomy and total 

independence from the state, nor can the state exist indefinitely as a 

totalitarian entity without the support of civil society. This dual relationship 

can also be seen in the way that "civil society has conventionally meant to 

distinguish the milieu of free humanity from the milieu of reification 

produced either by nature or the state" (Tester, 1992:11). 

Poulantzas (1980:600) identifies the close relationship between the state and 

civil society: 

It is, of course, impossible to speak of the contemporary state 
without referring to the society underlying it, nor can society be 
divorced from the state which governs it ... according to whether 
we choose the state or society as the focus of our research, our 
approach to the other term will necessarily be different. 

This sentiment neatly summarises the basic approach that I take to the 

society-state relationship. The role of the state, as both as actor and an 

institution, is affected in part by the divisions and bonds that exist within 

civil society. But the strength of groups in society may also be affected by the 

structure and functions that the state performs (Stepan, 1985:340). Therefore 

we can look at the ways in which the state may enhance the position of 

privileged groups in society (eg. Marxism), but equally we must be able to 

5The idea of civil society also implies •a division between 
a state of civilisation and a state of nature• (Tester, 1992:9). 
However, I will not discuss this distinction. 
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indicate the areas in which the state exerts considerable autonomy. However, 

in order to be able to explain the presence or absence of state autonomy, 

historical research of particular instances must (Rueschemeyer & Evans, 

1985:60-70) be used because of the wide variation in potential causes and 

outcomes. 

In order to grasp the relationship that exists between the state and civil 

society, it helps to consider the way in which the state has evolved over time. 

Corrigan and Sayer (1985:188-190) argue the case that the state as such was 

not formed at a particular time, but evolved through a range of institutions 

as well as social and economic changes. What may be viewed therefore as 

relics that have somehow survived in their present shapes (eg. the House of 

Lords in England) are instead viewed as institutions which have remained for 

strong reasons. Earlier institutions have provided both the impetus for the 

construction of new institutions and processes, and also constrained these 

developments (Corrigan & Sayer, 1985:190). The use of the model of an ideal 

capitalist state is therefore a tool that identifies certain key features, and may 

equally be utilised in order to highlight apparen.t inconsistencies. In 

Aotearoa/New Z.ealand the process of state formation occurred during the 

period 1840-1907. It was not inevitable that the state developed into the form 

that it did, and nor were future developments inevitable. By investigating the 

initial process of state formation through a focus on particular areas ( eg. 

political representation) it is possible to chart why the state developed as it 

did. 

Braddick (1991:4) proposes to "treat state formation as a continuous process 

and [assumes] that the process of state formation may be related to social 

change through social processes that make existing institutions more effective 

or more active, not simply through the creation of new institutions or 

constitutional relationships". Many authors have charted the development of 

states (see Hall, 1986:11; Rush, 1992:23-39), so I shall only touch on a few key 

themes. As societies have grown larger and become nation-states there has 
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been a formal separation of state and civil society (Lefort, 1988:5) alongside 

the development of democratic systems of government. In Aotearoa/New 

Zealand, since European settlement, these developments were relatively 

rapid. This can be described as "exogenous" state formation (Godelier, 

1980:609), in which a conquering nation introduces a system of domination6
• 

As states have developed over time, "the more the state attempted to derive 

its legitimacy from the whole of society, the more the state itself became the 

base from which alone national strategies, compromises and settlements could 

be devised and implemented" (Hall, 1984b:26). Thus the role of the state as 

a unifying set of institutions has developed over time. These developments 

have also been aided by the use of ideological arguments. Ideologies can be 

seen "as forces capable of shaping and creating a new history and 

contributing to the formation of a new power which will progressively 

emerge" (Bobbio, 1988:88). The settlement of Aotearoa/New Zealand was 

carried out under the influence of a range of ideological perspectives 

(Wakefield etc). More recently, the role of the state and even the retention of 

state institutions have been significantly altered in accordance with a liberal 

(free market) approach. 

In the Aotearoa/New Zealand case, after settlement, sovereignty was viewed 

by settlers as residing in the Crown, and eventually the Aotearoa/New 

Zealand government. The establishment of sovereignty also involved the 

protection of external boundaries through immigration controls or defence 

and the control of internal threats (including the incorporation of Maori as 

citizens) (Pearson, 1990:149, Breuilly, 1993:369). This highlights the contested 

6New Zealand settlement was loosely bound by the Treaty of 
Waitangi, therefore this was an agreed upon process, although it 
is debatable whether the particular form it eventually took was 
envisaged by Maori signatories. Democracy was also extended to 
Maori at a slower rate and subject to land holding quotas which 
disadvantaged the Maori system of communal ownership. The 
extension of the franchise to Maori was complex, and, as I shall 
discuss in the final chapter, this resulted in relatively low 
numbers of Maori participation. 
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nature of sovereignty in colonised nations. Hirst points out (1989:26) that 

sovereignty and democracy c~xist on the assumption of a homogenous 

population. Therefore sovereignty is extremely tenuous in a diverse (whether 

ethnically or economically) society. Another problem in considering 

sovereignty is that: 

The doctrine of sovereignty treats the state as if it were a single 
agent, with a single will - like an absolute monarch - whereas 
it is a complex amalgam of agencies and persons with different 
objectives and means of decision. (Hirst, 1989:25) 

Therefore while sovereignty can be viewed as existing for a broadly defined 

(or ideal type) state, in reality the divisions of civil society may also be 

apparent in the state. 

In order to theorise the shape of the actual relationship between the state and 

civil society it is necessary to turn to particular theoretical models. I shall be 

discussing Marxism, pluralism, liberalism and state-centred approaches in a 

later section. These models also structure the way in which capitalism, the 

nation-state and the world system are viewed. However, in order to clearly 

define the state as the subject of this domain, it is necessary to outline 

definitions and relationships that can then be further clarified if necessary. 

3.2 CAPITALISM AND 1HE FORMATION OF NATION-STATES 

Capitalism refers to a particular type of economic organisation that is based 

on the twin pillars of individual rights7 and profit maximisation. While the 

term "capitalism" encompasses a range of possible forms, and a variety of 

roles for the state, the five basic characteristics include: 

(1) private ownership and control of the economic instruments 
of production, ie. capital; (2) the gearing of economic activity to 

7This may seem contradictory, but the conception of 
individual rights is based on the libertarian model. 



making profits; (3) a market framework that regulates this 
activity; (4) the appropriation of profits by the owners of capital 
(subject to taxation by the state); (5) the provision of labour by 
workers who are free agents.(Abercrombie, Hill & Turner, 
1988:24) 
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While capitalism has been the focus of a number of critiques (most notably 

Marxist and neo-Marxist), it also forms the basis of most Western societies, 

including Aotearoa/New Zealand. 

The development of capitalism has evolved alongside the development of 

nation-states and the state. As Corrigan and Sayer point out "[c]apitalism is 

not just an economy, it is a regulated set of social forms of life" (1985:188). 

Commodity production and trade, as well as the state, evolved over a very 

long time, and a range of capitalist systems subsequently evolved that 

combined a capitalist mode of production with the modem state system 

(1985:188-190). Central to these developments is the process of 

"individualisation and state formation" (1985:187) in which the state enhances 

individual rights while simultaneously providing an ideal situation for the 

development of capitalism. 

Breuilly argues that capitalism is intrinsic to the development of the idea of 

civil society. In particular, the "liberal" distinction between the role of the 

state (public) and the functioning of civil society (private) played an 

important role (1993:368ff). Similarly, international trade can be viewed as 

playing a key role in the formation of nation-states. Settler society in early 

Aotearoa/New Zealand utilised land as the basis for capitalist development, 

and this fits the definition provided above. In establishing the subject of the 

domain, it is certainly important to note that settler Aotearoa/New z.ealand 

was a capitalist society, and the development of the state cannot be divorced 

from this context. 

Mann proposes that the formation of nation-states can be viewed as to a large 

degree autonomous from the development of capitalism, rather "it resulted 
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from the way expansive, emergent, capitalist relations were given regulative 

boundaries by pre-existing states" (1988:27). However, in the Aotearoa/New 

Zealand context there was no pre-existing state - rather, the state developed 

as an extension of the British empire. Marxist and neo-Marxist analyses 

provide an enormous body of work on the development of states, and how 

this can be directly related to the capitalist mode of production. Corrigan 

and Sayer argue "that the national character of the nation-state is fundamental 

to capitalism's cultural revolution. Bourgeois classes organise their power, 

materially and culturally, through specifically national polities" (1985:200). 

Furthermore, the nation-state is a particular (historical) form of civilisation, 

"and in the case of capitalist economy state formation is crucial to their 

making and sustaining. Capitalism is not, and never has been, 'self

regulating"' (1985:203). This certainly appears to be the case in 

Aotearoa/New Zealand. The appropriation of Maori land was deemed by 

the Crown to be necessary for the development of the colony, but it was also 

a process that needed to be controlled and utilised to provide revenue. 

Giddens summarises nation-states as involving "an apparatus of government 

laying claim to specific territories8
, possessing formalised codes of law, and 

backed by the control of military force" (1989:302). Nation-states may also be 

characterised by a particular education system, economy, and a particular 

ideology (A.D. Smith, 1986b:228). This ideology legitimises the existence of 

the nation-state and the authority of the state system and the individuals who 

exert control. This ideology often takes the form of nationalism -

identification with the symbols and language of the nation-state (Giddens, 

1989:303, A.O. Smith, 1986b:228). 

8During internal or external conflict (wars), and also in 
peacetime, these boundaries may not be recognised. However, the 
exercise of state power generally assumes some sort of 
territoriality. 
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Defining the nation-state in this way would seem to imply a degree of 

homogeneity in the population. This is notably not the case - particularly in 

a country like Aotearoa/New Zealand with a relatively large minority 

indigenous population. Thus Smith (A.D., 1986b:229) argues that there is a 

need to distinguish between state-making and nation-building. 

Aotearoa/New Zealand history conforms to Smith's immigrant model in 

which early European settlers entered into a treaty with Maori and the used 

this as authority for developing the institutions and practices of the state 

which Pakeha continue to monopolise (Smith, 1986b:259). The development 

of state systems in newly recognised nation-states like New Zealand was thus 

strongly influenced by existing European and colonial states. Nation-building 

occurs alongside state-making, and in marketing terms could be described as 

"branding". In part this involves nationalism or identification and pride in 

the nation, but it also involves situating "the nation" relative to other nations. 

Paralleling this awareness of the interrelated nature of nation-states has been 

the development of "developmentalism". This "assumes that there is a 

unilinear development path, similar to that of Western economies. It cannot 

account for the differences in Western development paths" (Laite, 1988:162). 

Therefore, in any comparative analysis of the history (or the future) of the 

state it is necessary to consider the assumptions of a Western approach to 

development. This involves an analysis of how development is generated by 

external and internal changes, and the ways in which change affects 

particular nation-states differently (Laite, 1988:163). Certainly, state 

development is affected by what has occurred previously in other states, but 

this is not an inevitable process. 

The nation-state is a relatively recent development, and is certainly not 

immune from both internal and external challenges to its validity - both as 

a theoretical concept and as a political entity. McMichael warns that the 

nation-state "is a historically co~tingent construct, and therefore a great deal 

more fluid and contextualised than is allowed by the formal assumptions of 
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the comparative method" {1992:356). When the nation-state is uncritically 

adopted as the unit of analysis there is also a potential to misconstrue 

"observed processes as national in origins and consequence" (ibid). Certainly 

in the Aotearoa/New Zealand context, much of this country's development 

has been a direct result of actions taken by individuals in the British or 

American states, and many of the decisions made in Aotearoa/New Zealand 

do not reflect the positions held by significant groups within Aotearoa/New 

Zealand (particularly Maori). 

3.3 THE STATE IN AN INTERNATIONAL CONTEXT 

An alternative way to look at the relationship between capitalism and the 

state is to utilise a world systems approach. These approaches focus on 

transnational relationships and trends as the basis for understanding 

particular states. At one end of the scale, this perspective can take a "global 

village" approach that lessens the importance of nation-states - given that 

some transnational corporations may have a higher income than some states 

(Giddens, 1993:185). However, what I believe is a more useful aspect of 

transnational approaches is the focus on relationships between nation-states 

and how this affects particular states. Tilly also supports world system 

approaches when they "reduce the reification of political-development 

models" and show "ways of situating states in quite different context than the 

individual society" (1992:335). For example, a range of approaches outline the 

impact that transnational trade has on the strength of individual states 

(Evans, 1985:193). In particular, core states that are major capital exporters 

will generally benefit and be strengthened from an increase in transnational 

markets, and peripheral or developing states will tend to be weakened. This 

is because the power of states in peripheral societies (nation-states) will be 

weakened and outside states and global structures (international banks) will 

have an increased potential influence on policies. Early state and nation-state 
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development in Aotearoa/New z.ealand was closely related to trading and 

financial relationships with Britain. 

Thus "[h]eavy reliance on trade, whatever the economic gains from trade may 

be, leaves a society vulnerable to the vicissitudes of economic interactions that 

lie outside the jurisdiction of the state and are therefore in principle beyond 

its capacity to control" (Evans, 1985:195). In a small country, like 

Aotearoa/New .zealand, that relies heavily on export markets, larger states 

can markedly affect the GDP. This in turn affects the way the state in 

Aotearoa/New Zealand will function. Of course the state can still choose 

what sort of policies to implement, but when this relies largely on overseas 

loans and investment, choices may be limited by the actions of credit rating 

agencies, international stock markets and other global factors (eg the Gulf 

War). In a cautionary tone however, Skocpol suggests that: 

we need not necessarily accept arguments that national 
economic developments are actually determined by the overall 
structure and market dynamics of a "world capitalist system". 
We can, however, certainly note that historically developing 
transnational economic relations have always strongly (and 
differentially) influenced national economic developments. 
(1979:20) 

States within a capitalist world-system do not necessarily set out to focus 

primarily on influencing other states, but rather to ensure that internal 

control is maintained. Economic factors are also not the sole, nor necessarily 

the primary, factor in external conflict. 

Held also indicates the need to be aware that some nation-states may not be 

equally integrated into the world economy, and therefore international 

influences may, in some cases, be negated by national influences (1989a:237). 

This relates to sovereignty in which "there is a political authority in a 

community which has undisputed right to determine the framework of rules 

and regulations in a given territory and to govern accordingly" (Held, 

1989a:215). While I would not go so far as to suggest that the state system 
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is undisputed (in any country, including Aotearoa/New Zealand), the 

constitutional requirements of democracy provide a basis for assuming that 

sovereignty exists. This sovereignty provides individual states with some 

autonomy within the world system. However, if the state were to begin a 

program of systematic persecution of minorities (for example) there would 

undoubtably be pressure from other states and markets or corporations to 

follow a more acceptable course of action. 

The logical endpoint of world-systems theory would seem to be a "world

state", and in the absence of this, it is more relevant to focus on the existence 

of "world powers" (Modelski, 1978:216) to explain international relationships. 

The key role of nation-states in this analysis is that all world powers have 

also been nation-states (1978:230). This has encouraged other states to 

develop as nation-states, both to protect themselves and to enable them to 

compete on a global scale. Skocpol describes the modern nation-state as "an 

analytically autonomous level of transnational reality - interdependent in its 

structure and dynamics with world capitalism, but not reducible to it" 

(1979:22). The world system focuses on states as representing the particular 

nation-state on the world stage. This view of nation-states can thus be seen 

as state-centred rather than society-centred. 

The purpose of the preceding multi-faceted discussion has been to convey 

how it is that the state is embedded in a complex web of relationships - from 

civil society to global institutions, along with individuals in the state, civil 

society and from other nation-states. This discussion has set out my 

definition of the state and introduced these related concepts. However, I 

have limited my discussion to a general outline of areas that are relevant to 

a consideration of state formation from a society-centred approach. In the 

next section I shall investigate both society-centred and state-centred 

approaches to studying the role of the state. I am convinced that the state 

system remains a most challengirig and important focus for ongoing analysis. 

This can only proceed if it is made very clear what is meant by the state, and 
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how the state fits into a range a contexts. This discussion provides the 

foundation on which the theoretical approach can be developed. 

4 EXPLANATORY PRIORITIES IN STATE THEORY 

4.1 STA TE-CENTRED APPROACHES 

Recently, there has been a resurgence of interest in what are broadly termed 

state-centred approaches. In contrast to the society-centred approaches, these 

approaches argue that the state does have important areas of autonomy, and 

meaningful analyses must include an appreciation of the role played by the 

state. One very practical reason for focusing on the state is the increasingly 

broad role of the state in contemporary society (Poulantzas, 1980:600). Even 

when individuals advocate the withdrawal of the state (through privatisation 

for example), the state is having a major effect on the economy and social life. 

Increasing numbers of people relying on benefits also increases the impact 

that the state apparatus has on individual lives. This increasing importance 

of the state in everyday life has been mirrored by the interest that sociologists 

have taken in the state. Mulgan, for example, asserts that: 

Theorists of almost every ideological bent now agree that the 
state is a powerful instihition, or collection of institutions, with 
its own interests and objectives which it exerts against those of 
the rest of society.(Mulgan, 1994:13) 

State-centred approaches theorise the state in relation to civil society, the 

nation-state and international contexts in a way which emphasises the 

potential for state autonomy. However, while these approaches do provide 

valuable insights, I prefer to use them as a catalyst for ''bringing the state 

back in" to society-centred approaches. 

Thus, state-centred approaches can be summarised as involving an explicit 

consideration of all aspects of the state, alongside this emphasis on autonomy. 
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An advantage of this, as Pierson points out with respect to welfare states is 

that statist approaches emphasise the (potential) uniqueness of state systems. 

This involves four areas of investigation: "the nature of state-building ... the 

nature of the civil service and its reform ... the nature of the state ... [and] the 

relationship of the state to powers in civil society" (1991:100-101). To this 

could be added the role played by states in the international arena. All of 

these areas can be considered in relationship to the formation and reformation 

of the state in Aotearoa/New Zealand. However, where I diverge from state

centred approaches is in considering the "driving force" of societal 

development. I believe that civil society is the driving force of stability or 

change - although the state may, at times, have considerable autonomy, this 

is perhaps not so dramatic as has often been made out in the retreat from 

sociological reductionism in state theory. 

The importance of state autonomy9 can be assessed in both international and 

national relationships. In any policy area, states "may formulate and pursue 

goals that are not simply reflective of the demands or interests of social 

groups, classes, or society" (Skocpol, 1985:9). In order to assess the autonomy 

of states, Skocpol suggests two complementary strategies (1985:9). The first 

of these involves looking at "states as actors", and assessing the goals and 

vested interests of individuals working within the state system, and to what 

extent these are realised in policy. This includes a consideration of the state 

itself as an actor - or how the state may appear to represent a unified 

decision-making actor in relation to civil society and other states. The second 

approach concerns "states as structures" - how the organisational structure of 

the state encourages certain activities and groups and discourages others. 

These are certainly key aspects of the way that the state functions. However, 

state autonomy "cannot be taken for granted; it must first be created and 

then, since it can be lost, maintained" {Hall, 1986:15). External challenges and 

9The means (military, economic, ideological) for state 
autonomy are used in all social relationships and this ensures 
that states remain linked with societies (Mann, 1988:10). 
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the strength of key elites have an impact on autonomy. Thus the role of civil 

society in establishing state autonomy cannot be neglected. 

In terms of assessing state autonomy, Mann (1988:Chl) distinguishes between 

two types of state power - both of which need to be considered -

infrastructural and despotic power. Despotic power refers to "the range of 

actions which the [state] elite is empowered to undertake without routine, 

institutionalised negotiation with civil society groups" (Mann, 1988:5). 

Obviously, in a dictatorship this would be very high. However 

Aotearoa/New Zealand history also shows evidence of times when despotic 

power was fairly high - as shown by the selling of state assets by the fourth 

Labour government. On the other hand, infrastructural power refers to "the 

capacity of the state to actually penetrate civil society, and to implement 

logistically political decisions throughout the realm" (ibid). In technologically 

advanced countries, where the police, Inland Revenue Department and 

Income Support can swap information and even obtain bank statements, 

infrastructural power can be very high. However, it may not extend to 

individuals who do not utilise these institutions. 

These outlines indicate ways in which state autonomy can be theorised and 

assessed. While the role of the state cannot be ignored, the value of state

centred approaches for this research is in highlighting the importance of the 

state's organising capacities and unique resources. While state-centred 

approaches stress the importance of considering a range of factors, and in 

particular using comparative historical research (Rueschemeyer & Evans, 

1985:70), focusing on the state can highlight a range of factors that are 

neglected in society-centred approaches. For example, Skocpol suggests that 

the ability of a state to achieve goals depends on a combination of factors 

which include a stable administration, skilled officials with financial (and 

other) resources, state revenues and distribution, and state authority and 

organisational channels (1985:16). The type of state and links between the 

state and social groups and organisations are also important factors (1985:20-
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27). The relationship between the state and international or national groups 

can also affect the degree of autonomy that is possible. 

Divisions amongst state managers may also reflect or shape the relationship 

between the state and society. State-centred approaches acknowledge (as in 

the pluralist models) that the state is an "arena of social conflict" 

(Rueschemeyer & Evans, 1985:47), and this conflict is certain to be reflected 

in the decision-making process. Rueschemeyer and Evans propose that state 

autonomy can be increased if subordinate groups (classes) gain enough 

power to seriously challenge the dominant groups, or if the cleavages in 

society become so serious that the neutrality of the state becomes of primary 

importance (1985:64). Also, when the state and civil society are closely 

intertwined, the contradictions in both areas reflect each other, weakening the 

potential autonomy of the state. 

State-centred approaches can also provide a powerful critique of vulgar 

Marxism. For example, Jessop points out that one of the requirements of the 

capitalist state is that "the state intervenes against capital as well as the 

working class, especially when individual capitals or fractions of capital 

threaten the interests of capital in general. Such action illustrates the error of 

viewing the state as a simple instrument of capital" (1990:37). However, this 

does not mean that society-centred approaches such as Marxism must be 

discarded altogether. As McLennan points out 

"Bringing the state back in" is in fact a much better formula 
[than statism], for this implies, as "statism" does not, that key 
aspects of state autonomy must be added to a full socio-historical 
account of political change. (1993c:5-6) 

While I agree with this sentiment, it is also very important to consider how 

these approaches are combined and to acknowledge potential difficulties. 

Skocpol is at the forefront of the move to 'bring the state back in" and 

stresses the need to disentangle the state from abstract relationships with 
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economic or class relationships and view them instead as "actual 

organisations controlling or attempting to control territories and people" 

(Skocpol, 1979:31). However, without those territories and people, states 

would not exist. State-centred approaches may also neglect the importance 

of relationships within civil society. For this reason, I support the use of a 

society-centred approach, but - as we shall see - some society-centred 

approaches are also problematic. 

4.2 SOCIE'IY-CENTRED APPROACHES 

Society-centred approaches have long been recognised as effective strategies 

for investigating the social world. Three primary examples of society-centred 

approaches include Marxism, pluralism and liberalism. What characterises 

these as society-centred approaches is the emphasis on aspects of civil society 

as the driving force for the development of state structures and action. Thus 

"the state is seen as reflecting or at best mediating the structure and dynamics 

of society as a whole" (McLennan, 1993b:2). In particular, economic or social 

forces are viewed as "driving" society and the emphasis is then on how the 

state manages to fulfil the requirements of those forces. 

McLennan (1993b:13) summarises three society-centred approaches as classical 

Marxism, conventional pluralism, and a reassessment and blurring of 

Marxism and pluralism (see also McLennan, 1989). I shall add liberalism to 

these approaches in this discussion. However, I would agree with McLennan 

that the most fruitful way to develop this discussion is by reassessing how 

Marxist and pluralist approaches can complement each other and strengthen 

a research program. This approach to marxism also provides a useful point 

for ''bringing the state back in". While I feel that it is essential to focus on the 

role that the state has played in the Aotearoa/New z.ealand context, this is 

best done alongside a revised Marxist framework. 
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The first society-centred approach that I shall discuss - liberalism - is also the 

one that I am most opposed to. The early Aotearoa/New Zealand state could 

be described as "classical liberal" (Hall, 1984a:10). In this context, liberal 

refers to the libertarian approach initially developed by theorists such as 

Adam Smith (1952), Hayek (1960) and Friedman (1980). The ideal role of the 

state is primarily to provide defence, ensure justice and maintain public 

institutions (Smith, 1952:29ff), and, above all, to limit "the coercive powers of 

all government, whether democratic or not" (Hayek, 1960:103). However, the 

liberal approach has the ultimate effect of ensuring that those who are 

already economically powerful remain so, at the expense of the less fortunate. 

The liberal approach is based on an "ideal" situation, in which it is possible 

to do away with most of the roles performed by the state, and rely instead 

on markets and individual self-interest. The "individual" is given ontological 

primacy, to the extent that systematic inequalities (for example, those 

experienced by women, Maori and other minority groups) can be denied. 

Rather it is up to each individual to bargain on the "open" market in order to 

secure a job or purchase consumer goods. The laws of supply and demand 

thus become the sole driving force for economic interactions, and social 

analysis can be carried out in economic terms. The residual role of the state 

can also be scrutinised in terms of its efficiency in ensuring the functioning 

of the markets. The description of the liberal approach highlights its bases 

of positivism and methodological individualism (Dunleavy & O'Leary, 

1987:87-90), in which economic "laws" and individual "rights" provide strong 

ideological and philosophical justifications for an inequitable system. 

One of the main reasons that I find this approach problematic, is that its 

proponents seem to have wielded considerable power in Aotearoa/New 

Zealand recently, and often assume that a transition to this type of society 

could be achieved relatively swiftly and easily. There is also an assumption 

that systematic inequalities will not exist - the position of individuals in 
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society is their own responsibility - therefore if they are less well off then it 

can only be blamed on the individual. However, in the terms of my 

discussion here, liberalism also reduces almost all areas of society to 

functioning markets. This reductionism reduces the utility of liberalism as a 

tool for analysing the multi-faceted relationship between state and society -

in contemporary and past Aotearoa/New Zealand society as well as in other 

countries. Certainly, it is possible to argue that analysis could proceed (and 

find existing systems wanting), ·but I do not think that it is worth pursuing 

this line of theorising if we aim to provide progressive suggestions for future 

developments. 

McLennan (1984a:81) also notes that neo-liberalism "is based on a critique of 

pluralist democracy. The latter is held to lead to an overloaded state, 

creeping socialism and a turbulent people, despite its intention to preserve 

both representative democracy and the capitalist mode of production". 

Certainly in recent Aotearoa/New Zealand history (Muldoon years), this 

critique could and has been applied. And this approach can provide the 

basis for analysing some of the inefficiencies of existing state systems. In 

particular, the liberal view of the primacy of individuals is an important 

cornerstone of capitalist democracies. The idea of a separate (and 

independent) political realm is specific to capitalism. This can be viewed as 

largely based on the liberal theme of free and equal individuals - the state is 

seen as an independent arena in which individuals can participate. While 

this provides the basis for democracy, it is also the. basis on which 

exploitation occurs (Gough, 1979:40). 

Along with Marxism, liberalism makes the "economistic fallacy" of assuming 

that the principles of the self-regulating market and economic individualism 

were universal, rather than a characteristic of the nineteenth century (Block 

& Somers, 1984:63). While liberalism does provide some pertinent (if 

ultimately unsatisfactory) critiques of the state, the fixation with the market 

as the basis of all social, economic and political interactions is both 
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reductionist and morally questionable. Likewise, the use of economic self

interest can provide an interesting critique of the role of individuals within 

the state (as well as in civil society). However, this does not mean that all 

individuals act on this basis all of the time. Both Marxism and pluralism 

present alternatives to this model of political economy. 

In considering liberalism, we must however, bear in mind that liberalism is 

an "ideal type" that has never existed. It may, in fact, not be possible for a 

purely liberal state to exist. Where the liberal model comes in to this analysis 

is in considering changes of emphasis in the role and jurisdiction of the state. 

For example, while the Aotearoa/New Zealand state was initially of the 

"classical liberal" type, the emphasis gradually shifted to a more collectivist 

model. Aspects of the liberal model can be seen in the Aotearoa/New 

Zealand state throughout history. While I do not support the implementation 

of liberal ideals, assessing shifts in emphasis (towards liberalism or 

collectivism) is a valid research aim. The model that I develop in the 

following chapter is, indeed, concerned with this, but utilises a neo-Marxist 

framework for this analysis. 

The next society-centred approach that I want to discuss is pluralism, an 

orientation that I find considerably more valuable than liberalism in 

understanding and explaining the state/ society relationship. However, it can 

be acknowledged that in some ways pluralism builds upon some of the 

characteristics of a liberal model. McLennan, for example, suggests that 

pluralism accepts: 

the liberal understanding of political democracy as 
unconstrained institutionalised choice between competing 
parties ... [and] develops the further claim that the essential 
foundation for a successful democracy is the existence of a 
range of citizen groups within the wider society. (1989:10) 

Broadly speaking, pluralism, in this understanding, refers to any social 

organisation in which power is evenly distributed throughout the 

organisation - in particular to a range of smaller collectivities. Therefore, 
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every group and/or individual has the opportunity to take part in decision

making and can choose how they wish to participate. Applying a pluralist 

perspective to the state would . then (ideally) view the state as "a political 

mechanism responsive to the balance of societal demands" (McLennan, 

1989:18). Economic groups are not the only (nor necessarily the most 

important) actors in the pluralist scenario. Rather, the focus is on ensuring 

that the political system operates in a way that ensures representation for all 

groups, in order that the state may mediate between them and make 

decisions on the basis of submissions. 

Some of the potential flaws in the traditional pluralist approach are identified 

by McLennan (1993b:3). For one thing, pluralism would appear to be 

"empiricist", in that it favours description over analysis. Pluralists have also 

traditionally expected political equilibrium and economic growth, and 

correspondingly neglected underlying (societal and state) structures affecting 

group interactions. However, pluralism can also be viewed as anti-statist and 

opposed to the extreme individualism of the liberal approach (Hirst, 1989:16). 

For example, "[r]espect for the autonomy of associations freely formed of 

citizens and the principle of functional representation both involve a 

limitation and not an enhancement of the scope of state power" (Hirst, 

1989:2). As with liberalism, then, pluralism may not exist in any kind of 

"pure" shape, but the overall emphasis is firmly on civil society. 

Dunleavy and O'Leary (1987) identify three different views of the state in 

pluralist approaches. The first of these is the state as "weathervane" or 

"cipher" (1987:43-44) in which the state responds directly to the (dominant) 

pressure groups in civil society. While this model may suit caricatures of the 

pluralist approach, the reality is more complex. The second model views the 

state as a neutral arbiter or mecliator (1987:44-47), acting to develop workable 

compromises. Certainly, this may be how the state would ideally function, 

but a more critical approach identifies a more likely scenario. 11lis is the 

''broker state" in which: 



[w]hatever steering capacity it possesses is a product of the 
strength of the dominant coalitions inside and outside the state. 
It is an interest group state in which elected party government 
is only "first among equals". {1987:47) 
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This approach explicitly identifies the elected government and public service 

employees as interest groups that play important roles in the state system. 

Viewing the state as a broker avoids the problem of focusing on civil society 

while neglecting the state (McLennan, 1989:25), and does not necessarily 

assume that power is evenly distributed at all levels of society. 

Using this perspective, pluralism builds a critique of representative 

democracy on the basis that all individuals can never participate equally in 

a democratic state, but have to organise into groups in order to have realistic 

effects (McLennan, 1984a:82). Mouzelis also develops a similar argument that 

only macro-actors (groups or influential individuals) can participate in macro

structures such as states (1991:31-34). However: 

the "professionalised state model" argues that Western 
democracies remain basically pluralist in their mode of 
operation because of the development of internalised controls 
among more expert and professionalised state officials, the 
fragmentation of government to create interactive policy-making 
systems, and the growth of issue-specific forms of public 
participation.(Dunleavy & O'Leary, 1987:300) 

The state remains a key factor in any consideration of society. Therefore, 

retaining a focus on the state is important. The shape of a particular state 

may suggest that parts of that state are the key influential lobby groups. 

Groups in civil society need to organise in order to impact on the state, and 

the importance of the state may be explained, in part, by the existence of 

highly developed mechanisms within the state that enable government 

departments to be particularly effective at participating in debates. 

As with the state-centred approaches, pluralism provides the basis for a 

critique of Marxism. Within a pluralist approach, the impact of economic 

factors can be assessed. However, as Hall points out 



[t]hose forces which can be traced to economic factors 
determine the character of society and the state only in, through, 
and by way of the variety of political movements, social and 
ideological formations which emerge in the conjuncture. 
(1984b:27) 
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Thus while there is a powerful connection between the economy and the state 

this cannot alone account for the historical development of the state. 

It is clear from this discussion that traditional pluralism that views the state 

as neutral is inadequate for a critical understanding of the role of the state. 

However, pluralism does introduce a range of factors into any analysis. 

Unlike the Marxist and liberal ~pproaches, pluralism explicitly considers a 

range of interest groups, including; economic, ethnic, gender, religious, 

environmental and other single issue groups. These groups are all accorded 

ontological equality. More recently (in some theoretical approaches), the state 

has been added to these civil society groups. The addition of the state has 

gone some way to addressing the problems identified with the traditional 

pluralist approaches. By taking this process further, and combining aspects 

of Marxist and pluralist approaches, a more critical model can be developed. 

However, it is necessary to firstly outline both a general Marxist framework 

and discuss the implications of reductionism. 

The final, and most important society-centred approach that I will discuss is 

also the most well known - Marxism. The traditional Marxist conception of 

historical materialism views history as a unilinear development towards the 

goal of a communist society. The driving force of history is economic 

development which is conceptualised as modes of production. Each mode 

of production encompasses forces and relations of production. The forces of 

production include the raw materials that are transformed into commodities 

through the productive process, the technology and equipment used, and the 

skills and techniques that are utilised. Relations of production refer primarily 

to the relationship between capitalists (owners) and labourers, ie. those who 

control and direct the production process and the individuals in a 
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subordinate position who facilitate day-to-day production. In a capitalist 

society, this relationship is characterised by appropriation in which 

commodities produced by the labourer are owned by the capitalist. The 

relationship between the forces and relations of production thus determine 

the overall mode of production (eg capitalism), but they also provide the 

mechanism for revolutionary change. In the Marxist model, for example, 

tension between the forces and relations of production should eventually lead 

to the revolutionary overthrow of capitalism, and the establishment of a 

socialist society. This is a very brief sketch of Marxism, and can be viewed 

as an ideal type. Where if becomes of particular value here is in the tools it 

provides for analysing society, alongside a political profile that encourages 

the consideration of the political implications of research. 

A Marxist approach involves a distinction between the base and 

superstructure in society. All superstructural phenomena (political, cultural, 

social) are viewed as developing as a result of their relationship with the 

economic mode of production; therefore, Marxism involves a materialist 

conception of society. The primacy of the economic in Marxism can mean 

that any analysis of the state ultimately relies on its relationship to economic 

production ( essentialism) or denies the driving force of the economic and is 

left with an empiricist approach to analysis of the state. In Marxist analyses 

this is most obvious in links between economic class and the state that do not 

"give due consideration to the complex organisational and institutional realities 

which lie between classes and the state" (Mouzelis, 1986:200). This is because 

the base/superstructure dichotomy is aligned with a range of dichotomies 

including material/ideal and structural/ conjunctural (ie. base = material = 
structural). Mouzelis10 points out (1990:47) that the infrastructural or 

material aspects permeate all areas of society, not just the economy. 

1°Mouzelis goes on to propose the development of a plurality 
f "modes• similar to the mode of production (1990:47). While 
his is an interesting way around the spectre of reductionism or 
conomism, I will not expand on this here. 

- , 

·' 
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McLennan points out (1984b:88-90) that the Marxist approach is based on 

three core factors; that western societies are based on capitalist economies in 

which power and economic resources are concentrated in the hands of a 

minority, the role of the state is to ensure the stability of that capitalist 

society, and democracy serves to "separate" political and economic spheres 

of society in order to defuse potential conflicts. As I pointed out earlier, this 

discussion of the state concerns a capitalist state. However, the relationship 

between class and the state has been a contradictory one in which "[the 

nineteenth century] state was necessarily both a universal, representing the 

interests of society against the market, and a class state, pursuing the agendas 

of the capitalist class, since the reproduction of capital relations was necessary 

to preserve society" (Block and Somers, 1984:68). This contradictory 

relationship is apparent in Aotearoa/New Zealand and provides the basis for 

a realignment of Marxism and pluralism. In order to do this I shall consider 

two key aspects of the Marxist approach - reductionism and relative 

autonomy. 

Mann (1988:1) makes the point "that most general theories of the state have 

been false because they have been reductionist. They have reduced the state 

to the pre-existing structures of civil society". In particular, the Marxist, 

liberal and functionalist approaches have viewed the state "predominantly as 

a place, an arena, in which the struggles of classes, interest groups and 

individuals are expressed and institutionalised". One reason for the 

reluctance to challenge these approaches is that the alternative was 

uncomfortably dose to fascism. Mann critiques this alternative as being 

reductionist in another way - to the state rather than civil society (1988:2). In 

this section I shall address the issue of reductionism and the Marxist 

"solution" of relative autonomy. 

The relative autonomy approach grants the state considerable autonomy from 

any iron laws of capitalist development. However, while the state can be 

viewed as independent in some situations, the overall outcome tends to 
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favour capitalism and capitalists. So some of the reductionist tendencies 

remain. While each of the society-centred approaches that I have outlined 

can be described as reductionist, I shall discuss this in relation to Marxism as 

my primary example. The reason for this is that I shall use a neo-Marxist 

approach as the basis for "bringing the state back in" in the following 

chapters. 

A general definition of a reductionist approach is that "it attempts to account 

for a range of phenomena in terms of a single determining factor" 

(Abercrombie, Hill & Turner, 1984:203). Mouzelis (1990:6) expands on this 

to characterise it as "methodologically illegitimate" and the consequences of 

this is that "possible distinctiveness and internal dynamics is ignored or 

under-emphasised in a prioristic fashion". The charge of economism is one 

of the most sustained critiques of Marxism - questioning whether all social, 

political, cultural and ideological aspects of life can be reduced to the 

economy in the last instance. 

The consequence of a reductionist approach in analysing the state is that the 

form and actions of the state and the practical implementation of policies is 

always viewed as in the interests of capital (in the last instance). For 

example, the entire welfare state is reduced to a functional requirement of 

capital (functionalist reduction). An extremely reductionist viewpoint also 

posits the political system (an~ individuals) as mere mouthpieces of the 

bourgeoisie. These examples are the more extreme forms of reductionism, 

and the more "sophisticated" versions of reductionism are of more importance 

here. 

Sophisticated reductionism is a somewhat contradictory concept, however it 

is an important characteristic of neo-Marxist theories. Hindess {1987:90) 

points out that reductionism is "endemic to the project of class analysis itself'. 

I accept that reductionism - even in the most eclectic approach - may in fact 

be unavoidable in any analysis of society. Therefore, if the economic 
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reductionism of Marxism is viewed as problematic, what resolution is 

possible with sophisticated reductionism? I don't know if it is possible to 

resolve this, but the advantages of a sophisticated reductionism are evident 

in the way that Marxism has developed. 

A number of theorists have provided summaries of the development of 

Marxism11
• These summaries generally move through several "stages", 

pointing out the problems of each stage and the partial resolution by the next 

stages. Thus the "crude" reductionism of Marxism is gradually refined and 

qualified, with the result of a more complex reductionism Gessop, 1990:37). 

The more complex (or sophisticated) forms of Marxism provide for the effects 

of political structures and individuals, ideological factors and other 

distinguishing factors such as gender and ethnicity. Thus, sophisticated 

reductionism allows us to retain the materialist base of Marxism, as well as 

include other factors (such as aspects of pluralism) in an analysis of 

contemporary society. 

Democracy has an important role to play in the appearance of capitalist states 

because the separation between the economy and politics implies freedom 

and choice for individual citizens. However, this can also be viewed as 

serving a functional purpose for capitalism. Firstly, the state works to 

provide a unified impression of the capitalist class, and removes any obvious 

exploitative link. Secondly, because the state is working within a capitalist 

mode of production, it is subject to structural constraints, such as the need to 

fulfil the requirement of capital accumulation (Gough, 1979:42). However, 

while Gough defines the functions of the welfare state as the reproduction of 

workers and the maintenance o_f non-workers, he also points out that these 

"functions" are in fact tendencies (1979:51). Like any economic system, 

capitalism does have certain requirements, and while these need to be met for 

11See J essop ( 1 99 0} , Mi shra ( 1 984}, P i e r s on ( 1 9 8 6 } for 
example . 
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the system to be in an optimal state, capitalism may still survive in a 

dysfunctional state. 

The political relationship between the state and society is the focus of a 

second type of functional reductionism. This determines the political 

involvement of individuals. In a crude form, this approach ignores the 

impact of the "new social movements" (Pierson, 1991:Ch3) by reducing them 

to epiphenomenon of class. This functionalism denies individuals effective 

political action by treating all political action as class action. A more 

sophisticated form of reduction is reached by explaining political actions as 

"allowed" by the institutions and structures of capitalism. However, this 

effectively disables any form of political action that challenges those 

structures. Thus, "pragmatic" aims such as increasing the availability or level 

of welfare payments may be "allowed", but more serious challenges will not 

succeed. This form of theorising enables Marxist analyses to identify how 

and when the state acts in this way, and this provides the background for 

developing an improved democratic model of the state. 

Geras (1987:44) outlines a range of reductionist tendencies that have been 

evident in Marxism in the debate over how this reductionism leads to a 

theoretical "closure". I feel that this theoretical closure is necessary, as it is 

not possible, nor desirable, to evaluate the impact of every aspect of every 

social structure in every context, as this would lead to mindless eclecticism. 

Hindess (1987:95) argues that economism (or economic reductionism) is "the 

failure to acknowledge the complexity of [the] connections" between the 

economy and other areas of society. Therefore it is the causal processes that 

relate the economy to other areas of society that need to be developed so that 

the focus on the economy as the determining feature in Marxist analysis can 

provide an insightful approach for analysing the state and civil society. It is 

within this context of sophisticated reductionism that relative autonomy 

becomes an important concept . . 
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One of the ways that neo-Marxist analysis has attempted to deflect the 

negative connotations of reductionism is through the concept of relative 

autonomy. This was developed by Poulantzas and is based on the view that 

"purely economic criteria are not sufficient to determine and locate social 

classes" (Poulantzas, 1973:34). When applied to the state, this approach 

proposes that the state has a degree of autonomy from the capitalist class 

which explains the contradictory nature of some of its decisions. However, 

the role of the state is ultimately either functionally or voluntaristically linked 

to capitalist interests. 

Poulantzas (1973) outlines the first of two important facets of relative 

autonomy. The first of these is that within each class there are contradictory 

positions and different strata. While these could serve to undermine the 

objective nature of class, the state provides a mechanism for uniting these 

different factions so that policies can be developed that have the support of 

a majority (1973:35). Related to this is the need for the state to have some 

autonomy in order to make and enforce decisions. While there are a range 

of influences on decisions, there are only small groups of people who can 

actually make decisions, and state structures provide them a degree of 

autonomy from class influences. 

The second facet is developed by Miliband (1983) and proposes that while 

there is agreement that the state is constrained by forces external to it, the 

nature of those constraints is not specified. One proposal for the mechanism 

of capitalist class control stresses the changing degree of autonomy that states 

may enjoy. For example, when the dominant class has a near total hegemonic 

control, the state is subject to that control; but when the dominant class is 

facing challenges, that state has increased autonomy. Because of the changing 

nature of class control, Miliband proposes (1983:62) that we cannot focus 

exclusively on the Marxist model of state action, but must also include 

individuals within the state bureaucracy who hold power and exercise it in 

diverse ways. 
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The relative autonomy approach has been subject to critique since its 

inception, especially on the issue of "how relative is relative autonomy?". 

One point that I would like to make is that the complex nature of social 

relationships seems to result in all "autonomy" being relative. This is contrary 

to the "logical" position adopted by Laclau and Mouffe (1987:93) that either 

autonomy is total, or it doesn't exist. I would agree with the critique of Geras 

(1987:49) that the three-way conflict of economism vs relative autonomy vs 

pluralism does not need to be a problem for Marxism on a practical level. In 

my view, they all contribute to Marxism in a positive way by enabling a 

richer, more in depth analysis of the state in capitalist societies. Therefore 

proposing that the state has relative autonomy is not a problematic concept, 

but rather how this concept is utilised is problematic. There are political, 

cultural, ideological and historical influences on the state, and these are not 

simply at the individual level, ·but are also structural. As I have already 

proposed, reductionism is unavoidable and also the contradictory nature of 

the concept of relative autonomy is unavoidable, however the expanded 

analytical tools they contribute to Marxism outweigh these drawbacks, 

providing they are used with care. 

This critique of reductionism also applies to the liberal model, although the 

liberal approach obviously does not view the state in the same way. 

However, the liberal approach is based on a market model that also excludes 

interest groups. Aspects of the liberal approach - such as the importance of 

individuals can be utilised alongside aspects of the Marxist and pluralist 

approaches in order to provide a society-centred approach that can be the 

basis for ''bringing the state back in". A range of state-centred and society

centred approaches can thus provide the basis for reassessing a Marxist 

approach. 

Marxist and neo-Marxist approaches provide an excellent basis for analysing 

and explaining inequalities that exist in social life. These approaches can also 

provide a strong critical framework that can be used to evaluate alternative 
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approaches. More recent developments in what could be broadly described 

as Marxist sociology, shows a trend to grant the state considerable autonomy 

from strict economic determinism. One example of this is Nicos Mouzelis 

who proposes a "model of domination" as a complement to "mode of 

production" analysis (1990). Likewise, pluralist approaches, by viewing the 

state as an arena, provide an "ideal type" that gives potential credence to all 

groups, organisations (and individuals) in civil society and the state. Thus 

all groups have the potential for equal participation in decision-making and 

resource distribution. However, collective action still needs to be closely 

evaluated (Melucci, 1988:248-251). How groups form and reform remains 

important, as does the existence of groups outside the formal political system. 

Liberalism, with its emphasis on the rights of individuals, can also provide 

an alternative approach for understanding how and why individuals act. 

One basis from which a realignment of Marxism and pluralism can be made 

is tha~ "marxism offers, as pluralism does not, a detailed theory of history as 

the necessary backdrop for its sociology of politics" (McLennan, 1989:129). 

Pierson (1991:101) echoes this sentiment when he notes that the: 

(partially indeterminate) development of welfare states must be 
understood in a comparative and historical context. Among the 
most important sources of this development are the actions of 
interest groups, nationally unique political configurations and 
varying patterns of state organisation. 

By attempting a synthesis of aspects of pluralism with a sophisticated 

Marxism, it is possible to develop a critical, nuanced approach to studying 

the state. The state in capitalist society can be interpreted as both an 

institution and an actor that privileges the dominant socio-economic groups. 

However, a range of factors can be included in an analysis in order to 

indicate ways in which state formation and reformation is historically specific 

and not only shaped in response to particular (capitalist) demands. Rather, 

a range of interest groups (in~uding those within the state system) affect 

state (re)formation. Ultimately, however, capitalism remains dominant and 

the inequalities of capitalist societies endure. 
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5 CONCLUSION 

This chapter has been concerned to systematically list and explore the key 

issues confronting state theory today. Clearly, any one of the dimensions 

touched upon could readily have been elaborated, and a more detailed 

position on it adopted. However, it needs to be borne in mind that my 

general purpose is to construct a coherent and plausible ''Preface" to the 

historical sociology of state formation in New 7.ealand. In this context, the 

primary goal is to convene together and inter-relate the full spread of central 

issues in theorising the state. In doing so, I believe I have also sketched the 

elements of a useful and authentic standpoint: a society-centred, critical 

pluralist, but firmly non-reductionist approach to state theory. Whilst 

distinctive in some ways, this stance is not however, intended to be 

"exclusionist" as such, though I have argued that "vulgar" versions of societal 

reductionism and state autonomism are unacceptable. It is to the feasibility 

of putting some substantive flesh on these theoretical bones that I now turn. 



CHAPTER THREE 

A THEORY FOR THE DOMAIN: 

HALL AND SCHWARZ 
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1 INTRODUCTION 

I want to suggest now that the approach of Stuart Hall and Bill Schwarz 

meets the principle criteria that I have established for my theoretical 

framework. In particular, their emphasis on the necessity of linking 

theoretical developments to historical situations is central. There are, I would 

argue, five important claims made by Hall and Schwarz in their analysis of 

the British state between 1880 and 1930. The first of these is that during this 

period there developed a significant "crisis of liberalism" (1985:7), a crisis of 

the state that signalled a major shift from the previous state system. Tiris 

crisis led, in turn, to the development of "'collectivist' forms of state 

organisation and social regulation" (ibid). Tirirdly, Hall and Schwarz stress 

the uniqueness of the political situation in Britain and do not presume that 

there already exists a single theoretical model of the state that encompasses 

the peculiarities of the British situation. Fourthly, the type of representative 

state1 that now exists emerged during this time. And, finally, since this 

period there have been new crises and ongoing contradictions in the 

continuing process of state reformation (1985:8). 

Each of these areas can usefully be considered in the Aotearoa/New Zealand 

context. However, while much of the Hall and Schwarz argument is directly 

applicable to Aotearoa/New Zealand between 1840 and 1907, I would also 

argue that it can be applied to more recent Aotearoa/New Zealand history. 

In order to discover the wider applicability of the Hall and Schwarz model, 

it is necessary to break it down into four core aspects, methodologically 

speaking. The first of these is its basis in Gramscian theory. This theoretical 

orientation is not apparent from the outline above, but it does provide a 

critical approach, as well as a number of key concepts that can facilitate an 

understanding of the relationship between state and civil society. The base 

1In particular, the emphasis has shifted towards a 
collectivist system of government when compared with earlier 
forms. 
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of Gramscian theory also enables a coherent and unified approach to the 

other three areas. The second core area is the focus on a period of crisis. 

This is problematic is some respects, and I have clarified this to focus on 

periods of potential state (re)formation. The third area that Hall and Schwarz 

focus on is that of political representation. This is, of course, central to the 

notion of the state in democratic society, and is also a key part of the 

relationship between state and civil society, even if (given its necessary 

breadth) this is also an area which must then be divided into a range of 

further indicators, as I shall demonstrate. Finally, Hall and Schwarz are 

concerned with the overall, epochal shift from liberalism to collectivism. This 

is a tension that is also evident in the Aotearoa/New Zealand state system, 

and it has been resolved in a number of different ways throughout recent 

times. While Hall and Schwarz set these areas out in a general way, I try to 

indicate how they could be developed to form a fertile theoretical and 

empirical framework for studying specific areas of state formation and 

reformation. 

As presented in these quite general terms, the Hall and Schwarz approach 

seems readily applicable to Aotearoa/New Zealand in the period between 

1840-1907. While this implies a level of generalisability with respect to the 

Hall and Schwarz model, I am primarily interested here in using the model 

to investigate the complex characteristics specific to Aotearoa/New Zealand 

state development. It can also be noted, as Hall and Schwarz do (ibid), that 

since the state and civil society obviously continue to evolve and change, 1907 

(or any other cut-off point) must be viewed in some ways as being a rather 

arbitrary cutoff point, and the type of analysis followed in this thesis could 

certainly be extended to more recent developments. The following 

discussion, however, restricts itself to the elaboration of the core areas of the 

Hall and Schwarz approach and their relevance for discussing the period 

between 1840 and 1907. Following this outline I shall use these four 

(methodological or substantive) highlighted areas to assess a selection of 

existing writing on this period of Aotearoa/New Zealand history. 
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2 KEY POINTS OF THE GRAMSCIAN APPROACH 

The way in which Hall and Schwarz have developed their use of Gramsci is 

set out in another essay by Hall: 

We must see the state as having the specific role of creating the 
political and ideological conditions in which the whole society 
can be conformed to or brought into line with fundamental 
trends or tendencies in the social formation. The conditions in 
which this "reconstruction" can come about are, however, 
conditional on the effective mastery of the political and 
ideological, as well as the economic, terrain; also, on the 
formation of a social bloc, comprising sections of different 
classes, which forms the necessary underpinning for the state; 
and on the winning over to this bloc of a signification section of 
the popular classes. (Hall, 1984b:ll) 

This passage clearly highlights the complexity of the relationship between the 

state and civil society. However, while Gramsci did introduce alternatives to 

a traditional Marxist approach to the state/society relationship, he still 

retained as a theoretical assumption the primacy of the economic sphere. 

This development involved a reassessment of the base/superstructure 

relationship. Also, the introduction of the concept of hegemony provides a 

powerful tool for relating theory to actual situations. While Gramsci 

developed a number of facets of Marx's approach to studying society, the 

unfinished nature of his work has led to a range of interpretations of it (see 

Mouffe, 1979). I shall sidestep most of the issues relating to the varying 

interpretations to focus on the three areas of historical sociology, state 

definition and relationship with civil society that can be utilised in the 

Aotearoa/New Zealand context. 

Gramsci' s approach provides a strong base on which to practise historical 

sociology. In part this builds on Marx in which "[t]he typicality of an event, 

then, is not given by its intrinsic properties; rather, it is determined by both 

its intrinsic properties and its function within a system" (Morera, 1990;23). 

While particular events are historically specific, it is also possible to develop 
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ideas and theories about structures, tendencies and regularities which appear 

across history. These regularities also enable comparisons between different 

societies and across time (Morera, 1990:148) as they provide a basis from 

which comparisons can be made. 

This, in effect, provides the basis on which it is possible to utilise historical 

information, while avoiding the pitfalls of positivism, historicism and 

empiricism. The Gramscian framework is also broad enough to encourage 

the collection of a wide range of information from which to develop and test 

hypotheses. Perhaps it is almost too broad - trying to cover all of the areas 

raised could be a very complex (and expensive) exercise. However, within 

the overall framework it is feasible to focus on one particular event, or even 

one aspect of an event. This material can then be used to develop direct 

comparisons with other events, or for refining the theoretical approach. 

As with the definition I have outlined earlier, Gramsci's definition of the state 

is broad, encompassing "the entire complex of political and theoretical activity 

by which the ruling classes not only justify and maintain their domination but 

also succeed in obtaining the active consent of the governed" (1949, cited 

Femia, 1981:28). However, Gramsci's definition also differs somewhat in that 

civil society (along with political society) is included in the state (ibid). While 

I shall maintain a distinction between civil society and the state, the way in 

which civil society is defined and discussed can be retained. 

My conception of the state does differ to a certain degree from that of 

Gramsci. As I have pointed out earlier, the distinction between civil society 

and the state is analytical, and where to draw the line remains problematic. 

In the terms of my analytical framework, this distinction is drawn at the level 

of the institutions of government and the public service. I make the 

distinction at the institutional level, in part, because the individuals working 

within those institutions necessarily bridge the gap between civil society and 

the state as a part of their working life. Those individuals also characterise 
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the contradictory nature of the state. Individuals may be a part of a process 

that conflicts with aspects of their lives in civil society, or indeed with other 

parts of the state. The state is not entirely unified, but encompasses a range 

of contradictions and conflicts - which may in turn reflect or shape similar 

differences in civil society. 

The distribution of power between the state (or political society in Gramsci) 

and civil society is an important part of state autonomy. As I have indicated, 

the state, by definition, has a monopoly over the legitimate use of violence. 

The ability to enforce decisions is central to the ability of the state to function. 

While it is preferable for citizens to believe in their obligations to the state 

(hegemony), the state must be able to ensure that revenues are collected and 

public order is maintained (whether or not citizens necessarily support those 

measures is another matter). The state also has a huge impact on the 

economy. The way in which the state distributes revenue, structures the 

national economy and negotiates on an international level is also central to 

state power. State power provides the basis for a degree of state autonomy. 

Needless to say, international factors and economic trends may also be 

outside the control of the state. How state autonomy is secured and 

maintained is thus central to an analysis of the relationship between state and 

civil society. 

The Gramscian basis of the Hall and Schwarz model also draws upon the 

importance of civil society, as I have outlined in the previous chapter. 

Gramsci develops the idea of civil society (alongside hegemony) in a way that 

differs from the traditional Marxist interpretation. Gramsci "identified civil 

society with the ideological superstructure, the institutions and technical 

instruments that create and diffuse modes of thought" (Femia, 1981:26). This 

is a contentious interpretation of Gramsci that I do not completely accept. 

Rather, I interpret this position as highlighting the development within civil 

society of hegemonic justifications for the role of the state in capitalist 

societies. Thus it is in civil society that the battle for the hearts and minds of 
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the general population takes place2. By presenting civil society in this way, 

Gram.sci increases the importance of the superstructure. The 

base/superstructure relationship is not solely one-way, and as Femia points 

out (1981:121) the "base determines what fonns of consciousness are possible". The 

analytical distinction does involve considerable overlap in practice, and in 

terms of causal analysis, it is not possible to clearly distinguish base and 

superstructure (Femia, 1981:218). However, on an analytical level, it is 

possible to distinguish between base and superstructure while acknowledging 

that in practice a straightforward division does not occur. 

There is considerable debate over the relationship between structure and 

superstructure with respect to Gram.sci (see Morera, 1990:134-160). In 

particular, Bobbio argues that civil society is a part of the superstructural 

realm in Gramsci's approach (1979:30) and that the ideological realm has 

primacy over the institutional (1979:36). These are direct inversions of the 

Marxist approach, and while I do not wish to discuss this in detail, they 

provide an indication of the way in which Gramsci addresses the complexity 

of these relationships. Gram.sci acknowledges this when he comments: 

Between the premise (economic structure) and the consequence 
(political organisation) relations are by no means simple and 
direct: and it is not only by economic facts that the history of 
a people can be documented. It is a complex and confusing 
task to unravel its causes and in order to do so, a deep and 
widely diffused study of all spiritual and practical activities is 
needed. (1918, cited Bobbio, 1979:33) 

I shall simplify this debate by noting that it is possible to view civil society 

as having aspects of both ba5e and superstructure, as does the state. 

Therefore, while civil society could be interpreted as base and socio-economic 

relations (and the state as superstructure and political relations) the 

complexity of existing society warrants a reassessment of these divisions. By 

2This can occur in a variety of ways - for example, Mouffe 
(1979:182) suggests that either a passive revolution 
( •transformism•) or •expansive hegemony• involving •active, 
iirect consensus" may be involved. 
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highlighting this distinction, I am aiming to avoid the problem identified by 

Ransome that "a problem with Marx's analysis of ideology is that it remains 

on the level of the economic, thus ignoring the role of the superstructure in 

developing individuals' perceptions of reality" (Ransome, 1992:121). The 

establishment of hegemony (for example, the acceptance of the structures and 

jurisdiction of the state in a capitalist society) involves, in part, the 

justification of a capitalist economy (or base), but it also relates to the way in 

which individuals perceive the state structures and the decisions made by 

state employees. While it is difficult to distinguish between the acceptance 

of the role of the state and economic reasons for that acceptance, Gramsci's 

approach allows for this possibility in principle. 

This brings the discussion back to the issue of state-centred or society-centred 

approaches. The Gramscian approach is society-centred, in that ultimately, 

socio-economic relations have causal primacy. By using Gramsci as the 

theoretical background, the Marxist/pluralist realignment that was discussed 

in the previous chapter can be accommodated. Importantly, this retains as 

a core basis the critical approach to the state. This is valuable because, in the 

case of Aotearoa/New Zealand, it provides a way of assessing how the 

structure of the state (and legislation) may have advantaged particular 

groups. In particular, it is possible to look at how the state may have 

provided benefits to particular groups ( eg. settler over Maori). While I have 

defined the state in more general terms, using this approach clearly accepts 

an unequal power distribution that is based, to a certain degree, upon 

economic position in a society based on a capitalist economy. 

However, as McLennan (1989:261) points out: 

[t]he broad-scale categories of historical materialism, when 
applied by writers sensitive both to the problem of 
reductionism and to the challenge of pluralism, continue to 
produce an impressive array of theses and suggestions about 
the politico-cultural impact of developments in the modes of 
production 
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The advantages of a Gramscian approach over a vulgar Marxist approach is 

that it allows political and cultural factors to be viewed as significant, so in 

some instances the state, for example, may have a degree of autonomy. The 

circular relationship between the state and civil society certainly makes causal 

analysis very difficult. In the complex conjuncture of events, structures and 

individuals that marked the emergence of the Aotearoa/New Zealand state, 

this "looseness" in analytical framework is important. The Gramscian 

approach enables other factors (alongside the economy) to be considered, and 

as we shall see, this enables a richer understanding of the unique 

circumstances that occurred as the Aotearoa/New Zealand state developed. 

3 CRISIS: A PERIOD OF POTENTIAL STATE 

(RE)FORMA TION 

An important part of the Hall and Schwarz approach centres on the notion 

of crisis. While they note that it is possible (1985:8-9) to utilise a range of 

different meanings for the term, they ultimately view this as a useful focus . 

The definition that they use is set out by Hall (1984b:l2) as: 

a period when a significant rupture, break or breakdown occurs 
in the processes and institutions which are fundamental to the 
working of a society. A crisis is a break in the social relations 
and institutions which bind society together; or which enable it 
to maintain and reproduce itself on the same basis as before. 

Clearly, this corresponds closely to the idea of hegemony as developed by 

Gramsci. However, I would also argue that this definition must include 

major developments which occur alongside, before or after any ''break" that 

constitutes a crisis. 

Focusing on crises is undoubtedly interesting and provides many 

opportunities for new information and analyses. Given that I advocate an 

historical perspective, it is not possible to ignore the way in which periods of 
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crisis; a) have taken place over a relatively long time frame, and b) have their 

roots in events that may have occurred a century before. The extent of the 

upheaval at all levels of a society undergoing some kind of crisis provides a 

wealth of material to focus upon. 

In the Aotearoa/New Zealand case the period 1840-1907 (as well as others) 

would fit this definition. Using the Hall and Schwarz model would enable 

comparison between Great Britain and Aotearoa/New Zealand (1880-1930 

and 1840-1907 respectively), as well as between different crisis periods in 

Aotearoa/New Zealand history. From a slightly different perspective, 

periods of relative stability may indicate, in very similar ways, how that very 

stability and apparent consensus is attained. It is not only times of 

hegemonic upheaval or replacement that the mechanisms through which 

hegemony is maintained are apparent. Thus, focusing on a period of crisis 

is open to critique. 

For the purpose of this research, clarifying the concept of crisis is warranted -

and results in further clarification of other key aspects of the Hall and 

Schwarz approach. The primary alteration that I have made to the Hall and 

Schwarz approach is to view a period of "crisis" as a period of "potential state 

(re)formation". The first point to note about this alteration is that the time 

that is focussed on could be either a time of upheaval, or of stability. 

Obviously, it would be rather contradictory to refer to times of stability as 

periods of crisis! By reconsidering what type of time frame may be utilised, 

this provides the opportunity to focus on any time in the history of the state, 

as even in times of stability the state is continually being reformed through 

day-to-day activities. However, as with the time frame that I have identified, 

it is also possible to focus on times of upheaval. 

The second key reason for this redefinition is that the idea of state 

(re)form.ation enables us to consider that formation of a new state (and 

nation-state) as well as analysing changes or reformations of existing states. 
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Again, in the time frame that I have identified, the Aotearoa/New z.ealand 

state was being formed, while in the Hall and Schwarz example the British 

state was undergoing a major reformation. In the case of Aotearoa/New 

Zealand, the period from 1840-1907 encompasses a series of "crises" (or 

challenges) that ocCWTed alongside the development of the state and civil 

society in Aotearoa/New z.ealand. Therefore, the type of state formation 

must be different to the reformation of the state in Britain. However, as with 

Britain, "there occurred a succession of crises of the state, each only 

incompletely and partially resolved before new antagonisms arose, which in 

their combination amounted to a crisis of the social order itself' (Hall & 

Schwarz, 1985:9). The particular challenges were different, but their effect 

was remarkably similar. In Aotearoa/New Zealand, these challenges 

included the appropriation of land, the role of Maori (and the Aotearoa/New 

Zealand Wars), political autonomy from Britain, the extension of the 

franchise, economic depression, the establishment and activities of unions, 

and the shift from provincial to central political control. 

However, while the Aotearoa/New Zealand state was being formed, the 

initial emphasis was on a liberal approach to the state. As the state 

developed, the emphasis shifted towards a more collectivist approach - as 

was ocCWTing in Britain. While Aotearoa/New z.ealand did not have the 

same tradition of liberalism as Britain (Hall & Schwarz, 1985:10-11), initially 

(prior to the 1890s) the state was 'liberal", in that individualism characterised 

both the state and settler civil society as they developed. This was, in part, 

the foundation of the myth of egalitarian society, in which any individual 

could work hard and improve their position in life. Even the system of 

political representation was based on individuals (parties were not formed 

until the 1890s ), who would negotiate to form governments after they were 

elected. Thus, for settlers, liberalism could be viewed as hegemonic. 

3While some Maori embraced the ideals of liberalism, I think 
it is fair to say that to a large extent Maori were effectively 
excluded from this monocultural version of liberal society. 
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Hall and Schwarz characterise their period of crisis as a crisis of liberalism -

both in civil society and the state (ibid). This was also the case in New 

Zealand, but it was also a crisis of colonialism. And, importantly, the crisis 

of colonialism was not resolved. From the signing of the Treaty of Waitangi, 

Maori rights were eroded and land was appropriated until the 1890s when 

the treaty was declared "a nullity" (see Pearson, 1990:146-147) and their land 

holdings had dwindled to around 11 million acres (Orange, 1987:186). Power 

had passed from Maori, to the representative of the British parliament, to the 

Aotearoa/New Zealand parliament. The requirement for individual land 

ownership prevented many Maori from voting, and they had been "granted" 

four Maori seats in parliament which was considerably less than a 

proportional amount. A number of Maori had grouped together to form the 

Kotahitanga, but were unable to secure political equity. This crisis of 

colonialism has never been resolved, but provides an example of how the 

selection of a fixed period of analysis can be problematic. While some issues 

can be viewed as resolved or having a definite outcome or direction, others 

can be viewed as remaining problematic. 

A third aspect of altering the definition of crisis is that I wish to emphasise 

that there is no pre-ordained outcome to state (re )formation. Thus I am not 

concerned with charting a pre-ordained or inevitable shift such as the Marxist 

shift from feudalism to capitalism. Rather, there were a range of possible 

outcomes, and we can develop hypotheses as to why the state developed in 

the way that it did. This builds on the Gramscian basis in that the focus is 

not solely on the socio-economic relations as the driving force. However, the 

socio-economic relations can still be viewed as a central, and possibly causal, 

factor in combination with political and cultural factors. 

The combination of challenges involved in state formation and reformation 

in Aotearoa/New z.ealand, can still be assessed within the Hall and Schwarz 

framework. The developments that occurred throughout civil society and in 

the state are important. Economic developments, in the shape of land 
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settlement and development (by settlers), refrigeration, the end of the Long 

Depression and the increased role of the state in the economy were central 

and underline the links between civil society and the state. The Gramscian 

basis allows consideration of the effect of the changing economy, colonial 

issues, and the development of nationalism on the state (and vice versa). This 

acknowledgement of complexity is what makes the Hall and Schwarz 

approach particularly relevant to state reformation in Aotearoa/New Zealand. 

4 POLITICAL REPRESENTATION 

Reshaping the Hall and Schwarz concept of crisis also has implications for the 

way in which they view political representation. As I shall suggest, political 

representation remains a key indicator, both in terms of identifying an area 

that demonstrates the changes or stability that are being focussed on and in 

assessing how these issues were resolved (or not resolved). I have 

approached this discussion firstly by showing how the Aotearoa/New 

Zealand situation can be viewed in relation to the Hall and Schwarz 

approach. I then indicate ways in which this broad focus on political 

representation can be made more specific by viewing different aspects of 

political representation in isolation. Thus, what Hall and Schwarz develop 

as one indicator becomes the basis for a range of indicators. Research can 

then focus on only one indicator, or on a selection. As I shall argue in the 

following section, with regard to state (re)formation, these indicators can then 

be used to assess changes of emphasis towards individualism or collectivism 

in state activity. 

With regard to the time span that they are considering, Hall and Schwarz 

note that the ideas of political representation, the nation and equality of 

citizenship developed and changed. This led, in turn, to increasing conflict 

within established political parties and systems (1985:13). A combination of 

changes in the capitalist class, international relationships and new social 
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movements also led to increasing pressures for the construction of a new type 

of state (1985:16). As a result of this, "[t]he relations between state and 

society were dramatically reconstituted. But in some senses certain features 

of the British crises were permanent, and in any fundamental sense, remained 

- and remain - unresolved" (ibid). Whichever challenge to the state is focused 

on, the issues of political representation must be considered, but this does not 

mean that any long term resolution will be achieved. 

When considering this issue of political representation with respect to 

Aotearoa/New Zealand there are four indicators that can be developed and 

assessed. The first of these is British colonial control and how this shifted to 

the Aotearoa/New Zealand parliament. This is important because this 

process involved the implementation of the New Zealand Constitution, and 

a parliament based on the British model. Thus the Aotearoa/New Zealand 

state was established, and this has affected all future developments in 

political representation. Secondly, the formal extension of the franchise must 

be charted. This involves a consideration of how and why changes were 

made, as well as consideration of the politicians who stood for office, and 

those who were elected. 

Thirdly, the inclusion of Maori must be considered. Initially the land 

ownership requirements excluded many Maori from voting. However, as the 

franchise was extended, Maori sought a degree of political autonomy that, 

although it was allowed for in Section 71 of the 1852 New 2.ealand 

Constitution, was not granted. Clearly, the emphasis remained on retaining 

one central decision-making body, and this would be a monocultural 

Westminster system parliament. Finally, the area of political representation 

includes those civil or public servants who worked within the state system 

and played an active role in policy development. 

These four indicators of political representation developed from the Hall and 

Schwarz approach provide the basis for outlining and explaining the 
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development of the state as a part of a struggle for democracy. TIUs cannot 

be divorced from an economic analysis, as the expansion of the state requires 

funding - both for state employees and in administering the increased 

involvement of citizens. TIUs area of the Hall and Schwarz approach can be 

utilised to assess the role played by individuals and events in civil society as 

a part of state (re)formation. However, each of these indicators can be 

considered separately. Thus, we can isolate colonial state control, the 

franchise, Maori political incorporation and state employees as key areas for 

analysis4
• 

The background from which these issues are approached remains Gramscian, 

therefore socio-economic relationships, ideological arguments and the 

complex relations between civil society and the state figure in all these areas. 

From this basis, the empirical evidence can be configured in order to chart the 

historical developments for each indicator. This information can then be 

assessed in order to ascertain the way in which a particular indicator affected 

state (re)formation. In particular, shifts in emphasis (on collectivism or 

individualism) in the state can be investigated. 

If state employees were used as an example, analysis of this indicator of state 

(re)formation could follow a variety of paths. In the period I am considering 

the number of government departments and employees increased. This can 

be viewed as a desire or requirement of existing state employees (whether in 

Britain or Aotearoa/New 2'.ealand) to develop the state as an institution 

(stat~entred). Alternatively, a society-centred approach could view the 

increase as a result of an increasing population, an improving economy 

and/ or the development of an education system to provide white-collar 

workers. Given that I support a society-centred explanation, this can then be 

4This is a limited list - detailed consideration could also 
be given to the role of women in the state and the mobilisation 
of workers (unions). 
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utilised to assess whether the changes indicate (in my case) an increased 

emphasis on collectivism in the state system. 

5 A SHIFf IN EMPHASIS - INDIVIDUALISM TO 

COLLECTIVISM 

My example in the previous section brings this discussion to the final core 

area of the Hall and Schwarz approach. This relates to the way in which they 

identify a breakdown of individualism and a simultaneous development of 

collectivism. In any state there is a tension between taking a collective 

approach to societal issues, or devolving responsibility to individuals. 

Obviously, for the state to exist at all there must be an acceptance of a degree 

of collectivism. However, how far the collective approach is extended 

depends on the dominant hegemony, as well as the structure of the state and 

the role of particular individuals. 

My reassessment of the Hall and Schwarz approach involves generalising 

their discussion of individualism and collectivism. My outline for the 

analysis of state (re)formation is thus concerned with using a range of 

indicators over a selected time span in order to chart stability or shifts in 

emphasis on state collectivism. I have termed this "shifts in emphasis" 

because it is not possible for a state to become the embodiment of the 

individualist (liberal) or collectivist ideal type. In the Aotearoa/New z.ealand 

case there is a continual possibility for change in the emphasis on a 

collectivist or individualist state structure. 

The period that Hall and Schwarz refer to is concerned with a shift from 

individualism (liberalism) to collectivism. In this case, liberalism "describes 

not an absence of controls, but ~ specific means by which market forces are 

politically regulated" (1985:18). I have discussed liberalism in more detail 

earlier, however, the key aspect is the emphasis on the individual and 
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individual responsibility. Thus the state has a very limited role, and civil 

society is viewed as being comprised of individuals. In contrast, collectivism 

"refers to the process by which state policy became organised around class or 

corporate rather than individual interests" (1985:16). Of course the same 

individuals (or groups) may benefit under both systems, but the emphasis has 

changed, along with the role of the state. Under the collectivist approach 

there is wider sanctioning of state intervention, and this intervention may 

occur in ways that have a negative impact on the capitalist class. 

Hall and Schwarz outline two, slightly contradictory, mechanisms at work in 

the shift from individual to collectivist forms of state action. Firstly, as I have 

outlined in the previous section, collectivism was a part of the struggle for 

mass democracy. It was also a result of the alternative hegemony in which 

previously disadvantaged groups laid claim "to a more equal share in the 

social goods to which citizenship entitled them" (Hall & Schwarz, 1985:20). 

These "pressures from below" (ibid) resulted in demands for better 

representation in Aotearoa/New Zealand, the formation of political parties 

and contributed to the development of government policies such as the 

Factories Act and Old Age Pensions (OAP) Act that provided protection for 

workers and the destitute elderly. 

However, the second interpretation of these changes can also be viewed as 

forms of paternalistic disciplinary regulation based on Social Darwinism 

(ibid). Thus, increasing revenues in a period of economic prosperity enabled 

the state to intervene in civil society in order to control and structure social 

life. For example, distinctions between deserving and undeserving poor or 

the establishment of structures in the state and civil society can be viewed as 

the imposition of state control over perceived dysfunctions (Hall & Schwarz, 

1985:19) that removes control from individuals or groups in the community. 

The shift to collectivist forms of state activity was not necessarily always 

beneficial, and nor did it necessarily resolve existing problems. The 

Gramscian basis of the Hall and Schwarz approach encompasses 
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consideration of the challenges to the existing individualist hegemony and its 

(at least partial) replacement. However, throughout these changes, we can 

also assess who continued to benefit from state activity, and who formed the 

influential new groupings within the state. 

In order to be able to chart any shift from individualism to collectivism it is 

necessary to consider what type of indicators are considered. There are a 

number of indicators that can be identified and investigated in the shift from 

a laissez faire (classical liberal) state to state intervention. One that is 

amenable to quantitative research is the development of institutional 

structures for the regulation of economic and public life (banking, taxation, 

police, education, a judicial system etc). From the Gramscian concern with 

the development and maintenance of hegemony, the assessment of ideologies 

around "the nation" and the "public good" can be developed. I am not 

concerned here with specifying how these areas should be developed in 

detail, but this indicates some possibilities that the revised Hall and Schwarz 

approach allows for. 

These mechanisms highlight the utility of the Gramscian basis of Hall and 

Schwarz. That is, individuals in civil society can have an impact on state 

(re)formation and the state can have a degree of autonomy in the way that 

demands from civil society are implemented. At this point, it is important 

to reiterate that I do not wish to reify either civil society or the state. It is the 

actions of individuals or groups of individuals that I am referring to - and I 

am concerned with how the actions of individuals can be assessed through 

the institutions of the state or civil society5. Thus, at any point in time, the 

role of civil society and the state can be assessed in order to determine a 

benchmark of state collectivism for the chosen indicators (ie. for state 

employees in 1852 this could be viewed as "low"). Then, using the theoretical 

5In particular, the role played by state employees (for 
example the development of policy) is often recorded as a final, 
collectively produced document . 
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and methodological framework that provides the initial benchmark, the 

empirical information can be assessed in order to identify whether a shift has 

occurred. At the same time the possible causes for the shift (or lack of one) 

can be assessed. 

6 CONCLUSION 

In this discussion, I have argued that, with care, it is fruitful to utilise the 

Hall and Schwarz approach outside the British context. Firstly, Hall and 

Schwarz provide a Gramscian framework for their discussion of Britain which 

is generalisable outside their particular place and period of concern. This 

model places a strong emphasis on economic dynamics, and in particular on 

the over-determining effect of the capitalist mode of production of Britain. 

As such it is manifestly a society-centred approach. However, this 

framework is also utilised to provide a detailed analysis of the political 

sphere in Britain, and I believe, allows for a considerable degree of state 

autonomy, in analysing the major historical transformations. As a broad 

framework, a Gramscian approach provides both conceptual coherence and 

the basis for a critical analysis. Having said that, it is true of course that this 

model does need considerable modification for application to the 

Aotearoa/New Zealand situation. 

Secondly, the time frame - although differing slightly to the one I have chosen 

concerns similar state systems undergoing similar changes. The issues of 

political representation and a shift to collectivism were being addressed by 

both countries. There were also changes occurring in civil society in both 

countries. Identifying these similarities does not mean that the changes were 

identical in Britain and Aotearoa/New Zealand - they had different 

backgrounds and they were resolved (or not resolved) in different ways. 

Also, the changes occurring in each country were noted by the other - reports 

on the changes were published in newspapers and the two countries shared 
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a common background of literature from which to justify the courses of 

action that were taken. 

One crucial area for us, that Hall and Schwarz address only in passing 

(1985:13-14), is colonialism. In the Aotearoa/New Zealand case, as I shall 

show, this must be developed as a central part of any adequate analytical 

framework. The concept of colonialism can be used to structure our 

understanding of the settlement of Aotearoa/New Zealand by (primarily) 

British settlers, the mode of production, relationships with Maori, the 

development of the state and the economic fortunes of the colony. 

Relationships between the British government, the settler colony and Maori, 

between the settler state and Maori, and between the Aotearoa/New Zealand 

state and the British state all need to be addressed in order to chart the 

development of the Aotearoa/New Zealand state. This type of research 

endeavour cannot ignore the importance of Crown and settler or Pakeha 

relationships with Maori in this process of modernisation and state-formation. 

It is in this area that a study of Aotearoa/New Zealand differs markedly from 

that of Britain. 

This issue of colonialism provides a major impetus fot the redevelopment of 

the Hall and Schwarz approach~ Given that the Gramscian theoretical basis 

is broad enough to encompass a range of non-economic areas this is feasible. 

While certainly retaining a critical basis to socio-economic relations, the 

possibility remains for considerable state autonomy, and the inclusion of 

political or cultural factors in a nuanced (if not ultimately non-reductionist) 

way. 

In summary, with this approach analysis proceeds by selecting a time frame 

that encompasses the type of potential for state (re)formation that is of 

interest. As with Hall and Schwarz, I have selected a time of major upheaval 

in which similar challenges to the state occurred in both countries. By 

considering a range of indicators that could be combined under the heading 
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of political representation, it is then possible to assess whether a shift in 

emphasis on collectivism has occurred. As I have indicated, I do not intend 

to attempt an application of this model to the empirical evidence to the 

Aotearoa/New Zealand "case" as such. On one level, that is simply too huge 

a task for this study on its own. On another level, it is also too bald and 

naive a suggestion, to assume that by developing some concepts and 

identifying a theoretical framework, that the process of rediscovering the 

history of the state in Aotearoa/New 2.ealand can automatically be 

accomplished. The aim of this research is to provide a coherent basis for 

further development, rather than developing each aspect of the Hall and 

Schwarz model and applying them. Instead, consistent with my earlier 

discussion on historiography, I hold the material of history to be a matter of 

"sources" and their reconstruction. Accordingly, I find it more satisfactory to 

critically focus, in the last phase of this dissertation, on some reconstructive 

commentaries on Aotearoa/New 2.ealand history, rather than assume that the 

way is dear for me directly to supply or rediscover new empirical 

information. 
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1 INTRODUCTION 

The approach outlined by Hall and Schwarz provides the basis for a critical 

historical sociology of the Aotearoa/New Zealand state. However as their 

position is developed in a single book chapter, I have indicated that some 

clarification is necessary. In brief, this would involve utilising the Gramscian 

theoretical position to structure a society-centred, historical approach to state 

(re)formation. The time frame that is addressed is selected by the revised 

notion of crisis - a period of potential state (re)formation. This time frame 

can then be assessed to identify key areas that mark a change in state 

emphasis on collectivism. In the time frame that I am concerned with, this 

involves aspects of political representation (as with Hall and Schwarz), socio

economic changes and colonial relationships. Thus, we have reached the 

stage at which it is possible to sketch how the historical evidence can be 

assessed. 

As I indicated in the introduction, a detailed application of theory to evidence 

is not possible here. In order to indicate how this clarification of Hall and 

Schwarz is applicable to Aotearoa/New Zealand in the period 1840-1907, I 

have elected to discuss four existing texts that consider the history of 

Aotearoa/New Zealand. Existing writing that deals with the history and 

sociology of Aotearoa/New Zealand covers a wide range of areas and 

approaches. This is not an attempt to provide any sort of representative 

overview, but rather to identify a range of approaches and assess their 

relevance for the implementation of the Hall and Schwarz approach. The 

texts that I have chosen vary in their range of focus and their disciplinary 

background. I have divided them into two categories for analysis. Firstly, 

I shall look at what I have characterised as the "history" texts - The Oxford 

History of New Zealand (OHNZ) and Claudia Orange's The Treaty of Waitangi.. 

I shall then move on to sociology via Chris Wilkes' 'The state as an historical 

subject" and David Pearson's A Dream Deferred. 
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The structure of this chapter is rather complex, as I am considering four texts 

in relation to the four strands of the Hall and Schwarz approach. I have 

therefore provided an outline of these texts in the first section. I then discuss 

the issue of theory. This discussion is not simply a consideration of the way 

in which the Hall and Schwarz approach can provide improved insights on 

these texts. Rather, Hall and Schwarz and these authors (as well as others) 

explicitly address theoretical issues to varying degrees. My discussion is 

concerned with the issues of historical sociology and the state as well as the 

Gramscian approach of Hall and Schwarz and the approaches that can be 

identified from these texts. Following this discussion, I consider how the 

period of crisis or potential for state (re)formation can be identified in 

Aotearoa/New Zealand. This raises a number of issues, including socio

economic changes, the development of "the nation", political representation 

and colonial relationships. 

The next section then expands on the area of political representation. This 

considers the franchise, and also colonial relationships. Alongside the issues 

identified in the "crisis" section this indicates the areas that can be included 

in analysis, as well as possible indicators for collectivism or individualism as 

the dominant style of state formation. The final section considers how it is 

possible to develop a preliminary hypothesis that there was a shift from 

individualism to collectivism during the period 1840-1907. The 

Aotearoa/New Zealand state developed from events prior to 1840, with one 

key step the formation of a system of nominally independent government 

after the 1852 New z.ealand Constitution Act. After 1852 there was a 

considerable time of ongoing changes to the state structure. It was by no 

means inevitable that there would be a continuing trend towards collectivism, 

but after the developments of the 1890s, the emphasis remained on a 

collectivist approach. 

When considered in light of the approach that I have outlined, it is clear that 

these texts provide a wealth of information. While none of the authors take 
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a similar approach to the one I am advocating, they each provide valuable 

insights, and so I have used them to indicate how the revised Hall and 

Schwarz approach can build upon them in order to more completely structure 

this domain of study. Studying the process of state (re)formation in 

Aotearoa/New Zealand is complex, and establishing parameters for research 

remains difficult. These texts show how a range of authors have studied 

Aotearoa/New Zealand history between 1840 and 1907, and indicate the 

evidence that could be utilised in an application of the revised Hall and 

Schwarz model. 

2 OUTLINE OF THE FOUR TEXTS 

The two history books that I have chosen are recent t~xts rather than earlier 

writings. I have chosen these because, while they do not address issues in 

the way I am suggesting, they cover many of the relevant issues. My 

approach has been to indicate the way in which the areas that I have 

developed from the Hall and Schwarz model are addressed by these authors. 

Sociological approaches differ considerably from those of historians and the 

texts that I have chosen here involve two very different approaches. The first 

of these is Chris Wilkes' periodisation of state formation, 'The state as an 

historical subject". The second is not concerned with the state per se, but 

ethnic conflict in Aotearoa/New Z.ealand. David Pearson's A Dream Deferred 

provides a very good example of historical sociology, as well as historical 

information which has relevance for an historical sociology of the 

Aotearoa/New Zealand state. Both texts set out a framework for the analysis 

of their respective areas and then develop an analysis using historical 

examples to build a case. Regardless of the focus of the analysis, much useful 

information can be taken from these texts. 
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The Oxford History of New Zealand 

The Oxford History of New Zealand (OHNZ) provides 22 chapters that cover 

Aotearoa/ New Zealand history from early Maori/Polynesian settlement to 

1992. The contributing writers are not only historians, but are drawn from 

a range of disciplines. However, this diversity is not explicitly commented 

on - in the main, the contributors outline and discuss historical events, 

processes, individuals and groups without referring to any theoretical or 

empirical frameworks - although they are sometimes referenced. The 

presentation of OHNZ is also as individual chapters, and while these chapters 

overlap to a certain degree, there is no attempt to integrate these discussions. 

The two sections of particular relevance to my research are ''Part Two: 

Growth and Conflict" and "Part Three: A Time of Transition", which deal with 

the periods from 1840-1890 and 1890-1935 respectively. I have selected these 

periods because I feel that the time between 1840 and 1890 was the time in 

which, firstly, the New Zealand Constitution (1952) was enacted, enabling a 

nominally independent settler government. Secondly, relations between 

Maori and settlers/Pakeha reached possibly their lowest ebb with the 

Aotearoa/New Zealand Wars and widespread land confiscation or dubious 

"legal" sales. Thirdly, the economy also went through a major depression -

although refrigeration and mechanisation developed. Finally, the social 

structure of the young colony developed - this included class divisions, but 

avoided a direct replication of the British system. 

The second period, from 1890 to 1910 (1907 in my analysis) saw the 

development of organised political parties, increased state involvement in 

society, the development of unions and the extension of the public or civil 

service. These developments were in large part a result of the previous 

period. This period of state building is of primary importance for my 

discussion, as it relates to the idea of "crisis" developed by Hall and Schwarz. 

However, the period beforehand provides both the information about 
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previous events that were built on in the 1890s (continuity) and those areas 

that were markedly altered (change). By the end of these 20 years, 

Aotearoa/ New Zealand had Dominion status (1907) however, it was not until 

1941 that Aotearoa/New 2'.ealand became a "sovereign independent state" 

(Mcintyre, 1992:346), although this option had been possible since 1931. Thus 

the OHNZ authors do provide a range of approaches that (albeit indirectly at 

times) concern the development of the Aotearoa/New 2'.ealand state system. 

The Treaty of Waitangi 

Another key historical text is The Treaty of Waitangi. by Claudia Orange. This 

text takes the Treaty as its central focus, but continues analysis of its role up 

to 1897. Once again, the relationships between settlers and Maori are 

reviewed and Orange indicates the way Maori land was used as the basis for 

building the economic potential of the Aotearoa/New 2'.ealand colony. The 

focus is explicitly on the national rather than international level (1987:1). She 

also indicates the way in which Maori were not clearly informed of the shift 

from colonial to settler government. Because of this, Maori were encouraged 

to petition the Queen, or even go to Britain in order to raise issues relating 

to the Treaty. However, this was a futile exercise once power had shifted to 

the Aotearoa/New Zealand parliament. Orange also considers 

Aotearoa/New Zealand to fit into a general pattern of "colonial domination 

of indigenous races" (1987:5) - in spite of the Treaty. 

As with the authors of OHNZ, Orange does not use a particular theoretical 

approach to structure her discussion One striking aspect of this text is the 

focus on the role played by individuals. A considerable part of the book 

charts the actions of particular individuals (both Maori and Pakeha) and their 

effect on the interpretations of the treaty. This focus on individuals is at the 

expense of a detailed outline of the social, political and economic structures 

of both Maori and British settler societies. However, Orange also indicates, 
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as do other historical writers and biographers, the important role played by 

individuals in the development of the Aotearoa/New Zealand state. While 

Orange focuses more on relationships between Maori and the goverrunent 

than state development per se, the key events that relate to state development 

are addressed and described. I have limited my discussion of The Treaty of 

Waitangi primarily to the time frame after the signing of the Treaty, until the 

turn of the century. I do not deny the importance of the process of the Treaty 

signing, however this research is concerned with interpretations of the Treaty 

after it was signed. The Treaty of Waitangi provides most detail on events 

prior to 1890, and it is in the 1890s when a large number of reforms altered 

the Aotearoa/New Zealand state. However, these changes certainly arose 

from events prior to 1890. 

"The state as an historical subject" 

Wilkes outlines and develops his "periodisation" of Aotearoa/New Zealand 

history in two texts, "The state as an historical subject" {1993) and The Tragedy 

of the Market (O'Brien & Wilkes, 1993). The Tragedy of the Market is primarily 

concerned with recent Aotearoa/New Zealand history. Broadly speaking, this 

type of analysis is developed in seven key areas - production, consumption, 

politics (eg. consensus vs authoritarian), employment, equity, class relations 

and political culture. Wilkes and O'Brien (1993:14-27) use these areas to 

assess the shift from Fordism to Post-Fordism in Aotearoa/New Zealand. In 

"The state as an historical subject", Wilkes uses two criteria in order to 

structure his periodisation of the Aotearoa/New Zealand state. The first of 

these concerns "the nature of the social forces (and especially class forces) 

which impinge on the State", while the second concentrates on "State 

activities, most obviously expressed in the shape of policies which emanate 

from the State" (1993:192). This could be conceived as a type of pluralism 

(the broker state) - which does allow for a degree of state autonomy. 
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However, Wilkes is not concerned with evaluating his approach relative to 

a pluralist, Marxist or other type of approach. 

I have chosen to discuss Wilkes' approach because it is directly concerned 

with the development of the state. This is important because a model that 

can provide detailed information on the development of the state in the 

nineteenth century, can then be applied to more recent history. Of particular 

concern is whether this deals adequately with colonialism, as the issues that 

were apparent prior to 1900 recur throughout the 1900s. This is one reason 

why developing a model that is applicable to New Zealand's early years is 

important. The Fordist/Post-Fordist analytical distinction has primarily 

arisen to deal with changes in more recent history - as is apparent from the 

derivation of its name. It does provide a different emphasis on the 

organisation of production within capitalist modes of production, but does 

not deal with colonialism as a distinct issue. 

Historical sociology that focuses on the Aotearoa/New z.ealand state is very 

limited at present, and Wilkes' approach is indicative of this. Wilkes does 

state (1993:207) that this model is in the early stages of development. Given 

that this is a relatively short chapter, it was obviously not possible to expand 

on some of the issues that are raised. However, Wilkes does identify a 

number of areas that warrant further investigation. 

A Dream Deferred 

In contrast, Pearson is able, in his book, to provide a more theoretically 

detailed and cohesive approach to historical sociology. The text A Dream 

Deferred (1990) does not deal primarily with the Aotearoa/New Zealand state, 

although it is covered in relation to the other material. Pearson's focus is on 

ethnic conflict and how it has developed in Aotearoa/New z.ealand. Key 

factors that are defined by Pearson in this process are colonialism, labour 
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migration and the role of the state in shaping, encouraging or reacting to 

changes. While the subject of Pearson's book differs somewhat from the 

primary focus of the Hall and Schwarz model, I feel that its inclusion is 

warranted as an important example of historical sociology. 

Pearson notes (1990:6) that "the origins of ethnic conflict in New Zealand are 

complex and are best studied through an appreciation of a multifaceted past 

and its vital influence on the diversity of the present". Thus the complexity 

of any analysis of history is acknowledged. Pearson structures his discussion 

by the use of a Weberian theoretical framework. This certainly provides a 

structure that acknowledges this complexity. However, I shall leave aside 

any critique of a Weberian approach relative to Hall and Schwarz to focus on 

the issues raised by Pearson. Each of the four Hall and Schwarz areas that 

I have identified is addressed in Pearson's discussion, as are the areas (to 

varying degrees) of colonialism, the economy and state development. 

3 THE USE OF THEORY 

The discussion of historical sociology in Chapter Once clearly indicates the 

importance that I attach to the articulation of a theoretically informed 

approach to the study of history. In this section I would like to reconsider 

the issues that were raised in Chapter One with respect to the revised Hall 

and Schwarz approach and the historians and sociologists that I am 

discussing here. The key areas to be considered include the uses of theory, 

methodological issues such as the definition of concepts and ethical issues. 

These texts cover aspects of these issues in a range of ways and these issues 

underlie my discussion of the potential for using the substantive dimensions 

of Hall and Schwarz - "crisis", political representation and the shift to 

collectivism. 
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The first area to be considered here is the use of theory in these texts. With 

respect to the history texts, this concerns the explicit acknowledgement within 

a text of historiographical issues. Overall these issues are not raised. OHNZ 

and The Treaty of Waitangi are not aimed solely at an academic audience, and 

nor are they sociology texts. However, neglecting to mention these issues 

effectively presents this material as "value-free". Therefore my critique is not 

aimed at demonstrating that they should be sociological, but rather towards 

highlighting areas that would be amenable to further investigation from a 

sociological perspective. Historiography involves the way in which the area 

of historical study is selected, researched and reported1
• The history authors 

do have a range of backgrounds and are certainly aware of the possibilities 

of using theory, but this is not made explicit in these texts. 

Generally speaking, these history texts fit the model of history that I outlined 

in contrast to sociology in Chapter One. That is, they focus on particular 

issues without attempting to develop generalisations, they are concerned with 

a wide range of subject areas, and they use a selection of primary and 

secondary sources in developing their discussions of history. My 

interpretation of the authors I have considered is that they do not support a 

realist approach. Philosophical issues are not explicitly considered and nor 

is theory. The contested nature of history and the texts that are the primary 

sources are not acknowledged. These areas need not be considered serious 

flaws in the terms of these texts - however, they certainly need to be 

considered in attempting to apply the Hall and Schwarz model to 

Aotearoa/New z.ealand history. 

Wilkes does not provide a detailed discussion of historiographical issues in 

''The state as an historical subject", aside from noting (1993:208) that historicist 

approaches cannot be used to predict the future. Given that Wilkes believes 

that "a dynamic historical account which focuses on shifts in the social 

1Fairburn (1989: 9-15) is an example of an historian who does 
acknowledge these issues and justify his position. 
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structure can offer a powerful account of the process of state formation in 

New Zealand" (ibid), these issues perhaps warrant further discussion -

although this was limited by the length of the chapter. 

The key difference between the historical and sociological approaches is 

apparent in the theory that is utilised. As this model was still being 

developed when Wilkes wrote "the state as an historical subject", the 

theoretical development is limited. With O'Brien, Wilkes does develop the 

Fordist model with respect to more recent Aotearoa/New Zealand history, 

but the analysis is not concerned with events prior to 1935. The divisions 

that Wilkes used are "the Minimalist State (1840-1890); the Pre-Fordist State 

(1890-1935); the Fordist State (1935-1984); and the Post-Fordist State (1984-

1993)" (1993:192). The identification of 1890 as a key transition period 

parallels the importance of this time in my research. 

Wilkes does not explicitly consider philosophical issues, but does suggest 

limits to the model he proposes, in that "a clear-cut distinction can [not] 

necessarily be made between each phase" (1993:192). Rather there are gradual 

shifts in emphasis. In terms of the theoretical approach that is utilised, 

Wilkes does not wish this to be interpreted as a strictly pluralist approach, 

citing the interests of State employees and the "inertial quality of State 

policies" (ibid), both of which work against social forces directly and 

immediately shaping the state. This approach can, however, be described as 

realist. Wilkes also acknowledges the complex nature of analysis in 

proposing "a conjunctural form of analysis which emphasises the variable and 

historically specific relationship between classes, class fractions, other social 

forces, and the State" (1993:207). The key to analysing change remains "class 

and social forces" (1993:208), although the state has a key role to play in the 

process of change. 

One aspect that the Fordist model does highlight is the role of changing work 

practices and consumption in any analysis of societal change. In particular, 
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labour migrations - both internal and international - have ongoing impacts on 

a range of areas, not only on the labour market. This can be included in a 

Gramscian analysis, alongside a consideration of issues relating to the colonial 

economy - particularly land and economic divisions. The structuring of 

Wilkes' discussion and conceptual clarity does show how theory can be used 

to link together historical details. This can then be used to demonstrate (in 

contrast to other authors2
) that historical analysis cannot rely solely on class 

forces as the driving mechanism for change (Wilkes, 1993:207). 

The importance of using theory, in general, is raised by Pearson. When 

referring to existing writing on Aotearoa/New Zealand's ethnic history, he 

notes that "[a]ll of these studies, even the most avowedly descriptive, contain 

theoretical assumptions. What varies is the degree of explicitness of the 

theories used to explain the social world to ourselves and others" (1990:4). 

Pearson does not discuss the philosophical issues that I have raised but, as 

with Wilkes, the discussion of the Weberian theoretical model implies the 

acceptance of underlying philosophical assumptions. Pearson (1990:20-27) 

outlines Marxist and Weberian approaches to the relationship between racism, 

ethnicity and class, and sets out his own approach as one derived from 

Weber (1990:22). The state (its role and contradictions) reappears throughout 

Pearson's text (1990:33,52,67&145) and its importance is clearly acknowledged. 

As I have outlined in Chapter One, philosophical issues are not the primary 

concern of historical sociology, and it is not surprising that philosophy has 

not been explicitly considered by these authors. In developing the Hall and 

Schwarz model, I have spent considerable time covering philosophical issues. 

This highlights the potential pitfalls of (for example) taking a positivist 

approach. I have also clearly specified that this is a realist approach and that 

a degree of relativism (or reflexivity) is desirable. However, when attempting 

to apply the revised Hall and Schwarz model, detailed discussion of 

2For example, Bedggood 1978. 
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philosophical issues may not be warranted, unless a researcher wishes to 

debate aspects of the position set out here. 

Nevertheless, a discussion of theory must not be neglected when investigating 

substantive issues. The theoretical basis structures the selection of subject 

area and time span, the operationalisation of indicators (such as political 

representation) and the selection and interpretation of evidence. As with my 

discussion of historical sociology in Chapter One and state-centred 

approaches in Chapter Two, the use of a theoretical approach must be made 

explicit. As Pearson has demonstrated, it is possible to do this while 

targeting both academic and general audiences. In principle, the possible 

advantages of using theory in this way include clarity, coherence, 

comparability and generalisability. I am not assuming that the use of theory 

is problem-free, nor will it automatically ensure brilliant research. However, 

theory can help to structure research, so that it limits a potentially enormous 

body of evidence, and also provides potential explanations for events that 

happened in the past. This information can be used to compare 

Aotearoa/New Zealand with other societies, or to possibly improve the 

understanding of more recent events. I have outlined earlier the advantages 

of the Gramscian approach advocated by Hall and Schwarz, and have not 

expanded on this with respect to the texts that I have discussed here. In 

studying the history of the state, the Hall and Schwarz approach that I have 

outlined can provide a clear, detailed and flexible structure for investigation. 

The second aspect of theory that I shall consider is the discussion of concepts. 

In the terms of a sociological approach the definition of concepts cannot be 

divorced from the use of a theoretical framework. The way in which 

concepts are utilised is important, and I shall consider two primary reasons; 

the changing meaning of wordS, and the assumptions behind their use. As 

I have indicated, there is an inherent danger in using contemporary concepts 

(eg. Pakeha) to describe events of a different time. This is a problem that is 
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difficult to overcome, however practitioners of historical sociology need to be 

aware of it. 

The history authors do not address the potential difficulties of using concepts. 

In looking at the assumptions behind the use of concepts, we come up against 

the thorny issue of theories such as Marxism in history. One example of the 

potential problems here can be seen in Chapters 10 and 12 of OHNZ. 

Graham (1992:116) and Gibbons (1992:310-312) both discuss class distinctions, 

but use these primarily as descriptive terms3
• Similarly, Orange refers to 

"riff-raff'' (1987:23) and "transients" (1987:24) but does not place this into a 

general context of social relationships. By not acknowledging an analytical 

framework, it is difficult to ascertain whether they are discussing the same 

things or the importance of the relationships being described. Consequently, 

comparisons between writers or indeed between Aotearoa/New .zealand and 

other countries or Aotearoa/New z.ealand at a different time are difficult. A 

lack of theoretical grounding compounds the previous problem of conc~ptual 

clarity across time. However, these texts do raise and clarify a number of 

issues - for example, Graham (1992:116) and Orange (1987:223) comment on 

divisions within both settler and Maori societies. 

As would be expected, Wilkes does discuss the concepts that he uses. Key 

terms are briefly outlined and clarified (state, class and social forces), and 

Wilkes attempts to avoid confusion in his discussion. A similar clarification 

of terms is provided in The Tragedy of the Market. Similarly, as A Dream 

Deferred is aimed at both an academic and wider audience, Pearson does not 

neglect the clarification of concepts. This precision (which is both academic 

and ethical) means that in Chapter One (1990:7-37) Pearson discusses and 

defines race, racism, ethnicity, colonialism, ethnic movements and the state 

(which is then expanded upon in the following chapter). This process enables 

30lssen (1992:Ch10), in contrast does define and discuss 
what is meant by the term "modernisation•. 
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the reader to assess Pearson's position on the issues, as well as know what 

exactly is being discussed when these terms are used. 

I have used the theoretical and philosophical positions outlined in Chapter 

One as the basis for defining concepts in Chapter Two. Thus an application 

of the revised Hall and Schwarz approach would need to reiterate the key 

concepts and define others in order to maintain coherence and avoid 

misinterpretation. This conceptual clarification is important, in order to avoid 

confusion about what is being discussed and how concepts may alter. Social 

distinctions are mentioned in each text, but it is only in the sociology texts 

that these are given a framework that allows comparisons to be made. This 

relates to the previous point - for it is by considering Jww you are going to 

study the past that the issue of using contemporary concepts becomes 

important. Similarly, the use of existing historical evidence - whether official 

statistics or personal diaries - requires some consideration of how these may 

differ from more contemporary evidence. 

The final area that I shall consider is the explicit acknowledgement of the 

ethics of research. This is closely tied to both theory and methodology, and 

remains central to any research. My primary concern here is with the way 

that history is reinterpreted in light of events at the time of research. The 

idea of history as a political battleground is relevant here, as research can 

have an impact both on "commonsense" ideas about history and political 

decisions (such as government policy). The use of theory and the definition 

of concepts go some way towards acknowledging ethical concerns, specifying 

the selection of evidence and confronting the issues of historicism, empiricism 

and positivism. However, I am interested in how a researcher acknowledges 

ethical issues in general. 

In the introduction of OHNZ (1992:i.x) the recent increase in writing on Maori 

history is highlighted. This and "revisionist" histories are examples of 

changes in the praxis of history. These changes are important, both for the 
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way a different perspective is presented, and the way previously omitted 

areas of life are researched. Similarly, The Treaty of Waitangi is described as 

"the first comprehensive study of the treaty" (back cover), and an 

acknowledgement of the political implications of the book (or at least what 

"comprehensive" means in this context) would perhaps be pertinent. This is 

an important area, because The Treaty of Waitangi charts both Maori and 

Pakeha attitudes towards the Treaty- and may in turn have a role in shaping 

future attitudes. This book was published in 1987 - after legislative changes 

to enable Maori claims against the Crown relating to injustices since 1840. 

While I am concerned, in this research, with events that primarily occurred 

between 1840 and 1907, it is not possible to completely distance this analysis 

from current events and theoretical developments. While I have chosen to 

discuss The Treaty of Waitangi, with its emphasis on reclaiming the role of 

Maori in history, a similar trend has also been evident with respect to the role 

of women throughout history. As I have indicated, the omission of a 

discussion of these changes in OHNZ and The Treaty of Waitangi is not of 

primary importance4
• Rather, this is an area that needs to be included in 

historical sociology. 

The ethical issues and political implications of research are not explicitly 

covered in 'The state as an historical subject". This is largely a result of the 

fact that Wilkes has set out a limited project - to chart the broad shape of four 

theoretically shaped periods of state history in Aotearoa/New Zealand. 

Therefore, Wilkes notes some implications of these shifts - such as the 

continuing alienation of Maori (1993:207), without consistently developing 

these issues. However, Wilkes clearly wishes to avoid an historicist approach 

to charting state formation (1993:208) and acknowledges the complexity of 

research in this area. 

4While I feel that the issue of theory should be covered for 
both academic and ethical reasons, my emphasis here is not on a 
detailed critique of OHNZ and The Treaty of Waitangi. 
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As would be expected in a larger sociological analysis, Pearson does consider 

the ethical and political implications of research. htltially, the fragmented 

nature of existing information and studies on the past is acknowledged 

(1990:4). At the same time, Pearson positions his text as concerned with 

improving understanding of contemporary issues through an analysis of 

history. Tiris is an explicitly political position. In the final chapter (1990:213-

247), Pearson also confronts a range of topical issues that highlight both the 

importance of Aotearoa/New .2ealand history and the way in which 

contemporary issues shape what is deemed to be important in the past. 

Implementing a revised Hall and Schwarz approach does not imply a pre

determined ethical or political approach. However, given the lack of control 

that a researcher has over the interpretations of published work, I feel that it 

is necessary for a researcher to acknowledge the contested nature of historical 

evidence and the limitations of research. Each step in applying the Hall and 

Schwarz model (selection of time frame, indicators and interpretation) needs 

assessment and reassessment, as does any research model. In the period 

1840-1907, the Hall and Schwarz model allows for the consideration of issues 

(such as the Aotearoa/New ~aland Wars) which are ongoing areas for 

debate. Interpreting the impact of the Aotearoa/New Zealand Wars on state 

formation may contribute to state reformation in Aotearoa/New Zealand 

today. Consideration of these possibilities should, therefore, be a part of any 

application of the revised Hall and Schwarz model. 

To summarise; as I demonstrated in Chapter One, theory in general is an 

important part of historical sociology. The Hall and Schwarz model also 

emphasises theory as a key part of an historical sociology of the state. nus 

section has provided further support for the use of theory. Firstly, a 

consideration of how and why the study of the past is carried out is relevant. 

This enables the researcher to identify what sources are used and the political 

implications of the research being conducted. This includes a consideration 

of the position of the researcher, any biases the researcher may have, the 
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intended audience and the aim of the research. Secondly, the theoretical 

model provides a coherent framework within the domain I have developed 

for developing a study of empirical evidence. An overarching theoretical 

model also enables concepts to be clearly defined. Having set out both the 

theoretical framework (Hall and Schwarz) and the justification for using 

theory in general, I shall now consider the issues involved in applying this 

theory to substantive historical issues. 

4 SELECTION OF THE TIME FRAME FOR ANALYSIS -

POTENTIAL FOR STATE (RE)FORMATION 

Having established the potential advantages of using the theoretically specific 

revised Hall and Schwarz approach, I will now consider a range of 

substantive issues. The first of these is the selection of the time frame for 

analysis. In terms of the revised Hall and Schwarz approach this is a period 

of potential state (re)formation and I have selected the period 1840-1907. This 

is, in part, in order to remain comparable to the period that Hall and Schwarz 

investigated with respect to Britain. However, it also covers the period of 

initial Aotearoa/New Zealand state formation and the ongoing process of 

reformation that signalled a possible shift towards collectivism. 

Given that I have selected this time frame for analysis, it is possible to utilise 

the Hall and Schwarz concept of crisis as one indicator of what was occurring 

in Aotearoa/New Zealand during this time. The combination of breaks in 

some areas and related new developments had a major effect on the shaping 

of the Aotearoa/New Zealand state. However, at the same time, many things 

remained constant. Looking at OHNZ and The Treaty of Waitangi in general, 

in a number of chapters, the multitude of changes occurring are accorded 

special significance. Also, the way in which the chapters are divided into 

sections in OHNZ indicates that the editors (at least) considered these periods 

to involve significant breaks with previous and subsequent events. Similarly, 
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Wilkes divides two of his periods of Aotearoa/New Zealand state 

development around 1890. Pearson does not structure his discussion in this 

way, but identifies a number of events that occurred over the time frame 

1840-1907 that are important in understanding the origins of ethnic conflict5
• 

This discussion is not intended to be a comprehensive review of the texts that 

I have selected. My aim has been to identify the way in which these authors 

have highlighted issues which could form the basis for applying the Hall and 

Schwarz model. In this section, I have highlighted the way in which the 

events recorded by these authors fit the concept of "crisis" as a part of 

potential state reformation. This can be seen as a first step in considering the 

applicability of the Hall and Schwarz model. 

The Oxford History of New Zealand 

Authors in OHNZ provide a chronological description of these years (1840-

1907) and summarise the characteristics of particular decades. While the 

1870s are characterised as "a decade of consolidation" (Gardner, 1992:72), the 

Aotearoa/New Zealand Wars had a lasting impression as Maori realised that 

their authority no longer prevailed. In the 1880s, Aotearoa/New Zealand 

entered a "Long Depression" (1880-1895), the effect of which was 

compounded by Aotearoa/New Zealand's indebtedness and dependence on 

the (similarly depressed) British economy (Gardner, 1992:75). This "forced the 

colonist and colonial alike to examine the nature of New z.ealand society and 

provided an atmosphere receptive to experiment and change" (Graham, 

1992:139). While the depression lingered on, in "August 1890 New Zealand 

was plunged into its first crisis in the relations between labour and capital, 

a two-month-long strike which tied up the ports and involved some 8000 

unionists" (Richardson, 1992:201). While the conditions for the strike had 

5Reeves also notes the marked increase in the state 
involvement in society in 1890 (1969:50). 
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emerged from the preceding years, the following years saw the state become 

increasingly involved in civil society6. 

The rise of the prohibition and women's suffrage movements also mobilised 

large numbers of people to become involved in politics - even if only for a 

short time. However, Richardson also notes (1992:203) that "[t]he years 

following the strike were marked still by consensus rather than conflict: 

parties remained unstable and class peripheral". The impact of the economy 

cannot be neglected from these upheavals as in the mid-1890s "New 2.ealand 

entered an era of prosperity that was to last until the beginning of the 1920s" 

(Brooking, 1992:230)7. Richardson draws attention here to the way in which 

the upheavals prior to the 1890s occurred alongside stability and consensus. 

The period of state (re)formation that is covered by these authors certainly 

could be studied by using the revised Hall and Schwarz model. Then, rather 

than having a primary focus on describing history during the period 1840-

1907, the theoretical model can structure a critical analysis of the process of 

state (re)formation. 

The Treaty of Waitangi 

In a similar way to the OHNZ authors, Orange charts what I have interpreted 

as a series of crises since 1840. While the book focuses on the interpretations 

of the Treaty and the way Maori and settlers/Pakeha shaped or reacted to 

those interpretations, there is a theme that runs throughout these chapters. 

That is, Maori have consistently been treated as though the Treaty was 

irrelevant, and their attempts for justice have been severely dealt with. The 

Aotearoa/New 2.ealand Wars are the most violent example of this. The Wars 

6This included the 1894 BNZ takeover, taxation, the 
Factories Act 1894, IC&A Act 1894, OAP Act 1898. 

7These changes (during the period 1871-1891) are also 
identified and surmnarised by Sutch (1966). 
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stemmed from struggles over land8 and sovereignty, and initially involved 

a large number of British forces as well as settlers and some Maori. By 1868 

"New z.ealand's resources were being stretched to the limit; by the end of the 

decade there was a widespread yearning for an abiding peace" (1987:181). 

The last British forces pulled out in 1870. 

This did not mean the end of the struggle for recognition by Maori, although 

this was compounded when they did not realise that by the 1860s "Britain 

had completely abdicated responsibility for the treaty" (1987:204). Thus by 

1891 an alternative approach -· the kotahitanga (Maori unity) parliaments 

developed as a peaceful forum for resisting further land alienation and 

protecting Maori taonga (1987:185). These parliaments of the 1890s were set 

up along the lines of the settler parliament and were designed to supplement 

it (1987:225). However, this movement was never able to establish any legal 

independence for Maori. Orange charts a range of crises that demonstrate 

essentially unchanging attitudes from the settlers, and a range of initiatives 

by Maori (ranging from individuals to pan-Maori) to attempt to counter those 

attitudes. The focus by Orange on the Kotahitanga provides an interesting 

example of the potential for state reformation that was not realised. The 

revised Hall and Schwarz model enables unsuccessful attempts at state 

reformation to be included alongside successful ones. 

"The state as an historical subject" 

The differentiation of distinct phases in the Hall and Schwarz model relies on 

the identification of times of stability and times of upheaval or transition. In 

this sense, Wilkes' model identifies the time around 1890 as a period of 

significant change in the role of the state. Wilkes also notes the continuity of 

8Condlif fe ( 1959: 77) also notes that •the main drift of 
native land legislation has been to separate the Maoris from 
their landsN - especially after 1873. 
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development. For example, while Vogel's borrowing meant that "the national 

debt greatly increased, the establishment of the national infrastructure was in 

train" (1993:196). Thus while the control of the state and role of the state was 

debated and challenged, key areas continued to be developed. Wilkes also 

notes the importance of the abolition of provincial government in 1875 

(1993:195) as a key step in the changing scope of the state. Wilkes goes on 

(1993:196) to summarise the changes between 1890-1935: 

The last years of the oligarchy had seen widespread economic 
depression, massive hardship and deprivation. A rural landed 
oligopoly and its client State were directly challenged by the 
emergence of the party system, the rise of the liberals and their 
Labour allies, as well as by anticipated shifts in the structure of 
the economy. 

Wilkes includes in his outline changes to the economy, production, political 

representation, alienation of Maori land and the role of the state. The Hall 

and Schwarz idea of crisis as a key factor in state development is clearly 

applicable to Wilkes' analysis. Similarly, the idea of selecting a period of 

potential state reformation as the focus for investigation would fit the Fordist 

theoretical basis of Wilkes' discussion. While Wilkes does use a sociological 

approach to history here, he identifies (as do the historians) events around the 

turning point of 1890 as important in considering the history of the state in 

Aotearoa/New z.ealand. 

A Dream Deferred 

While Pearson does not focus directly on state (re)formation, he identifies a 

number of key issues that warrant investigation. He also provides a 

summary of the changes in Aotearoa/New Zealand that fits the idea of crisis: 

Towards the middle of the nineteenth century, New Zealand 
society was undergoing significant transformations as a young 
British colony struggling to establish a coherent state and 
government structure in the midst of internal and external 
political and economic forces.(1990:42) 
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Some of the areas identified by Pearson include colonial administration, the 

role of governor, settlers, Maori, missionaries, British events and individuals, 

and the Wakefield scheme. Pearson also notes the importance of the (albeit 

partial) economic incorporation of Maori into the capitalist system (1990:68-

70). The importance of the Aotearoa/New Zealand Wars is not neglected by 

Pearson, and these are characterised as battles for land and value systems 

(1990:52). With respect to colonial relationships, the Aotearoa/New Zealand 

Wars "also marked the beginning of the end of imperial control over native 

land and native policy" (1990:53). The impact of the Wars on the 

Aotearoa/New Zealand state was also significant and Pearson notes that: 

After the New Zealand Wars when the sovereignty of the state 
seemed to be assured, any historical sense of a binding pact 
between coloniser and colonised, if such an interpretation was 
ever fully present, vanished from the minds of most Pakeha. In 
1877 Judge Prendergast, in his Wi Parata judgement, declared 
the treaty "a simple nullity".(1990:146-147) 

For ethnic relations, the period 1840-1907 was indeed a time of crisis. This 

was particularly so for Maori, but Pearson also includes in his analysis 

(1990:73-105) the treatment of Chinese and Indian immigrants (as well as 

others). The control of immigration was an important part of the state's 

jurisdiction and can be analysed in relation to labour requirements. In 

particular, during times of economic recession, public outcries against ethnic 

minorities increased (1990:94). The role of the state in controlling 

immigration has continued in similar forms throughout Aotearoa/New 

Zealand's history. 

Summary 

The writers that I have covered provide a wealth of material that can be 

considered in relation to the concept of crisis. The importance of the 

challenges facing the Aotearoa/New Zealand colony are also apparent. The 

quotes that I have used have been selected in order to highlight particular 
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issues - I could also have emphasised issues such as the fight for women's 

suffrage or the prohibition movement. By using a Gramscian approach, what 

could be described as arbitrarily selected chronological events, can be used 

to structure an analysis of the process of state formation. Instead of using a 

general concept of crisis, the analysis can become more specific. Titis would 

firstly include a discussion of changes in the economy and economic relations 

- within Aotearoa/New Zealand and internationally. A second key area 

could address the development of social structures and civil society alongside 

economic development. Thirdly, the development of the state system could 

be charted. The concept of crisis remains as a part of the method for 

selecting a time frame for analysis. The concept of crisis also remains 

important for discussing the following areas of political representation and 

individualism/ collectivism. 

Overall, however, using "a period of potential state (re)formation" as the basis 

for selecting the time frame is very similar to the Hall and Schwarz concept 

of crisis in this case. Given that I wish to allow for the possibility of a wider 

application of the theoretical approach, changing the terms used explicitly 

allows for non-crisis periods to be analysed. Each of these texts does identify 

the time frame that I have selected as important, and provide the basis for 

developing a detailed and theoretically informed justification of how this 

period could be considered as a period of potential state (re)formation. 

5 POSSIBLE INDICATORS OF POLITICAL 

REPRESENTATION 

The term political representation encompasses a range of areas that can be 

considered in a historical sociology of the Aotearoa/New Zealand state. 

Other areas (such as education) could also be considered separately (or 

alongside political representation). Given that Hall and Schwarz use political 

representation as their primary example I have chosen to do so also. 
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However, I have (in Chapter Three) pointed out that political representation 

in general does not provide specific indicators for assessing any relationship 

between the structure of the state and the representation of civil society. In 

the following discussion of each text I have highlighted information that 

could be utilised to develop some indicators of these relationships. 

The Oxford History of New Zealand 

Politi.cal representation covers both the relationship between Britain and 

Aotearoa/New Zealand, and changes within Aotearoa/New Zealand. The 

area of political representation is covered in passing in a number of chapters 

of OHNZ. Changes in the franchise legislation are documented, and the rise 

of self-government is covered. However, the ongoing colonial relationship 

with Britain is seldom mentioned or assessed. The colonial relationship with 

Britain is important as power shifted fairly rapidly from the Governor (British 

representative) to the nascent Aotearoa/New Zealand parliament. This had 

a major effect on the position of Maori, as the Treaty was consistently 

downplayed, while consolidating the power of the settler politicians. 

Similarly, the relationship of economic dependence with Britain is mentioned 

but the effect that this had on the developing nation-state is not expanded 

upon. 

The chapters in OHNZ document the shift in colonial state control from 

Britain to Aotearoa/New Zealand, but this is not generally viewed as of 

primary importance. Parsonson (1992:173) does highlight the shift: 

Within 25 years of annexation, then, there had been great 
constitutional changes in New Zealand. Maori had not been 
consulted in this process; they had been consigned to a role as 
bystanders as the settlers agitated for and achieved "self
government". 

As we shall see, this shift effectively removed power from Maori as they were 

then dealing with a settler government that had a vested interest in securing 
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land (and revenue) with little regard for Maori welfare. This is one indicator 

that could be developed fwther - prior to 1840, control almost exclusively 

rested in Britain, but by 1907, control of the state was clearly based in 

Aotearoa/ New z.ealand. 

The development of an internal political structure in Aotearoa/New Zealand 

was closely modelled on that of Britain. There were two houses - a 

nominated Legislative Council (which was abolished in 1950) and an elected 

House of Representatives. The Colonial Office retained some areas of control, 

in particular, native policy and foreign policy (Dalziel 1992:93, Mcintyre 

1992:338). Initially, the suffrage requirements involved a small amount of 

property and a residence requirement for males over 21 years of age. In 1867, 

a separate Maori roll was introduced along with four Maori seats in 

Parliament. If Maori individuals registered on the Maori roll, they were 

exempt from the property qualification In 1879 the property qualification 

was abolished, although the country quota remained, and in 1893, the 

franchise was extended to women9
• The political incorporation of Maori 

suggest another area that could be focussed on - including the refusal of 

settlers to allow for powersharing with Maori. 

However, "the first sessions of Parliament showed that politics were a maze 

of competing and conflicting interests. There were no clear-cut political 

divisions, no sharp party lines until the late 1880s" (Dalziel, 1992:94-95). 

Economic conditions affected the shape of the state and representation within 

it. As the colonial economy consolidated, provincialism declined (Gardner, 

1992:71) and national politics developed. As far as political participation was 

concerned, "it was not until the early 1890s that the working class and the 

lower middle class became aware of the power of the ballot box and began 

to use it" (Dalziel, 1992:97). The extension of the franchise can be considered 

as another possible indicator for assessing state (re)formation. The fight for 

9Condliffe ( 1959: 40) characterises the eighties as "a period 
>f intense political a gitation" . 
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women's suffrage in particular has attracted considerable attention in 

Aotearoa/New 2.ealand. Richardson (1992:209) also notes that at the end of 

the century "[e]ffective power still rested with local notables in the electorates, 

but a model for future party structure had been created". The basic 

structures remained fairly constant after 1852 - it was in the areas of 

representation, organisation within civil society and state legislative 

jurisdiction that the changes occurred. 

Improved economic conditions in the 1890s resulted in increased state 

revenue, which was able to fund the increasing legislative program. This 

"extension of state regulation and its concomitant, an enlarged civil service 

drew complaints that New 2.ealand was drifting towards government by 

bureaucracy" (Richardson, 1992:213). The role of and importance of the civil 

service is not expanded upon, nor is the composition of government (aside 

from previous references)10
• Again, while this does not occur in OHNZ, the 

material provides the basis for developing a further indicator with regard to 

state employees. OHNZ primarily charts the constitutional and legislative 

changes that occurred over this time. However, it is apparent that the 

economy played an important role in the expansion of the state and the 

ability of individuals to stand for office. Shifting colonial relationships can 

also be liked to the economy - in funding the early development of the state. 

However, this development of the state did not extend to the development 

of a parallel or complementary pan-Maori organisation. 

As the state developed, representation widened as the suffrage was extended, 

and as more people participated in the political process. Also, the expansion 

of the state meant that ever more people were employed by the state and 

relied on it for some form of welfare. Large scale changes in political 

10Le Rossignol and Stewart (1912:197) note that by 1912 the 
mmbers employed by the state or on the OAP, plus their 
lependents, had reached approximately 130,000 or one eighth of 
~he population of Aotearoa/New Zealand. 
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representation are thus charted in OHNZ. Colonial control had virtually 

disappeared by 1907 and the scope of the franchise was approaching its 

current form. However, describing these changes does not presume an 

analysis of why they occurred, except for noting conjunctural links between 

economic prosperity and the extension of the state in the 1890s. Rather, it can 

be interpreted as perhaps piecemeal or even inevitable that the state 

developed in the way that it did. nus is why the development of indicators 

can be viewed as a central part of the operationalisation of the theoretical 

approach that I have presented in the previous chapter. 

The Treaty of Waitangi 

The Treaty of Waitangi provides only limited acknowledgement of the issues 

of political representation. While the actions of individuals and the perceived 

outcome of events is discussed, Orange does not provide a detailed 

discussion of state structures. Areas that are not covered include the British 

state system, the impetus for and justification of colonialism, the 

administration of colonial affairs, and the gradual establishment of settler 

government. Similarly, the structure of Maori society is not outlined or 

explained in detail. It is not clear how the pre-settlement relationships 

between different groups were structured, and relationships with settlers, and 

later the Aotearoa/New Zealand government are not discussed in relation to 

Maori systems. All of these areas have relevance for a discussion of the 

Treaty of Waitangi and subsequent Maori/settler and Maori/Pakeha 

relationships. The main problem with this is that it is not possible to assess 

changes if an initial benchmark is not provided. Once indicators have been 

developed they can be used to establish, firstly, whether a change has 

ocCWTed in the area of interest. Then it is possible to consider possible 

explanations for what happened. 
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Orange does not assume that colonisation was inevitable. Rather, "[a]ll 

parties who expressed an interest in New Zealand in 1838 shared the 

conviction that British intervention was both necessary and desirable. 

Opinion differed only on the extent of that intervention and the role that 

Maori people should play" (1987:26). However, this does focus on the 

colonising parties. Orange does not discuss the initial attitude of Maori to the 

role of settlers, aside from noting that "Maori-European contact was mutually 

advantageous" (1987:7). Although later she does note that there were 

considerable divisions with regard to signing the Treaty (1987:46-50). 

However, Orange is also critical of the subtle shift in power to the 

Aotearoa/New Zealand government and the disempowerment of Maori 

(1987:4,160&184). As power shifted, there was no "neutral referee" for Maori 

to appeal to for resolution of conflict with settlers. 

While the franchise was, in theory, extended to Maori from the 

implementation of the 1852 New Zealand Constitution, a combination of 

communal land ownership11
, exclusion from electoral districts and other 

factors (1987:137-142) effectively barred many Maori men (and later, women) 

from participating in electionsu. The 1867 Maori Representation Act 

allowed for four Maori seats in the House (1987:181)13
, and abolished the 

land requirement for Maori (who were on the Maori roll). As the war settled, 

Maori were also allowed on some juries and Maori schools were introduced. 

However, this did not allow for proportional representation, nor for sharing 

11See also Department of Justice, 1986:A14. 

12For example, " [t] he requirement of literacy in English for 
:he right to vote effectively excluded the Maori population from 
:he franchise" (Dept of Justice, 1986 :A9) . This requirement 
rould have had a similar effect on large numbers of the settler 
>opulation as well. 

13Also of importance "were the four statutes, passed between 
.896 and 1903, relating to representation" (Dept of Justice, 
.986:A45-46). These statutes determined electoral districts and 
1oundaries, including the country quota and the number of people 
~ lected for each district. 
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of political power. Orange provides a detailed and essentially critical outline 

of these changes, but as with the authors of OHNZ, does not provide an 

explanation of these changes. Similarly, any links between the economic 

situation and political representation are not developed. This is particularly 

important for Maori, as these factors contributed to the lack of political 

representation for Maori. 

Central to these areas is the importance of acknowledging the role of the state 

system, and how the processes that are a part of the state are effectively 

controlled by particular individuals. Implicit in The Treaty of Waitangi is the 

fact that those individuals have primarily been of British descent with the 

added advantage of financial independence. However, this is not developed 

as an indicator to highlight in a methodical way the impact that this had on 

Maori or settlers. While the individual and the state cannot be separated 

completely, the role of individuals in the establishment of a state system 

remains of central importance for understanding Aotearoa/New Zealand 

history. Developing indicators for particular areas of political representation 

would enable both individuals and the state to be considered in an analysis. 

However, as with the authors of OHNZ, Orange provides detailed 

information that can be used to develop the indicators that I have suggested. 

''The state as an historical subject" 

Wilkes' model does have the potential for considerable development, and this 

is most apparent when considering the area of political representation. While 

these themes are often mentioned, Wilkes is not able, in this chapter, to 

develop them fwther. From his discussion, it is apparent that the focus is on 

more contemporary events than I have concerned myself with. Wilkes 

comments on changes in the franchise, state structure and colonial 

relationships. The economic status of settlers is linked to their access to 

political power: 



The oligopolistic structure of early agriculture meant that white 
landholding formed the basis of early political power, and that 
both the membership of the ruling elite, as well as the principle 
influences on these rulers, could be sourced to the extensive 
landholdings which developed in the hands of white settlers by 
the 1850s.(1993:193) 
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The Gramscian basis of the Hall and Schwarz approach also suggests that 

political power cannot be divorced from socio-economic relationships. 

Leaving aside the consideration of existing information in the development 

of indicators that I have focussed on with respect to OHNZ and The Treaty of 

Waitangi, the development of indicators still requires a coherent theoretical 

approach. Thus the development of indicators for the revised Hall and 

Schwarz approach must not contradict the Gramscian basis. As Wilkes points 

out here, socio-economic relationships cannot be neglected. The development 

of indicators must include situating them in relation to the economic aspects 

of civil society and the state, as well as considering political relationships in 

(and between) civil society and the state. 

A Dream Deferred 

The issue of political representation is also covered in general terms by 

Pearson. In particular, the colonial relationship is given consideration as 

forming the basis of political structures that have, in large part, endured. As 

I have indicated with respect to Pearson's theoretical basis, the colonial 

relationship is placed into a context of capitalism and colonialism. Therefore: 

although white settler colonies clearly involve the introduction 
of capitalism into non-capitalistic societies, it is a distinctive 
brand of capitalism that reproduces dependent relations 
between the British "core" and the New z.ealand "periphery" ... 
However, ethnic relations within New z.ealand also reflect 
core/ periphery relations.(1990:32) 

Pearson also notes that Maori and Pakeha were not homogenous groups and 

class (large landed interests versus working class) fractured the settler society 
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(1990:47). The exclusion of other non-white immigrants is also addressed by 

Pearson (1990:93). Immigration and international relationships are thus 

further indicators that could be developed to assess the role of the state. 

Pearson takes a critical approach to the extension of the franchise, noting that 

"political incorporation only went so far and thl,ls can also be seen as a 

placebo designed to forestall demands for real equity in power sharing" 

(1990:68). Similarly, the creation of four Maori seats is viewed by Pearson as 

institutionalising racial categorisations in voting rights and electoral 

candidacy (1990:152). Developing indicators does not automatically imply 

acceptance of what is investigated. A critical approach remains important -

especially given the Gramscian framework that I am utilising. 

Pearson also considers the development of the state institutions and notes 

that: 

[t]he Pakeha-dominated state, with its centralised set of 
institutions and personnel, soon spread its tentacles throughout 
society ... The level of state influence, however, varied regionally 
and in some remoter districts the "state" was little more than a 
handful of peripatetic officials. (1990:101) 

Thus the role of the state varied in different locations and in remote districts 

populated by Maori, there may have existed a defacto "independence". The 

ability to ensure that citizens comply with state decisions is a core part of 

capitalist democracies, and the development of institutions that fulfil this role 

is an important part of state development. 

Summary 

The four texts that I have selected cover political representation to varying 

degrees. However, while the history texts primarily chart the changes that 

occurred, the sociology texts provide more in the way of analysis. Overall, 

there is clearly a lack of consideration of political representation as a part of 
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state development. That is not necessarily the purpose of these texts. There 

is definitely scope here for applying both a Gramscian analysis and the Hall 

and Schwarz approach to the extension of democracy. 

My discussion has highlighted areas that could be developed as indicators for 

assessing the changes or stability in state structures. Clearly, it would not be 

possible (or desirable) to consider all the potential indicators. Rather, a small 

selection need to be given detailed attention in light of the Gramscian 

framework that has been specified. While these texts are not concerned with 

developing indicators in order to investigate the state, they do provide ample 

evidence of areas that could be considered. Before developing these 

indicators, it is necessary to consider what the researcher intends to ascertain. 

In this case, I have suggested that the period 1840-1907 involved a shift in 

emphasis towards a collectivist state system. The following section considers 

the evidence that forms the basis for this tentative hypothesis. 

6 THE SHIFTING EMPHASIS: INDIVIDUALISM TO 

COLLECTIVISM 

In Chapter Three, I outlined what a shift to collectivism could entail. The 

importance of assessing this kind of shift is that a change in the balance of 

individualism and collectivism involves changes in the definition and role of 

the state. In this section, I consider the evidence that exists that would 

indicate that a shift from individualism to collectivism did occur. This 

involves considering whether a general shift can be identified, and also 

whether this can be identified in the area of political representation that I 

have developed from the Hall and Schwarz approach. These authors do 

chart such a shift, and I have indicated where the possibilities exist for further 

links with the revised Hall and Schwarz approach. 
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Oxford History of New Zealand 

Interestingly, the areas of individualism and collectivism are mentioned a 

number of times in OHNZ. Particularly with regard to the government in the 

1890s, there is widespread interpretation of this as involving a shift from 

liberalism or individualism to collectivism. Gardner (1992:70) clearly 

identifies this shift: 

[d]uring the late 1860s and early 1870s New Zealand was 
passing through a stage of transition. The pioneering phase 
was over and the colony had to enter a secondary phase of 
consolidation; the individualism of the frontier had to be 
supplemented by collective action on a new scale. 

However, these terms are not defined - nor is, for example, the increased 

government spending (collectivism) viewed in relationship to the economic 

ties between Britain and Aotearoa/New Zealand. In contrast, when referring 

to the period 1890-1935, Brooking (1992:253) notes that "[a]ttitudes of mind 

that enshrined individualism and accepted colonial dependence limited New 

Zealand's capacity to cope with a rapidly changing world". This implicitly 

situates Aotearoa/New Zealand within a global economic system, but this 

link is not expanded upon. 

Individualism in politics also evolved into collectivism with the emergence 

of political parties. As Dalziel notes (1992:111), the "old, informal, 

personalised style of consensus politics became outmoded in the 1890s. A 

more complex society demanded a different form of political organisation"14
• 

While the discussion of the provincial shift provides some connection 

between economic issues and centralisation (especially with those provinces 

opposed to centralisation), these links are again minimal. Certainly, the shift 

to collectivism is linked to economic issues (such as the end of the long 

depression) and changing international relationships. Similarly, as noted by 

14Along similar lines, Reeves links the fluidity of 
coalitions to the lack of party structures (1969: 65) . 
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Hall and Schwarz, collectivism can be viewed as related to the struggle for 

mass democracy. 

The issue of Maori collectivism versus settler individualism is also given 

cursory mention, although not in these terms. Rather, the way in which 

Maori formed a range of associations or groups in order to fight for control 

over their affairs is noted (see Sorrenson, 1992:141-166 & Parsonson, 1992:167-

198). Despite treating Maori as individuals as far as voting rights were 

concerned, they were more often viewed as a group - with particular 

problems that needed addressing, or as a problem that needed addressing. 

For example, Dalziel (1992:98-99) comments that "the two main issues in 

politics in the 1850s and 1860s were relations with the Maori, and the 

respective powers and rights of the provincial and general governments". 

The areas from OHNZ that I have raised concern the indicators of colonial 

state control, the franchise and Maori political incorporation and indicate that 

a shift to collectivism did occur - although this is somewhat complicated in 

the area of Maori political incorporation. 

The Treaty of Waitangi 

Orange provides in The Treaty of Waitangi a number of references to the steps 

taken by Maori to form organisations that would be able to negotiate with 

settlers. For example, she outlines two purposes of the runanga; that they 

were "to reform, consolidate or re-affirm tribal associations after the 

disturbances of the 1860s and, more broadly, to determine hapu and tribal 

relationships with the government" (1987:190). Also, the perception of 

powerlessness and appeals to the Queen were a "part of a groundswell of 

activity in the 1880s that was to lead a major sector of Maori society towards 

organised, united political activity" (1987:205). 
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These steps contributed to the development of the Kotahitanga movement 

around 1880 (1987:222). Orange discusses how this was viewed with 

trepidation by settlers: 

[s]ince Pakeha had profited by Maori divisiveness, the prospect 
of an extensive combination of Maori interests, a development 
that Pakeha had consistently believed to be an absolute 
impossibility, was seen as a threat. Maori land was still a hot 
political issue" in 1889. (1987:223) 

However, while Kotahitanga "parliaments", with runanga structures operated 

for about 11 years after 1891, they never achieved complete Maori union 

(1987:225). Nor were they able to develop a complementary relationship with 

the settler parliament. Thus Orange provides an extra dimension to the 

discussion in OHNZ with respect to Maori collectivism. In part, this 

collectivism can be viewed as a response to both the individualist and 

collectivist phases of state development. 

The focus on individuals that I have discussed, does mean that Orange does 

not discuss in any depth the shift to collectivism in the settler state. 

However, the focus on individuals rather than structures can be used to 

complement a more structural approach. As I have indicated, I feel that 

structures are an important part of any analysis. Using a Gramscian 

approach also emphasises the role of structures - although it does not exclude 

individuals. Certainly in analysing state development, the structures that exist 

in civil society and the state are an important factor. Key individuals and 

groups may shape these structures, and in Aotearoa/New Zealand, 

individuals such as George Grey played a significant role. Overall, though, 

the capitalist economy, British colonial traditions and the fragmented nature 

of Maori society had an overwhelming impact on the emergence of the state. 
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''The state as an historical subject" 

The issue of collectivism superseding individualism in the role of the state is 

addressed by Wilkes. He comments on the fragmentation of all parts of the 

early Aotearoa/New Zealand colony {1993:193-198) - this occurred along the 

lines of "race", class, gender and region. However, as Vogel strived to 

develop the infrastructure of the colony, regional distinctions and loyalties 

began to diminish in favour of centralised collective government. The 

extension of the franchise and "assimilation" of Maori also contributed to an 

increasing acceptance of collectivism. The "[t]raditional Maori leadership 

sought to prevent further losses of land, while a newer generation sought 

economic advancement and the implementation of the positive aspects of 

Pakeha culture" (1993:197). Wilkes also notes that in the 1890s, economic 

developments and urbanisation meant that "the influences on the State 

diversified beyond recognition and, in a parallel and not unconnected fashion, 

its activities spread rapidly into new areas of responsibility" (1993:198). 

Putting it simply, as the Aotearoa/New Zealand nation-state grew, the state 

also grew. Economies of scale perhaps played a role in the development of 

the state alongside a more politically involved civil society. Once again the 

general hypothesis that a shift to collectivism is apparent in the areas of 

political representation is supported. 

A Dream Deferred 

Consideration of the collectivist approach that developed during the 1890s is 

also apparent in Pearson's discussion. The approach taken by the state is also 

contrasted to the approaches taken by Maori in order to protect their 

interests. Pearson situates the development of a centralised state in the 

context of white settler colonies in general, noting (1990:31) the particular 

importance that this had for shaping ethnic relations. The majority of settlers 

were also convinced of their own superiority and "quickly established a 
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politicd framework that not only created and maintained a stratified system 

of material rewards, but also sought to persuade or force the indigenous 

population to accept the dominant culture" (1990:64). Thus there was a 

conscious move to ensure that settlers and Maori became one homogenous 

group1s. 

However, Pearson also identifies the fissures within both Maori and Pakeha 

society (1990:38,47). These fissures were never totally removed, although the 

collectivist state gave them limited acknowledgement. Legislation was 

implemented to deal with "problem" areas, but this can be interpreted as 

paternalistic and disciplinary as Hall and Schwarz indicate. This was a shift 

in emphasis and not a replacement of an "individualist" state by a "collectivist" 

state. Pearson also acknowledges that the "connection between political 

action and economic fluctuations underlines the importance of non-ethnic and 

non-racial factors in conflicts between groups which are also culturally and 

phenotypically dissimilar" (1990:95). Economic factors continually affect ideas 

about collectivism both within civil society and the state. As with the Hall 

and Schwarz approach, Pearson links these areas. 

Summary 

The shift from individualism to collectivism is charted in a variety of ways, 

and with emphasis on a range of different factors in the four texts that I have 

discussed. There is a wealth of material on the changes that were involved 

in this shift. While economic and colonial issues played a key role in the shift 

towards collectivism, this was not a total change. The capitalist system 

remained, and divisions within civil society and between civil society and the 

state remained. Similarly, key individuals remained in power. As with the 

15Hamer ( 1988: 15) interprets the liberalism of some 
oliticians prior to 1890 as "paternalistic not democratic" -
hich fits the possible interpretation outlined earlier. 
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application of the Hall and Schwarz model in England, changes can be 

viewed as evidence both of the struggle for mass democracy and the 

development of a paternalistic and powerful central state system. 

Ultimately, it is the shift from individualism to collectivism that Hall and 

Schwarz have used to structure their analysis of Britain. Here, this shift can 

be seen as the result of a range of challenges to the state that existed rather 

than one type of shift that must be assessed in terms of state development. 

The fact that a shift can be identified in Aotearoa/ New Zealand would imply 

that the revised Hall and Schwarz model would bear detailed replication in 

Aotearoa/ New Zealand. 

7 CONCLUSION 

In this chapter I have indicated how a selection of texts provide information 

that supports the possibility for applying the revised Hall and Schwarz 

approach to Aotearoa/New Zealand. Firstly, it is essential that any attempt 

to study Aotearoa/New Zealand is theoretically informed. The arguments 

that I have set out throughout this research have been reiterated in the 

consideration of whether theory was explicit in the chosen texts. Ethical 

requirements provide a strong basis on which to develop a theoretical 

framework (or domain) before attempting an assessment of the available 

evidence. However, given that a domain such as the one I have developed 

may already exist, theoretical and philosophical bases may be summarised 

and referenced, provided that the process of research does not contradict 

them. 

A consideration of the chosen texts indicates that it is possible to view the 

period 1840-1907 as a period of potential state (re)formation, and that the 

political representation indicators can be developed to chart a shift towards 
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collectivism. Considering firstly, the selection of the time frame, it is clear 

that the period 1840-1907 did involve state formation and reformation. Each 

text identifies historical events that influenced state formation. The 

importance of events around 1890 in reforming state structures is also 

apparent. The time span that I have identified obviously covers an enormous 

number of changes, which makes detailed analysis difficult. However, if 

several (or even one) themes or indicators are selected, they can be used to 

assess initial benchmarks and chart changes that have occurred. 

The selection of this time frame as a period of potential state (re)formation 

also provides the possibility to consider either failed attempts to alter the 

state, or areas in which there did not seem to be any significant challenges. 

The Kotahitanga can thus be studied within the bounds of this model. There 

are a wealth of primary and secondary sources available that focus on the 

time frame that I have identified. Selection, interpretation and analysis of 

sources within the domain that I have identified can thus be limited in part 

by the selection of a time frame such as the one I have indicated. The next 

step in applying this approach involves establishing what, in particular, is to 

be investigated. 

Hall and Schwarz are concerned with identifying and explaining a shift from 

liberalism to collectivism in the state. This, then, provides the broad 

hypothesis from which can be developed a range of testable hypotheses to 

select specific areas in which state (re)formation could be identified. The texts 

I have discussed identify a number of areas that could be assessed in this 

way. Once an area has been selected possible causes for state (re)formation 

can also be hypothesised. A central part of this process is the selection and 

operationalisation of specific indicators. 

I have primarily focussed on the identification of some indicators of political 

representation. It is clear that the operationalisation of these indicators to 

chart change is possible. A more difficult task is including possible causes 
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in order to explain changes (or stability) in particular indicators. The 

Gramscian basis provides a framework for considering key factors such as 

socio-economic relationships and colonialism. It is not possible, here, to 

develop these possibilities further. What a consideration of these texts does 

show is that the information is available for detailed research. The domain 

of knowledge that I have set out stresses the contestability of any historical 

evidence and the Hall and Schwarz model provides a coherent approach that 

can be used to select, report and critically analyse the available evidence. 



CONCLUSION 
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In the last ten years, successive governments have acted to limit the role of 

the state in Aotearoa/New Z.ealand. This in no way diminishes the 

importance of studying the state in Aotearoa/New Z.ealand. Indeed it may 

well be that the state will once again assume a massive presence in our civil 

society, and in any case, as Gram.sci pointed out, even the "nightwatchman" 

state is a mode of central regulatioIL The framework that I have utilised here 

works through philosophical, theoretical and conceptual issues to suggest a 

possible way to study the Aotearoa/New Z.ealand state. By identifying some 

of the existing gaps in Aotearoa/New Zealand research, I have attempted to 

strengthen this model and indicate its applicability to Aotearoa/New 

Z.ealand. Needless to say, much research into the process of early state 

development in Aotearoa/New Zealand remains to be done. Attempting to 

do this research will indeed demonstrate whether my confidence is justified. 

Similarly, doing further research into more recent history could assess the 

changing role of the state and the changes in the relationship between civil 

society and the state. These issues remain important for both understanding 

why changes have occurred and anticipating the likelihood of future stability 

or change. However, the key issue that requires ongoing development is that 

of colonialism and the process of post~olonialism. 

From philosophical to empirical information the issue of colonialism remains 

important for research in Aotearoa/New Z.ealand. As I indicated in the 

introduction, the Treaty of W aitangi cannot be excluded from research into 

Aotearoa/New Zealand. Firstly, this is because Aotearoa/New Zealand was 

only settled by the English (and other, primarily European, groups) on the 

basis of the Treaty of W aitangi. From initial settlement, the shape of the state 

system in Aotearoa/New Zealand has reflected a range of positions relative 

to the Treaty. The development of an economic infrastructure was based on 

the appropriation (by force if necessary) of Maori land. Studying economic, 

social and political developments in Aotearoa/New Zealand in the 1890s 

certainly requires a consideration of colonial relationships - and this is also 

true of Aotearoa/New Zealand in the 1990s. As a Pakeha sociologist, I 
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consider that I have an ethical obligation to consider the Treaty of W aitangi -

both as an aspect of Aotearoa/New z.ealand history and as a part of ongoing 

life in Aotearoa/New 2.ealand. Any research endeavour has the potential to 

encourage research in particular areas. Research is also constrained by a 

number of factors - not least space, time and money. We can hope that other 

researchers will cover those areas omitted or given scant attention in our own 

research. But we can also choose to highlight particular areas of importance. 

These are the issues that formed a part of the impetus for this research. 

However, in order to address these concerns, the first step is to construct a 

domain of knowledge that can structure subsequent research. 'Ibis has been 

the aim of this thesis. I have limited my discussion to the broad field of 

historical sociology, the state as the subject and the potential application of 

a revised Hall and Schwarz approach. As a domain of knowledge, the 

approach that I have argued for provides the tools for investigating the 

colonial past of Aotearoa/New Zealand. 

The emphasis on historical sociology is of central importance to this project. 

By assessing the relative merits of historical and sociological approaches, it 

is clear that they can be combined in a constructive way. The research skills 

of historians are invaluable in accessing and assessing the historical texts that 

form the basis for research into the history of Aotearoa/New Zealand. The 

theoretical basis of sociology provides the structure and justification for the 

way in which texts are selected, described and interpreted. Detailed historical 

sociology research may require ongoing collaboration by individuals from 

both disciplines, and this will be most successful when a dynamic exchange 

of ideas exists. 

Within the field of historical sociology, I have suggested that a realist position 

forms the philosophical basis of this domain. We must look beyond the 

reporting of facts in order to understand or explain history. Titls requires the 

use of a theoretical framework that can propose possible reasons for historical 
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events or structures. The theoretical framework is also important from an 

ethical point of view, as the researcher must select and justify the approach 

taken, and, ideally, justify the selection and interpretation of evidence. 

Historical evidence, in itself is not neutral and should not be reported as 

such, but the selective reporting of evidence to fit a theory is also not 

desirable. The process of developing a domain is ongoing and involves the 

suggestion of possible approaches - as I have done here - and then testing 

how a particular approach may be applied. 

Having charted the arguments for developing historical sociology as the 

broad shape of this domain, the next key area involves defining the subject. 

I have selected the state because of its importance as both an institution and 

an actor throughout Aotearoa/New .zealand' s history. It is also a key area 

in which the issues of colonialism (and the potential shift to post-colonialism) 

are addressed and, importantly, recorded. "The state" is defined as 

government and public service and is situated in relation to civil society, the 

nation-state and the international context. The complex relationship between 

civil society and the state is of particular importance, as civil society is, 

potentially, the key driving force of change or stability in the state. 

Explaining change or stability in the state is best structured by the use of a 

society-centred theoretical framework State-centred approaches seriously 

assert the potential for state autonomy, however, this can be utilised as one 

aspect of a society-centred approach. Given that, since colonisation, 

Aotearoa/New .zealand has been a predominantly capitalist society, I narrow 

the theoretical framework by the choice of a neo-Marxist approach - on the 

understanding that, suitably interpreted, this stance is not far removed from 

that of "critical pluralism". This avoids an overt economic reductionism by 

allowing a wide range of factors to be included in an analysis of causality. 

Thus, the state is allowed a degree of autonomy, the actions of individuals 

are given credence and, in this case, colonial relationships, and aspects of 
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political representation can be considered alongside socio-economic 

relationships. 

The Hall and Schwarz approach builds on the theoretical issues involved in 

defining the state to propose a specific model for studying the state. In 

particular, this involves a neo-Gramscian theoretical basis that addresses the 

theoretical issues I have outlined, and an emphasis on attention to historical 

complexity. I have enlarged considerably on this approach in order to 

indicate how it fits into the domain that I have developed and to demonstrate 

how it is applicable to Aotearoa/New z.ealand. The revised Hall and 

Schwarz approach thus involves selecting a period of potential state 

(re)formation that can be studied. The aim is to assess whether, in this case, 

there was a shift in emphasis from individualism to collectivism in the state. 

In order to do this, the broad field of political representation is developed to 

provide four examples of what could be assessed - colonial control of the 

state, the franchise, Maori inclusion and state employees. These are only a 

small selection of potential indicators - and may not, in practice, be valid 

indicators of the individualism to collectivism shift. However, they provide 

examples that could be operationalised as a part of empirical research. 

The final step taken in this thesis involved considering a small selection of 

New Zealand texts in light of the domain that I have established. This, in 

part, draws on a reflexive realist position that allows for an ongoing 

reassessment of historical texts. While none of the texts I have considered 

combine the theoretical basis and subject matter that I am concerned with, 

they provide evidence that it is both possible and desirable to implement the 

approach that I have suggested. However, this thesis has focussed primarily 

on establishing a coherent framework rather than the detailed application of 

a particular approach. Thus, this discussion is inevitably no more than an 

assertion of preferences, and an identification of possibilities. But there are 

a wealth of possibilities that can be considered in light of the domain of 

knowledge that I have discussed. 
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"Oearing the ground" has proved to be a difficult task. In the process of 

clarifying some issues, new areas have come to light that demand 

consideration - and not all can ever be given detailed assessment. Yet for all 

that, the importance of historical sociology is not likely to diminish, and in 

Aotearoa/New Zealand, history remains of central importance in the process 

of developing as a post-colonial society. In particular, the role of the state in 

the past and in the future remains vitally important, and utilising historical 

sociology can help to improve our understanding of the state. In closing this 

thesis, then, I reiterate my sense of the centrality of the topics that I have tried 

to weave together. My hope is that, in a small way, my themes and 

arguments help to clarify those domains of knowledge which pose exciting 

challenges as Aotearoa/New Zealand continues the process of post-colonial 

development. 
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